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Pref ace 
Battlefield 'I'echnical Intelligence 
(TECHINT) is part of the overall 
TECHINT system. 'Ihe pw:pose of this 
publication is to errq;>hasize the 
inportance of arrl to describe 
Battlefield TECHINT. '!his field manual 
provides the doctrine, tactics, 
techniques, and procedures used to 
collect and exploit foreign 
technological developments. '!his 
effort results in the prcduction of the 
TECHINT that supports our mission. 
'Ihis field manual describes the 
Battlefield TECHINT process at echelons 
corps and below {ECB) and its links 
with echelons above corps {FAC), 
Military Intelligence (MI) 
organizations' other services' am the 
strategic-level intelligence agencies 
that support it. 
'Ihe inf onnation in this field 
manual applies to all 'Arrrrj personnel. 
iii 
It especially applies to Active 
~t (AC) am Reserve Component 
(RC) canunarrlers am their staffs, US 
'Arrrr:i Training am Doctrine Cc:amnand 
('mAIX)C) Centers am Schools, arrl MI 
elements. 
'Ihe doctrine in this publication 
confonn.s with am supports the 
principles contained in FM 34-1. '!his 
publication ilrplenents Starrlardization 
Agreement (STANAG) 2084, and complies 
with STANAGs 1059 am 2097 throughout, 
arrl 2014 and 2044 as in:iicated. 
'Ihe proponent of this publication 
is HQ TRAIXX:. SUbmit cban:Jes for 
ilrprovin3' this publication on m Fenn 
2028 (Recamren:led Cllanges to 
Publications) to Ccxnmarrler, US Arrrrj 
Intelligence Center and School, ATIN: 
A'ISI-'l'D-PAL, Fort Huachuca, AZ 
85613-7000. 
CEAPI'ER 1 
MISSION 
INI'ROilJcrION 
'Ihis chapter describes the TECHINI' 
mission. It explains 'IEOITNT's 
two-part system and discusses TECHINI''s 
historical relevance. 'Ihis chapter 
also discusses the mutually deperxient 
relationship between Battlefield 
TEaITNT and the tactical cammarx:ler; the 
advantages of TEaITNT; and how the 
TEaITNT process supports the levels of 
war. 
'!he TECHINT mission is to support 
the tactical commarrler's effort to 
fight and win the Airlarrl Battle. 
TEaITNT aids the commarrler by providirq 
products that either identify or 
counter an adversacy' s m:::imenta:ry 
technological advantage. It is a vital 
link in the Intelligence Cycle and in 
our nation's efforts to preserve 
peace. TEClITNT is also an integral 
part of all-source intelligence because 
it involves everyone from the 
individual soldier at the tactical 
level to policy makers at the strategic 
level. 
'!he TEClilNI' system is ma.de up of 
two parts: Scientific and Technical 
Intelligence (S&TI) and Battlefield 
TEaITNT. S&TI supports the strategic 
level of war intelligence; while 
Battlefield TEaITNT supports the 
operational and tactical levels of war 
intelligence. 
Often, the TEClfINI' process begins 
with one conscientious soldier who 
fin:ls sorrething new on the battlefield 
and takes the proper steps to report 
it. '!he infonnation or item is then 
exploited at succeedingly higher levels 
until a countenneasure is produced to 
neutralize the enemy's technological 
advantage. While it is true that a 
sin;Jle weapon or technology seldom 
means the difference between final 
victory or defeat, it can give one side 
a decisive battlefield advantage. 
HISIDRICAL PERSPECI'IVE 
In the 1920s, Gennany was 
developin;J the weapons and systems it 
would use against the Allies in the 
1940s. Because Allied nations did not 
include TEClilNI' in collection efforts, 
Gentian scientific and technical 
advances went largely unnoticed. When 
infonnation did come to light, 
Washinfton and I.orx:lon ignored or 
ridiculed it. rater, when the Germms 
fielded their advanced weapons and 
systems in war, the resultin;J 
technological surprise on the 
battlefield was devastatin;J. 
IDRID WAR II 
Dlrin;i the Air battle for Europe, 
the British used TEailNI' to counter the 
Ge.nnan antiaircraft and night fighter 
defenses. '!hey did this by exploitin; 
captured aircraft radios and a captured 
radar station. (see page 1-2 for a 
diSOJSSion of the Bruneval. Raid.) 
'1he Allies captured many Gennan 
and Italian weapons in North Africa. 
'Ihis collection led to the publishing 
of new tec:hnical material, such as-
o Tedmical manual E9 series 
han:lliooks on enemy weapons. 
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THE RAID ON BRUNEVAL: 
An Offensive TECHINT Operation 
At 2100 on 27 February 1942, GMT, 
119 officers and men of Company C, 
2nd Parachute Regiment, parachuted 
into a drop zone near the small 
village of Bruneval, France. The 
Company's mission was to raid a 
suspected German radar site on a 
cliff a few hundred yards from an 
accessible beach. The Company's 
objective was to bring back an 
item of extreme TECHINT interest 
-- the WURZBURG radar. 
The Wurzburg radar was believed to 
be a mobile, short range, high 
precision radar that was 
responsible for the sudden and 
serious increase in Allied heavy 
bomber losses. Routine Allied 
photo reconnaissance originally 
discovered the installation in 
January 1942. French resistance 
forces were sent to investigate: 
They confirmed the site and a 
garrison troop strength of nearly 
200 enemy signal, support, and 
security troops. They also 
reported that the nearby beach was 
not mined. 
It was this intelligence and· the 
urgent need to protect our planes 
that resulted in the comnando ra_id 
that night. Once on the ground, 
the conmandos moved quickly. They 
spilt into three equal groups. 
The first group secured the 
beach. The second group spread 
out and took up positions to act 
as a reserve/blocking force. The 
last group, the collection tean 
and a special radar technical 
expert, moved forward to find and 
take the target. 
The collection tean slipped 
through enemy defender positions, 
entered the installation, and 
found the radar. They used 
hacksaws, crowbars, and precision 
hand tools to dismantle the main 
components. As each part of the 
radar was exposed, it was sketched 
and photographed. The team also 
captured a German signalman -- the 
radar operator. 
When they finished, the team 
destroyed what they couldn't take 
back with them, and began their 
move to the beach under 
progressively heavy fire. The 
surviving conmandos were picked up 
by Al I ied landing craft and 
escaped across the Channel to 
England. 
Exactly three and one-half hours 
after the mission began, it was 
over. Although two men were 
killed, six wounded, and six more 
listed as missing in action, the 
raid was deemed a great success. 
Not only was it the first raid on 
the Continent following the 
disaster at Dunkirk, but it 
resulted In the successful capture 
of a valuable piece of enemy 
materiel -- materiel that later 
proved to be of vital TECHINT 
interest. 
5!>-~!!'4-·-~--
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Allied TECHINT experts examined 
the materiel as soon as they got 
it. The exploitation of this 
radar, along with the sketches and 
the photographs, quickly began to 
provide valuable TECHINT. For 
example, just from the recovered 
metal manufacturer's plates, 
analysts accurately determined how 
many Wurzburg radars had been 
produced and the current rate of 
production. When the German 
signalman was interrogated, he 
provided valuable information 
about the level of operator skills 
and operator training. Most 
important, though, TECHINT 
scientists used the captured 
materiel to build an operational 
Wurzburg radar mockup. 
When the mockup was completed, 
they had a rmiltifrequency radar 
that seemed, at first, to be 
almost impossible to jan. 
Scientists went to work to develop 
countermeasures to neutralize the 
radar's capabilities. Their 
efforts resulted in thin metallic 
strips cut to different lengths 
that could be dropped from 
airplanes. These strips reflected 
radar signals and effectively 
janmed the new radars. They 
dubbed these metal strips CHAFF. 
CHAFF turned out to be one of the 
most successful countermeasures 
developed during World War II --
particularly useful during the 
Normandy Invasion. 
o Special series publications on 
German weapons. 
o Traini.rg aids. 
o Updates to han::l1:xx:>ks on the 
German and Italian annies. 
'IECHINT ~loitation of captured 
German Tiger and Panther Tanks led to 
several ilrportant battlefield 
countermeasures. '.lWo of these were new 
annor tactics and m::>re :powerful 
antitank rockets. 
'!he United states started a 
successful 'IECHINT program in the fall 
of 1943 called '!he Alsos Mission. '!his 
unit was made up of Counterintelligence 
(CI) Co:rps agents, scientists, and 
interpreters. '!heir mission was to 
capture and ~loit personnel and 
materiel of scientific and technical 
value. 
'!he successes of this unit include: 
o Exploitation of Italian and 
Gennan nuclear scientists. 
o Removal of numerous quantities of 
uranium ore from the Albert 
canal. 
o Recovery of the international 
radium staroards from what was to 
be the Soviet Occupied Sector of 
Gennany. 
Unfortunately, a£ter the war the 
Alsos Mission, as well as general 
TECliINT collection, was abarrloned. 
'IHE KOREAN WAR 
It wasn't until the begi.nrrln;J of 
the Korean War, \Vb.en North Korean 
troops in Soviet-designed and 
Chinese-built a.nror rolled south, that 
the United States discovered it had 
little hard data on enemy weapon 
systems. we realized that to be able 
to develop effective comrt:enooasure, 
TECliINT had to be an omoin;J process. 
As a result, we once again began a 
concerted TEClITNI' effort. 
In the Korean war, combat 
Followin;J the Korean War, the 
United States did not disbarrl its 
'IECHINT capability completely, as it 
had at the conclusion of previous 
conflicts. But neither did we maintain 
it at its wartine level. In fact, when 
the Vietnam conflict began, the US 
TECliINT capability consisted of only a 
feM experienced persormel. However, as 
combat forces were ccmnitted and 
increased, so did our TECHINT 
ccmnarrlers foun::i that their 2.36-inch 
bazooka rourx:!s would literally bounce 
off T-34 tanks. With this combat 
deficit in :nri.n'.i, ccmnarx:1ers began to 
~rt the TECHINI' process by 
evacuatin;J captured T34/85 tanks and 
other materiel back to TECHINT elements 
for analysis. TECliINl' analysts both in 
theater and at the Orrysler Corporation 
examined the captured materiel. '!hey 
resporrled by giving combat comm:mders 
new tactics and a redesigned M-48 tank. 
capability and structure. 
rurin;J the Vietnam War, an agency 
called the canbined Materiel 
Exploitation Center came into bein;J. 
'!his wartime center's mission was to 
manage and coordinate the analysis of 
captured enemy equiprrent (CEE) and 
tedmical documents. 'Ihe canbined 
Materiel Exploitation center did this 
on a tactical level by dispatchin;J 
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teams of experts and analysts into the 
tactical zone of each corps. 'lhese 
teams analyzed captured materiel in the 
The lessons learned from World War 
II, the Korean War, and finally the 
Vietnam War clearly in:ilcated the need 
for a fully operational TEamn' system 
even in peacetime. To do othexwise was 
to invite a technological surprise that 
WOUld give the enemy an unacceptable 
advantage on the next battlefield. 
The TEailNT system had two goals: 
first, to keep a step ahead of 'lhreat 
battlefield weapon systems; and secorrl, 
to create TEaIINT units that could 
field an:i recommended coun~ 
to tactical commamers. 
provide instant Battlefield TEcmNI' 
capability in a "come as you are" war· 
'!he TEClITNT system we have today 
does just that. TEClIINT elemen-a:;. 
exploit foreign and 'Ihreat.mater~el. 
'!hey provide valuable studies. which. 
forecast trerrls in all areas including 
annor, antitank rockets, and even 
chemical warfare. For example, the 
changes in the individual soldier 
decontamination kit are a direct result 
of TEUITNI'. 
'lHE TErnNICAL INI'ELLIGENCE SYSTEM 
TECIDNI' is the end product of a 
complex process. It is the result of 
c;:ollecting, analyz:in;J, arrl processin;J 
.l.nfonnation on foreign technological 
developoonts. It is also the result of 
studying the perfonnance of foreign 
materiel a.rd its operational 
capabilities. 
Foreign materiel is the 
all-enc::orrq;>a.sing term for the weapon 
systems, equipnent, apparatus, 
documents, and supplies of a foreign 
militacy force or nornnilitary 
organization. T.Ea:ITNI', in its broadest 
sense, may or may not have military 
applications. See Glossary-7 for the 
JCS Pub 1 definition of TEaIINT. 
Within the Deparbnent of Defense 
(OOD) , two parts of the overall . ~CHINI' 
system are task organized for nulitaJ;Y 
TEOITNT collection: the S&TI commumty 
and the Battlefield TECHINT assets of 
the US Amr:!· 
'!he S&TI cammunity focuses on the 
TEOITNT reqµirements of strategic 
policy arrl the decision makers· 
Battlefield TEOilNI' serves the 
c:x:mrander's intelligence requirements 
at the operational and tactical 
levels. S&TI and Battlefield TEcmNI' 
products support commanders durin;J the 
preparation stage as well as the actual 
waging of war. 
THE CIMWIDER AND 'lHE TEalNICAL INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM 
A mutually depen:ient relationship 
exists between the support the cx:mbat 
camma.rrler gets from the TEaIINT system 
and the support the TECHINl' system gets 
fram the combat COll'lrl.\:Urler. Operational 
and tactical carmnan:ters provide the raw 
material analysts need by identifying, 
capturing, protectin;J, and evacuating 
enemy equipne.nt, dcx::uments, and other 
items. 
Cc.anrnarrlers fUrt.her ensure the 
success of the prcx::ess by demanding 
Battlefield TEOilNI' support for the 
tactical effort to defeat the enemy. 
Analysts take this raw material and 
produce the countenneasUreS commanders 
need to overcame an enemy's 
technological advantage. 
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ADVANI'AGFS OF BA'ITI.EFIEI.D TEOiNICAL INI'ELLIGENCE 
Like other intelligence 
disciplines, TECHrnT guards against 
surprise in peace and war. It provides 
several distinct types of vital input 
to the all-source intelligence 
prcduct. 'lhese include: 
o Assessment of the capabilities 
and vulnerabilities of enemy 
weapon systems. 
o Warning of ch.an:;res in enemy 
tactics due to new or developi.rq 
tecimology. 
0 Countenneasures. 
Battlefield TECHJN1' elements are 
also organized to assist the corm.nander 
in managi.rq the quick evacuation of 
captured enemy materiel (CEM). 
TEClilNT analysts study a broad 
range of raw materiel. 'Ihis enables 
them to provide viable TECHINI' to the 
intelligence and electronic warfare's 
(IE'W) all-source intelligence product. 
Same of the subject areas are: 
materiel; installations; and 
interrogation sources with infonnation 
on supplies, maintenance, training, and 
battlefield doctrine. 
TEOiNICAL INTELLIGENCE SUProRI' 'IO '!HE LEVELS OF WAR 
'lhere are three levels of war: 
strategic, operational, and tactical. 
S&TI supports the strategic level 
while Battlefield TEailNT supports the 
operational and tactical levels of 
war. 'lhis support is defined in Figure 
1-1. 
I TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE SUPPORT TO THE LEVELS OF WAR I 
STRATEGIC LEVEL 
At the strategic level of war, 
S& Tl provides the National 
Command Authority with 
analysis of threat scientific 
andtechnological advances 
and recommends counter· 
measures. 
OPERATIONAL LEVEL 
Atthe operational level of war, 
EAC combat commanders use 
TECHINTto focus on threat 
capabilities in terms of strategic 
and operational centers of 
gravity. (SeeFM34-1.) 
TACTICAL LEVEL 
Atthe tacticallevel, ECB 
combat commanders use 
Battlefield TECH INT 
countermeasures to 
counter enemy advantages. 
Figure 1-1. How TECHINT supports the three levels of war. 
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~ZATICN 
m:rmrocrrON 
This chapter describes the bx> 
parts of TECHINT: S&TI at the 
strategic level an:i Battlefield TECHINT 
at the operational arx:l tactical 
levels. It introduces the members of 
the TEOITNT commuriity an:i provides an 
ove:r:view of the major players. 'Ihis 
chapter also describes how the 
strategic level an:i the operational arxl 
tactical levels interface arrl interact 
with each other. 
S&TI is designed to track arrl 
analyze foreign technological 
developments. It is used to analyze 
the perf onnance arx:l operational 
capabilities of foreign materiel that 
may have militacy application. 
Although mainly a function of FAC 
arrl departlllental level Ml: units, S&TI 
makes significant contributions tcward 
fulfilliri.;; tactical unit battlefield 
TECHINI' requirements. Enemy equipment 
an:i facilities are typical S&TI targets 
at tactical levels. When tactical 
units capture items of S&TI interest, 
the items are quickly evacuated to the 
theater TECfilNI' unit. 
If it is possible to exploit the 
captured item to support inm.m.iate 
tactical arxl strategic requirements, 
the unit does this before serrling it 
to a Continental United States (CX>NUS) 
S&TI center. However, if exploitation 
is not expected to result in inu:nediate 
tactical gain, the theater TECHINI' unit 
quickly evacuates it to S&TI centers in 
CXJNUS for detailed exploitation arrl 
analysis. 
SCIENl'IFIC AND TErnNICAL INI'ELLIGENCE STRIJCIURE 
Elements of the Department of 
Cefense (OOD) perfonn militacy S&TI 
activities for the us Government. 
'lhese elements are discussed below. 
'Ihe S&TI commuriity handles the nation's 
overall TECfilNI' neErls during peacetime, 
an:i the strategic TE<lilNT requirements 
in wartime. Figure 2-1 shows OOD 
intelligence activities with S&TI arxl 
TECHINI' functions an:i authority. 
DEFENSE INI'EILIGENCE AGENC'l 
'Ihe Cefense Intelligence Aqercy 
(DIA) manages an:i reviews overall 
TEarrNT activities throughout roo. 'Ihe 
S&TI directorate is the DIA acition 
element for TE<lilNT. 'Ihis directorate 
coordinates with external TECHINI' 
agencies on nonpolicy matters 
concerning the production of S&TI. '!he 
National Fbotograi;illc Interpretation 
Center (NPIC) is subordinate to the 
DIA. It contributes to the TEa:rrnT 
effort through the exploitation of 
imagery. 
NATIONAL SEaJRIT'i AGENC'l 
'Ihe National security Aqercy (NSA) 
is the signals intelligence (SIGINI') 
organization of the US Government. It 
is responsible for the exploitation of 
cryptologic materiel. 
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DOD 
DIA 
NPIC 
'AIR FORCE AAMY NAVY 
Af SC PJA INSCOM fl.MC NAVINTCOM 
FTD FMIG NTIC 
STCEUR STCFE 
-------------------: 
' ! 
... I _rr_A_c _I _I _Fs_Tc_l _I _~_MS_1c_l _I _Af_M_,c_f 
·------------· Close coordination and guidance. 
Figure 2-1. The Department of Defense S& Tl community. 
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ARMED FORCES MEDICAL INI'ELLIGENCE CENTER 
'Ihe Anned Forces Medical 
Intelligence Center (AFMIC) is a ooo 
prcxiuction center. 'Ihe director of 
AFMIC is responsible for exploiting 
foreign nmical materiel. 'Ihe director 
supports the ArrfrI Foreign Materiel 
Exploitation Program (FMEP) am Arrtrj 
Medical Research am Developnent (R&D) 
require.nv::nts. 'Ihe director does this 
by cooroinati.ng with the ArrfrI Dep:.rt:y 
Olief of staff for Intelligence 
(:0CSINr) in plannin; I progranun:in;r I anl 
budgetin;. 'Ihe AFMIC-
o Studies am reports foreign 
medical S&TI ani general medical 
intelligence to ooo am other 
federal agencies. 
0 studies am reports foreign 
biological warfare S&TI 
capabilities. 
0 Administers the OOD Foreign 
Medical Materiel Exploitation 
Program (FMMEP) • 
o Provides "quick. response" foreign 
medical intelligence support to 
the 9rcAlpS mentioned above. 
'lhe AFMIC maintains a mutually 
beneficial S&TI exc:hal'g'e with the Arrtrj 
Intelligence Aqency (AIA) to roun:i out 
ArrrrI capabilities. 
AIR FORCE FOREIGN TEaiNOI.OOY' DIVISION 
'Ihe Air Force Foreign Technology 
Division (Fro), Air Force Systen's 
Commarxi, is the primacy OOD agency 
producin; foreign aerospace S&TI. It 
supports the Air Force Assistant Chief 
of staff for Intelligence (AFACSI) ani 
satisfies DIA requirements. It 
acquires I analyzes I produces I am 
disseminates S&TI related to current 
an:i future enemy capabilities. 
NAVAL TECliNICAL INI'ELLIGENCE CENTER 
'lhe Navy proponent agency for 
TECHINr is the Naval Technical 
Intelligence Center (Nl'IC) • 'lhe Nl'IC 
provides S&TI on technical 
characteristics an:i capabilities of 
foreign naval forces am merchant 
systems. It provides S&TI support to 
the camnan:ier of the Naval Intelligence 
camnan:l (NAvnm:x:M) ani the Olief of 
Naval cperations. 
ARMY TECliNICAL INl'ELLIGENCE ACI'IVITIES 
Although the Office of the Dep:.rt:y 
Olief of staff for Intelligence 
(O:OCSINr) does not produce 
intelligence, it does have general 
staff responsibility for all Arrtrj 
TECHINr activities. 'lhe O:OCSINI'-
o FoD!IUlates policies an:i 
procedures for S&TI activities. 
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o SUpervises an:i carries out the 
Arrtrj S&TI program. 
o Cooroinates DA staff an:i major 
suboroinate camnand requirements 
for TECHINr. 
o Is responsible for the Arrtrj 
foreign materiel program (FMP) • 
Arrrr:J Intelligence k}ency 
'!he AIA is a field operatin;f agency 
of the CCSINI'. '!he AIA-
o Produces and disseminates 
intelligence on foreign ground 
forces, grcurd force systems, arxi 
related sciences arxi technologies 
in response to Di\ and OOD 
requirements. 
o PrO'l!ides 'll1reat analysis and 
related projections to the Arrrr:J 
cx:anbat developoont ccmnuni.ty to 
support force mxiemization 
P~· 
'Ihe AIA canunan::ier is also the 
Assistant Deputy Chief of staff for 
Intelligence. 'Ihe AIA manages the Army 
FMP, as well as executing the FMEP for 
the CCSINI'. 'Ihe AIA is conp:>sed of 
three subordinate Arrrr:J intelligence 
production centers: 
o '!he Intelligence arxi 'll1reat 
Analysis Center (ITAC). 
o 'Ihe Foreign Science and 
Technology Center (FSTC). 
o 'Ihe Missile and Space 
Intelligence Center (MSIC) • 
'Ihe FSTC and the MSIC are the 
Arrrr:J's S&TI centers. 
Amt Inte1liqence am 'lbreat Analysis 
Center. '!he Arrrr:J ITAC produces 
comprehensive intelligence and CI 
analysis of the capabilities, 
vulnerabilities, and the threat posed 
by foreign ground and security forces 
today and in the future. 'Ihese 
analyses eqilasize fran a tactical an:i 
doctrinal stampoint bOVl the 'll1reat 
uses key systems. 
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Amt Foreign Science and Technology 
Center. 'Ihe Arrrr;f FSTC produces an:l 
maintains intelligence on foreign 
scientific developnents, ground force 
weapon systems, and technologies 
(except missile and medical). 'Ihe FSTC 
analyzes-
o Military cammunications-
electronics {C-E) systems. 
o Types of aircraft used by foreign 
ground forces. 
o Scientific R&D activities. 
o Nuclear, biological, and chemical 
(NBC) warfare. 
o Basic research in fields of 
possible military interest. 
Anny Missile and $pace Intelligence 
Center. 'Ihe Arrrr;f MSIC acquires, 
produces I maintains I and disseminates 
S&TI pertainin;f to missile and space 
weapon systems, subsyste.ms, ccmp:ments, 
and activities. 'Ibis S&TI represents 
state-of-the-art technology and 
supports Di\ and OOD strategic 
intelligence production, as well as the 
FMEP. 'Ihe MSIC analyzes-
o Foreign antiparticle missiles. 
0 Antisatellite technology. 
o Tactical air defense. 
o Short-ran;e ballistic missiles 
(SRIM). 
o Antitank. guided missiles. 
'Ihe MSIC plans, organizes, and 
manages a mtlque fonn of 'Ihreat 
support: 'Ihe Ar.my's develq:m:mt and 
acquisition of 'Ihreat sinulators. 'Ihese 
simulators ~rt '.IRAJX)C and system 
program managers during the operational 
and trainirq i;:hases of J1€M us systems. 
'Ihey provide a visual and technolc:qical 
replication of the battlefield threat, 
when the actual foreign ma.teriel cannot 
be acquired or is too costly to buy. 
Ar.my Materiel Ccrnrrarrl 
'Ihe Ar.my Materiel Ccmnani (AMC) 
shares responsibility for managing the 
overt acquisition of foreign ma.teriel 
for TECHINT p.n:poses. AMC buys foreign 
ma.teriel danestically, as well as 
through its centers in Europe and the 
Far F.ast. 'Ihrough this program, the 
AMC also ~rts AIA and AFMI:C. 
Intelligence and Security Ccmnani 
Urxier the direction of . 
Headquarters, Depart::rrent of the Ar.my 
(HQm) , the Ar.my Intelligence and 
Security Ccmnani (INS<X:M) is the ma.jor 
cornman::i responsible for peacetiltle 
TEallNT operations. :rnsa:M fulfills 
its responsibilities through its 
TEallNT oversight function and by 
exercising operational control over the 
foreign ma.teriel intelligence group 
(FMIG) during peacetbne. 
oversight function. :rnsa:M fulfills 
its oversight function by-
o Providing the interface with 
strategic S&TI agencies in 
~rt of foreign ma.teriel 
exploitation. 
0 Organizing t trainirq t and 
equiwing FAC TEallNI' 
organizations during peacetiltle. 
'Ihis ~rts TEallNI' develop:nent 
urrler contingency operations and 
aids in our transition to total 
war. 
o Corrlucting worldwide human 
intelligence (HUMINI') operations 
in ~rt of foreign ma.teriel 
acquisition. 
Foreign Materiel Intelligence Group. 
'Ihe FMIG is an FAC TEallNI' 
battalion-size organization. It is 
located at Aberdeen Proving Grourrl. 
FMIG consists of a headquarters and 
headquarters company, an analyst 
canpany I and two trainirq detachments• 
'Ihe trainirq detachments are located at 
Aberdeen Proving Groun:i and at the 
National Training Center (NTC) • 
'Ihis group is the Anny IS Only 
active-duty TEallNT tmit. In 
peacetiltle, FMIG is subordinate to 
INSa:M and perfonrs a prima.rily S&TI 
role. 
D.lring wartirre, INSa:M gives up 
operational control. 'Ihe unit deploys 
as an MI Battalion (TECHINI') to the 
theater carman:ler' s FAC MI Brigade and 
becares a battlefield TEClilNI' asset. 
'Ihis ~rts TEallNT development urrler 
contingency operations and aids in our 
transition to total war. 
In peacetirre, FMIG-
o Corrlucts TECHINT operations and 
produces TEailNI' reports. 
o Maintains the capability to 
corrluct TECHINT collection 
operations in ~rt of 'Arrrr.f, 
joint, and combined require.nents. 
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0 Prepares TEClITN1' reports in 
support of Anny, joint, an:i 
canbined requirements. 
o Acts as the l:K2D.Z\. executive agent 
for foreign ma.teriel used for 
trainirq i;:urposes. FMIG also 
provides TEClIINT trainirq to OOD 
analysts a.n:l strategic MI 
detachnents. 'llrl.s supports the 
Anny 'lbreat program. 
'!he 'Arrcrj Ba.ttlef ield TECmNl' 
organization is designed to support 
l:::oth the operational an:i tactical 
levels of war. It inclucles elements to 
support FAC ca:mnarrlers an:i ECB 
cornman:lers. FAC TEClilNI' assets consist 
of the PC TECHINl' Battalion ioontion.ed 
above an:i CAPS'IONE FAC TEClilNT Reserve 
units. C'APS'IONE units are units with a 
wartime mission to deploy with Active 
a.n:l Reserve units. 
ECB TECHINl' assets inclucle 'Arrcrj 
In wartime, FAC T.EailNI' units 
consist of the Anny's AC TECHINl' 
battalion an:i activated RC TECmNl' 
corrpmies. '!he AC T.EailNI' battalion is 
organized to deploy as an entire unit, 
as in the case of total war. It is 
In addition, FMIG supports AIA 
with-
o Foreign materiel acquisition 
operations. 
o Foreign materiel exploitation 
operations. 
o Foreign Medical Materiel 
Exploitation (FMME) operations. 
Reserve TECHINI' elem:mts with a corps 
mission an:i detached teams from the AC 
TEClilNl' battalion. 
Regardless of the echelon, TECHINI' 
units are equipped to provide the 
supported comman:ier with 
countermeasures based on CEM 
exploitation. '!his includes: 
identifyi!l3', analyzID3', an:i super..risirg 
the evacuation of foreign a.n:l enemy 
equipnent, weapon system.s, technical 
dcx:uments, an:i other captured materiel. 
also capable of deployi!l3' teams in 
support of lCM-intensity conflict. In 
any case, the AC T.EailNI' battalion must 
fUlf ill all Ba.ttlef ield TEOllNT support 
requirements until RC TEClilNT conpanies 
are activated a.n:l deployed. 
captured. Materiel Exploitation Center 
'!he TEClilNT camnan:ier' s mission is 
carried out through a captured. Materiel 
Exploitation center (CMEC). '!his 
center is f onood. from the assets of 
organic a.n:l attached TEClilNT elements 
a.n:l is a~ by other subject 
natter experts (SME'.s). '!he CMEC-
o Manages the camnan:i's Battlefield 
TECHINT system, through the MI 
Brigade camman:ier an:i the G2. 
o Prcx:esses battlefield TEClITN1'. 
o coordinates, through proper 
channels, required support to the 
TECHINT effort. (see Chapters 3 
an:i 4.) 
'!he CMEC, through the MI Brigade 
camnan:ier, also serves as the point of 
contact for strategic S&TI activities 
on the battlefield. ('!he omc 
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organization is shown at Figure 2-2.) 
'!he DIA an::l strategic-level S&TI 
centers support the CMEC with data base 
updates, requests for intelligence 
infornation (RII), arrl disposition 
instructions. (See Figure 2-3.) 
Where possible, it is desirable for 
other armed services to canbine assets 
for the acquisition an::l exploitation of 
foreign materiel. When this happens, 
the CMEC is called the Joint captured 
Materiel Exploitation Center (JCMEC). 
(See Figure 2-4.) 
Joint captured Materiel Exploitation Center 
'!he JOIBC consists of TECHINT 
personnel fran each participatin:J 
service. '!he United States Marine 
Co:rps (USMC) provides an RC Battlefield 
TEClilNl' detachment to augment the JOIBC 
an::l deploye:i USMC ccxnbat elements 
ashore. 'As in the CMEC, the camnan::ler 
of the JOIBC is the TECHINT advisor to 
the Joint Ccmnarxi J2. When a joint 
task force (JTF) is fanned that does 
not have organic 'I'ECHINI' support, the 
Active 'Anrr:f FAC TECmNI' mtlt fonn.s the 
rn.icleus of a JCMEC that provides that 
SUJ;Pjrt. 
'!he JOIBC either provides TEailNT 
reports through the Joint Intelligence 
center (JIC) to the '!heater or Joint 
Ccmnarxi J2 or through other reportin:J 
procedures established by the joint 
ccmnarrler. 
canbined captured Materiel Exploitation Center 
'!he Combined captured Materiel 
Exploitation center (CCMEC) is canposed 
of scientific, technical,. an::l military 
TEailNT managers arrl analysts fran the 
United States an::l its allied 
countries. It is organized the same as 
the JCMEC. (See Figure 2-4.) '!he 
CDIBC directs the overall canbined 
TEClilNl' effort, urxler the supervision 
of the canbined intelligence staff. 
'!he CCMEC-
o Allows a free flow of 
infonnation, reports, an::l TECHINT 
exploitation summaries between 
allies. 
o Coordinates scientific 
exploitation assistance fran 
allied scientists. 
o Provides TECmNI' teams for 
on-site exploitation an::l to 
assist specific echelons. 
~S CDRPS AND BEI.cM 'ImiNICAL INI'ELLIGENCE UNI'IS 
ECB TECmNI' assets are all in the 
RC. '!heir prbnary peacetime role 
focuses on trainin:]. However, certain 
Reserve TECHINT units an::l irx:li viduals 
continue to accomplish live, real world 
missions when tasked. In wartime, 
until the m::ibilization an::l arrival of 
the ECB TECmNI' assets into the co:rps 
area of operations, TEailNT teams fran 
the Active 'Anrr:f FAC TECHINI' mtlt are 
dispatched to perfonn required TECHINT 
SUJ;Pjrt to the co:rps. Once the ECB 
TECHINT mtlts arrive, the TECHINT teams 
either are redeployed or remain in the 
co:rps area of operations exploitin:] 
materiel based on FAC intelligence 
requirements. 
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I 
SUPPLY AND 
MAINTENANCE 
SECTION 
, . 
C-E 
SECTION 
I 
FOREIGN MATERIEL 
EXPLOITATION 
SECTION 
-
+ 
WEAPONS AND 
MUNITIONS 
SECTION 
, r 
NBC, MEDICAL, 
· AND LOGISTIC 
SECTION 
CMEC 
!------~: STAFF I 
,, 
FOREIGN MATERIEL 
TRAINING 
SECTION 
,, 
MOBILITY 
SECTION 
,, 
TECH INT 
TEAMS* 
* One or more TECHINTteams are deployed for each corps-equivalent command assigned 
within the theater command. The teams are either staffed by one of each TECHINT specialty 
found within the CMEC or are task organized to fit specific local situations. OtherTECHINT 
teams can be organized and deployed, depending on the need and the assets available. 
Figure 2-2. Captured Material Exploitation Center (CMEC) organization. 
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G2/J2 I· .................... 
l i 
EACIC 
~--------------------------------
TECH INT 
.._TEA_M_s_ .. (3) 
------·-···--· . SUPPORTED 
HEADQUARTERS 
DIA 
NAVINTCOM 
AFIN 
AJA 
AFMIC 
FSTC 
MSIC 
FTD 
INTERROGATION 
FACILITY 
LEGEND: 
________ ,.Tasking 
··-··--·· •Reporting 
---Rll/RFA/lnformation 
copy 
Figure 2-3. Captured Materiel Exploitation Center 
(CMEC) intelligence channels. 
J2 ................................................ 
~--------------------------------
TECH INT 
_TEA_M_S__, (3) 
........ • SUPPORTED 
HEADQUARTERS 
DIA 
NAVINTCOM 
AFIN 
AlA 
AFMIC 
FSTC 
MSIC 
FTD 
JOINT 
l~TERROGA TION 
FACILITY 
LEGEND: 
---------• Taskin~ 
.............. • ~fmWN~formation 
copy 
Figure 2-4. Joint Captured Materiel Exploitation Center 
(JCMEC) intelligence channels. 
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After I!d:>ilization, the CAPS'Iam 
Reserve TEClilNl' assets are deployed 
with the Tactical Exploitation 
Battalion (TEB) SUJ;PC>rtin;J their 
designated corps. '!hey fom the 
TECHINI' section of the Operations 
Analysis Ccxrpany of the TEB (RC), urrler 
the operational control of the ex>:rps 
G2. 
'!he TEClilNl' section of the 
Operations Analysis canpany, TEB, 
analyzes the foreign materiel, 
includin;J SUR>lies a:rxi technical 
documents, acquired on the 
battlefield. '!his section also 
includes a packin;J a:rxi cratin;J 
element. '!he TEClilNI' section no:rmally 
deploys in the CO:rps SUWOrt Ccmnani 
(COS<XM) area to help evacuate 
equiJ;Jll9M., wt may locate near the 
enemy prisoner of war (ERV) holdin;J 
area. 
Battlefield TEOilNI' teams at ECB, 
whether they are organic to the TEB or 
the cm::c, are task organized arxl 
deployed to the target area. '!his is 
based on the type a:rxi location of the 
item discovered or secured a:rxi the 
assets available. 'Ihese teams are 
equiwed based on field cxn:litions an:i 
the nature of the TECHINI' found. In 
the field, they use OClllllDl 
cxmTJmications l.il'lks fran the nearest 
available unit - usually the capturirq 
unit - to report their location am. to 
request transportation arxl logistic 
support. 
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'!his chapter describes Battlefield 
TEOlINI' operations, fUnctiCl'!S, arrl 
pto::edirres within the context of the 
Intelligence Cycle. 
.Battlefield TEnIINT operations 
consist of collecting, haniling, 
analyzing, evacuating, and ~loitin;r 
CEE 1 documents, and other materiel, 
Each cx::ttIIM!tl has directon:, 
coordinatcra, producers, and exeoJtors 
who perfonn critical IEW f\lrctions. 
Battlefield TEailNl' is a Slll::ISystam Of 
the CV&all nw systelll.. Battlefield 
TE01INI' baa the :same tunctional 
structure at. each level of operaticnal 
and tactical oararani: 
o Directors are the force 
CClllmalXlere: their ~ 
wst be satisfied. 
o c:cordinator5 are the G2/S:2 and 
the G3/S3 who suparvise arrl. 
direct: the operations of 
pro;:lucers arrl. coordinate the 
=m<'ln:i' s exeo.rt:or efforts. 
o Prt:duc:ers are the cx:Ulection 
roanagemeirt am dissanination 
(O!&D) team meimers who Sl.lfPXt 
-~-
o EXecutors are the unit cx:mman:iers 
who do the assigned IEW m:lssicn. 
'!he MI unit o:mtarder is the 
COlll!n'mi's pri.nm:y Battlefield TECHINI' 
executor. Blt, as with other Im< 
missions, be.ing primary does not mean 
be.ing the only exeo.rt;or, other 
essential Battlefield TEOlINl' 
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Foroo o:mnan:iers arrl. their staffs, 
as ~ as the unit's TEOilNT asset, 
are responsil:ile for Battlefield TECHINr 
operations. However, the in1ividual 
soldier nonnally initiates Battlefield 
m:::Hrnl' operntions by capturing and 
:rei:ort.ing on an i te:m. of T.EOlINl' 
-· 
collectors are the CO!llll'laxXier of the 
following units arrl. tea!rs: 
0 Cl:ri:lat. 
o Special cpezations. 
o Military police (MP). 
0 ""'· 
o Explosive ordnance disp-eal 
(S'.lD), 
0 Medical. 
0 E:n;;i"ineer. 
o Civil Affairs (CA) , 
o All other organizations capable 
of ex:ecutin; Battlefield 'ID:Hllil' 
qierations. 
'Ille G:2, GJ, 'IECHINl' camender, and 
MI camrrurler c:arprise the Battlefield 
TroiINl' team. '!he st.aft officers plan, 
organize, di=t, coordinate, and 
oontrol 1 Wile cal1lllaOOers execute the 
directives. 'Ihe MI o:mnan:1er manages 
MI assets to ac:x:unplish assigned 
.Battlefield TEailNI' missions. 'lhe MI 
o::mran::!.er exe=ises cmrran:i am oontrol 
over all organic and attached. MI 
assets, and has operational control 
over supportin;J MI assets. 
No sin;Jle unit or organization is 
capable of meetin;J all of the force 
cornmarrler's Ba.ttlefield TECliINI' 
requirements with organic assets. F.ach 
is depen:ient on other canrna:OOs and 
organizations to c:arplete the overall 
intelligence picture of the 
battlefield. 'Ihese interdependencies 
require detailed interfaces. 'Ihe IEW 
system and specific prcx:lucers, such as 
the a.1EC or attached. TECHINT team, 
provide these interfaces. 
'!HE INTEI.LIGENCE CXCIE 
Intelligence is the responsibility 
of all cornmarrlers. 'Ihis includes 
Battlefield TEOllNI'. Evei:y unit nust 
be prepared to capture, secure, report, 
arrl evacuate enemy materiel of TEClilNl' 
interest, with or without specific 
orders. capturin;J and reportin;J items 
of known or possible TEClilN1' interest 
is the key to ma.kin;J the Intelligence 
cycle a dynamic.and viable tool in the 
Battlefield TEOllNI' effort. 
'Ihe Intelligence Cycle (Figure 3-1) 
is dynamic because it allows for 
nontasked input. It is called a cycle 
because it is a continuous process. 
F.ach '[ilase of the cycle is done 
seq:uentially, but all ~ are done 
s:Unultanea.Jsly. 'Ihe Intelligence cycle 
is definei as the plannirq and 
supervision of the four };tla.ses neede::i 
to aa::::amplish the mission or meet the 
goal. 
PIANNING AND SUPERVISION 
'Ihe catmnan1.er's staff plans the 
mission and supE"..rvises each phase of 
the Intelligence cycle. Intelligence 
preparation of the battlefield (IPB) is 
the first step in plannin;J the 
mission. {See FM 34-130.) IPB is used 
to analyze the data base we have on the 
enemy. 'Ihis is done to determine the 
impact of the enemy, weather, arrl 
terrain on operations in specific 
battlefield situations. IPB is the 
basis for detennining and evaluatin;J 
enemy capabilities, vulnerabilities, 
arrl probable courses of action. 
'Ihe five functions of IPB are: 
'Ihe four };tla.ses of the Intelligence 
cycle are: 
o Directin;J. 
0 Collectin:J. 
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0 Terrain analysis. 
o Weather analysis. 
o Battlefield area evaluation. 
o 'lhreat evaluation. 
o 'lhreat integration. 
Dlrin:J the IPB process, we also 
discover what we know and don't know 
about the enemy. 'Ihis knowledge, or 
lack of it, alorq with the conunarrler's 
concept of the operations, drives 
intelligence collection requirerents 
and their priorities. 
0 Processin;J. 
o Disseminatin;J. 
I 
I 
DISSEMINATING 
AND USING 
~ 
\ 
Figure 3-1. The Intelligence Cycle. 
Directing 
Directors establish priority 
intelligence requirena1ts (PIB.) arrl 
infonnation requirements (IB). PIB arrl 
rn are the basis for all intelligence 
cx:>llection an1 production, incluclin:J 
TECH1NI'. . 'Ihe a:mnarrler, through the 
G2/S2, directs Battlefield TECHINl' 
cx:>llection. 
'Ihe theater MI Brigade TECHINl' 
Battalion provides a TECHINl' liaison 
element to the single discipline team 
(SDr) section of the all-source 
analysis center (ASAC) of the echelons 
above cx:>:r:pe; intelligence center 
(FACIC) • (See Figure 3-2. ) 'Ihis 
TECHINl' team coordinates cx:>llection 
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management functions with the OIBC arrl 
ser.ves as a link between the omc arrl 
the G2. It ~rts TEClIINT 
integration into the all-source 
intelligence prcduct arrl the 
establishment of TEaIINI' cx:>llection 
requirements. 
'Ihe ASAC TECH1NI' team coordinates 
with the a.IBC to match the requirements 
they have received to their specific 
qierational or tactical areas of 
cx:>ncem. 'Ihen they caapare these 
requirements to the existing data base 
to make sure we only collect on 
requirements we have not already 
answered. 
EACIC 
USAF c:=J EACIC WEATHER ASAC SUPPORT TEAM SECTION (10) 
I I HQ CM&D * SDT Cl SECTION SECTION SECTION SECTION 
* lncludesaTECHINTSDT. 
Figure 3-2. Echelons Above Corps Intelligence Center (EACIC) organization. 
'!he ASAC TECHINT team also ensures 
these :requests are translated into 
tents canbat tmits or other specific 
collecto:rs can un::Jerstam arrl act on. 
(see Figure 3-3.) 
'!he cx::amnarrler' s list of PIR ard IR 
is the preferred methcxi of 
ccmm.micatirq Battlefield TEX:HINT 
collection requirements. However, if 
an item is fami to be of special 
TEX:HINT interest, the echelon wantin;J 
the item provides reportirq 
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instructions, alon;J with a photograph, 
sketch, or description of the item. 
'!his is forwarded as a specific order 
or request to the G2 or S2 of the 
camnan:i tasked. 
'!he G2 or S2 of the tasked unit 
briefs the ccmnar:rl aOOut the item 
needed ard the reportirq channels to be 
used in case the item is located withi.'1 
their area of q::erations. (see 
Figure 3-4. ) 
A brigade combat team is tasked with a requirement for an R-123 
radio. 'Ihe ASAC. TECHINT team realizes that collection odds are 
better if the individual soldier is told to look for the annored 
vehicle the radio is IroSt likely to be fourxi on. 'Ihe team, 
therefore, translates the requirement so that the soldier is now 
looking for a combat vehicle such as the Bl'R-60, T-62, or Ef.fi>. 
'Ihe general requirement is: CAPIURE AN R-123 RADIO. 
'Ihe translated requirement is: CAPIURE AND SEOJRE ANY Bl'R-60, 
BIR-70, T-62, OR T-72 FCXJND ON 
'IHE BATl."I.EFIEID. SAIIJI'E REroRI' 
CAPIURE ~ YOOR G2 'ID 'IHE 
CMEC. 
Figure 3-3. Translation of TECH INT collection requirements. 
CORPS 
REQUESTS 
-- TAILORED 
COLLECTION 
OPORDAND 
-
REQUIREMENTS 
-OP LAN FOR EACH CORPS 
AND OTHER UNITS 
,, ---------------------
DIA 
NATIONAL - EACIC -
- -REQUIREMENTS 
INTELLIGENCE .... EXPLOITATION 
- REQUIREMENTS ANNEX TOCMEC 
---------------------
,, EVACUATION 
THEATER 
COMMANDER 
TECH INT PRIORITIES 
APPENDIX .... TOG4 
REQUIREMENTS 
Figure 3-4. Technical intelligence collection planning. 
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Collectirx.;J 
Collecting is the process of 
gathering inf onnation from all 
sources. Battlefield TECHINI' 
collection also includes capturing, 
reporting, arrl evacuating CEM. All 
intelligence collection is guided by 
the commarrler' s PIR an:i IR. TEailNI' 
category PIR arrl IR arrl collection 
procedures are presented in the TECHINl' 
Appen:lix of the Intelligence Annex to 
an Operation Order. (See Appen:lix A.) 
'lhe TECHINr apperrlix is also called 
the TECHINI' plan. It is prepared at 
theater an:i all subordinate echelons to 
guide the Battlefield TECHINr effort of 
those commarrls. 'Ihe TEOllNT plan is 
upjated, as needed, to identify foreign 
or enemy equipnent arrl technical 
documents of new or special TECHINI' 
interest. (See Appen:lix B. ) 'Ihe 
TECHINI' plan establishes procedures an:i 
responsibilities for identifyirx.;J, 
handling, reportirx.;J, evacuating, an:i 
exploiting special items of TECHINI' 
interest. (See Appen:lixes C arrl D.) 
Executors collect items of kncM1 or 
possible TECHINI' interest. canbat 
units nonrally capture enemy materiel. 
'Ihe capturing unit safeguards the 
materiel. '!hat unit then SAIDI'E 
reports the capture through the next 
higher commarrl to the first TECHINI' 
elem::mt in the reporting chain. Higher 
carmnarrls continue to forward the report 
of the capture until it reaches the 
CMEC or the TEClilNT team. 
Once the c:orrnnc:u:rl's Battlefield 
TECHINI' eleire.nt receives notice of a 
possible TEOllNT capture, they verify 
that the materiel is still required. 
'Ihe 01EC or TEClilNT team then fo:rwards 
instructions back to the capturirX] 
unit. 'Ihe capturirx.;J unit continues to 
sa.feguanJ. the TEaDNr materiel until 
directed otherwise by higher 
headquarters. 
Higher headquarters may decide to 
serd a TECHINI' team forward to exploit 
the CEM in place.or supervise its 
disposition. '!hey might direct the 
capturing.unit to initiate evacuation 
or sinply abarrlon or destroy the item. 
If the unit is ordered to evacuate the 
item, the camnan:l tells the unit how to 
package, mark, arrl tag it. '!his 
ensures proper han:::Uing, evacuation, 
arrl identification when it arrives at 
the OIEC. Figure 3-5 outlines the 
ideal sequence of events upon initial 
discovery of a possible item of TECmNT 
interest. 'Ihe capturing unit provides 
security l.mtil instructions arrive. 
(See ~es C arrl D.) 
Processing 
ProcessirX] is the procedure by 
which infonnation beo:lmes intelligence. 
'Ihe theater MI Battalion (TECHINI') is 
responsible for Battlefield TECHINI'. 
'Ihe CMEC or Sllp!Xlrting TEOllNT team is 
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the TECHINl' materiel processor. 'Ihe 
CMEC or TECHINI' team evaluates, 
correlates, an:i an:llyzes the enemy 
materiel in Sllp!Xlrt of the all-source 
intelligence product. 
F"llll THE FOXHOll: TO T~i: CM<C 
The soldier eitner oa~tures or observes an item of p.osslble TECH INT interest. The so!d1er qu1c~lv 
reports the eneounlar through his or her catmand to the Biltlalion 52. ~h• soldier the~ eitner 
saleguards !tie item or contrnues tlle miS»1on iS G1recteo. 
Upon learning that i forward platoon or compa~y ""' cai:tured or ancountared an it'1fll of p0$sible 
TECl!INT 1ntarest, tile llattal 101 52 promjlllv--
o Coord•nates security or continued observation ol tha iti!l111ith the SJ i!ld ensures the Item 15 not 
li111pered with jn any way. C<Qionants, control ~nobs, and Sllitches on C-E equi;rr-=nt should not be 
touched unt i I Iha eQU i ~nt is phorog•aphed or !XIS it ion> record;d. 
o Ex;nino6 aod screens the ito;m against PIR ano:I IR aOO determines whetlrer the item is'"""" or 
~lieved to M of TECH:!(f interest; or, lllh•tt.or, in th• soldier'; opinion, the item deserves 
lniti1tiv• reporting. 
o Spot reports the capturo or encounter 1n the SALUTE lormet tllrough higher head~uorters to the 
tirst Battlefield TECHINT ell!lllenl in !he cl101n ot ccmnand. 
o Coordinate; continued sec"rily or obset•ation oft~ item until r;celpt 01 turther 1ns1ruetions. 
o ldentifin itl!lll6 requlri119 imnediate GCreening for cCl'l:bal infor!Tl:ltion hy other S<Jpporting Ill 
elements. This could in,lllde C-E syst1111 1t11F11S l•ke cods boot;, radios, or technltal documents 
such as operator "'"""ills. 
Intermediate ~llelotl!I of COl!mllr'ld continue forwarding the ;pot reporta<I encounter or Cilpture to their 
supporting 80.ttlefi~ld TECHlllT element. 
The supporting Battleli~ld TECHINT Qli>OQnt r11ce•vi5 the spot report aoo compares !hi 1r.formation to 
r11111ir""1ents and tile existing data base to S•• if ooll~tion is ne<:fi6iry. The elwent then decides 
lurther aotion ind notifies the Cilpturlng unit ileCOrdingly. The CMEC ~Battlefield TECiilMl team's 
opt loris ii this pc int include, bot are not I im:ted to; 
o Requesting the capturing unit to provide furthar inlormaticn, euch as deta•led descriptions, 
sketches, photograp~a, or documents captured with the ifl!ln. 
o Destroying the item. 
o Abindoning th1 item unharmed. 
o TECHINT te.n-superviSid or routine evocuat1ng. 
o Priority evacualtng to EAC, 
o Recommerldlng turning over inili~I ~xploitatlon to other Ml slen.nts, such as TARO~ or 
Interrogators, tor lmadiale taetieal information screan1n9. 
Flgure 3-5. Sequence of collection events. 
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Disseminating 
Disseminating and using 
intelligence is the last and rrost vital 
phase of the Intelligence cycle. '!he 
CMEC and Battlefield TEaIINI' teams 
rapidly disseminate both raw data and 
processed intelligence of a perishable 
nature to those who need it. '!hey do 
this without waiting for additional 
infonra.tion or processing. '!hey input 
all inf onnation obtained for further 
evaluation in support of the all-source 
intelligence product. 
Following exploitation, the TEOm-n' 
team prepares and forwards the 
appropriate reports, summaries, 
diagrams, photos, and samples, or the 
actual piece of equipment to the CMEC 
or higher headquarters. Items are 
further exploited as the situation 
penn:i.ts. 
'!he nost frequently userl 
Battlefield TEOllNI' report is the 
SAIIJI'E report. Infonnation or 
intelligence believed to answer the 
supported commander's PIR and IR is, by 
definition, infonnation of innnediate 
value. All such infonnation must be 
spot reported innnediately, consistent 
with required security. 
'!here is no prescribed f onnat for 
the spot report. However, it should 
follow the SAllJI'E fonnat: size, 
Activity, I.oc:ation, Unit, Ti.me, 
Equipment; plus a remarks paragraph for 
any other PIR and IR inf onnation not 
included above. '!he SAim'E report is 
userl to notify higher cormna.rrls of the 
capture or identification of enemy 
materiel believed to answer PIR and IR. 
(See Figure 3-6. ) 
After initial battlefield 
exploitation, the TECHINI' team prepares 
and f o:rwards to the CMEC or higher 
headquarters the ai:;propriate reports 
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such as the Ccrrpleirentacy Technical 
Report ( a:Ml'ECHREP) • '!he a::MrECliREP 
includes: summaries, diagrams, photos, 
samples, or the actual piece of 
equipment. Items are further exploited 
as the situation penn:i.ts. 
After the TEOllNI' team finishes its 
evaluation, the team arranges to have 
the materiel evacuated to the a-me. 
'!he omc perfonns a nore detailed and 
ti.me-consmn.in; exploitation of the 
materiel. When they are finished, they 
submit their results in a Detailed 
Technical Report (DEIEOiREP). 
'!he a.me may also prepare a Special 
Technical Report. '!his report provides 
TEOilNI' input to studies and plans of 
the Commarrl. G2 • (See Appe.rrlix E for 
these and other rep::>rt fonnats. ) 
TECHINT analysts also prepare other 
reports such as operator nanuals, 
maintenance nanuals, TECHINT Bulletins, 
Tactical User Bulletins, and Technical 
D:x:tnnent Translation Reports: 
o Operator and maintenance manuals 
are prepared the sruoo way Army 
manuals are. 
o '!he TECHINT Bulletin is a short 
descriptive report on a 
particular piece of equipment for 
the specific pul:'POSe of 
disseminating technical 
infonnation. 
o '!he Tactical User Bulletin is a 
short description of how the 
average soldier can operate a 
piece of equipment. 
o '!he Technical D:>cument 
Translation Report is based on 
translations, nonnally prepared 
by the interrogation c:::orrpany 's 
document exploitation platoon. 
SAWTEREPORT 
TO: G2, V Corps 
FROM: 2d Bde/23d Div (Armd) 
1. SIZE: N/A 
2. ACTMTY: Ca-pture of BTR-60 
DTG: 230900ZAug95 
REPORTNO: 07-0623 
~~~~~~~---
3. LOCATION: West bank of FULDA River, southwest of BEBRA (NB553476) 
4. UNIT: 2d Bde/23d Div (Armd) (ca-pturing unit) 
5. TIME: Item captured on 230230ZAug95. 
6. EQUIPMENT: I/A 
7. REMARl<S/OlHER INFORMATION: ReSlK>n&e to PIR 123-0016-95. Item 
secured. Awaiting evacuation instructions. 
Figure a.a. Sample format far a SALUTE spat report. 
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'lbe Cl1EC forwards copies of all to the next higher echelon. 
reports through the SU'f!X>rted camnanier 
BATI'TmEW TECHNIC'J.U, nmg1.TGENCE omZATIONS 
'Ihe prinm:y elements of the Anny's 
Battlefield TECHINI' system are the MI 
Battalion (TECHINI'), direct sui:p::>rt 
Battlefield TEaiJN1' teams, an:i the 
Cl1EC. 'Iheir elements, structure, an:i 
mission are di scilSSed belCM. 
MI BATI'ALICN (TECHINI') 
'lbe FMIG is the Anny's only AC 
TEODNr unit. 'Ihe FMIG m::bilizes for 
war as a battalion an:i includes: 
o A headquarters an:i headquarters 
~· 
0 An analyst caapany. 
0 Two trainirxJ detachmerits. 
RC TECHINI' elements m::bilize as 
either ccinpmies or batta).ions. 
Regardless of their size, both AC an:i 
RC TECHINI' units have the same 
battlefield function. 
'lbe MI unit (TECmm') mission is to 
provide intelligence derived fran the 
exploitation of weapons, equiptart, an:i 
'lbe FAC TECHINI' battalion provides 
direct sui:p::>rt Battlefield TECHINI' 
teams to EX:::B MI uni ts. 'Ihese TECHINI' 
teams are m:bile. '!hey are organized 
aexx>rd.in] to available resc:m:'CeS an:i 
subordinate ccmnan:i requirerients. 
TECHINI' teams perfoi:m a mission 
similar to, rut nore limited than, the 
CMEC. '1hey ootrentrate on the initial 
identification an:i e>q>loitation ·of.CEM 
an:i providirq TrorrNl' assistance to the 
coi:ps or division tactical operations 
center. Detailed analyses by these 
teams are rare due to personnel 
other materiel fourxl, captured, or 
aa:;iuired within the theater Anny area 
of operations. '!his includes all iteits 
of a scientific an:i technical nature. 
'Ihe MI canpany (TEClilNI') or the 
TECHINI' battalion's analyst a:::mpany 
consists of a headquarters an:i the 
foll<:Mi.n; platoons: 
o Intelligence Sl.ll=P'rt. 
o C-E intelligence. 
o NOC an:i medical intelligence. 
· o Weapons an:i nn.mitions. 
o Mobility intelligence. 
limitations an:i lack of organic 
laboratocy facilities. 
'!he TECHINl' battalion also provides 
a TECHINI' liaison team to the sor 
section of the ASAC, FACIC. '!his team 
SUR;X>rts collection management an:l 
TECHINI' integration into the all-source 
intelligence product. 
EX:::B Battlefield TECHINI' teams 
normally have 10 analysts, 1 per each 
specialty frurd in the Cl1EC. (See 
Figure 3-7. ) 
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t Team leader 
Analysts: 
f Tracked vehicle f Wheeled vehicle 
f NBC equipment 
f Weapon systems 
f:irecontrol systems 
f Aviation fire control systems f Intercept and jamming equipment 
f Communications equipment f Medical equipment fAntitank guided missile 
Figure3-7. BattlefieldTECHINTteam composition. 
CAPIURED MATERIEL EXPIDITATION CENTER 
'lhe TECHINI' battalion acx:x::mplishes 
its mission through a CMEC fonood fran 
its own resources an::l augrrented by 
other SME.s. When augmentation includes 
SME.s from other savices, the CMEC 
beccmes a JCMEC. 
'lhe CMEC is the first real 
processor of CEM. When it receives 
CEM, it evaluates it to detennine its 
level of TECHINI' interest arxi 
importance. If an item is on the 
TECmNl' requirements list or if it is 
of TECHINT interest, the CMEC 
concentrates on exploitin;J the CEM for 
immediate tactical or operational level 
use. 
'lhe specialists in the CMEC are 
able to con:iuct a rapid, initial 
scientific arxi technological analysis 
of this materiel in their battlefield 
laboratory. 'lhese specialists may 
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include scientists arxi experts from 
other services, allies, arxi S&TI 
activities. 
Any immediate countenrea.sures, 
info:nnation, or intelligence they 
develop is quickly distributed to 
aw:ropriate canbat, canbat support, arrl 
canbat service support battlefield 
elements for imroodiate use. At the 
same tine, the CMEC quickly evacuates 
the CEM to ~s for in-depth, detailed 
exploitation. 
Ideally, the O!EC is located in the 
theater rear near main suwly routes 
arxi air arxi sea ports. Regardless of 
its location, it is fully equipped with 
sensitive arrl sq:histicated test 
equip.nent. Analyst teams use this 
equip.nent to perfonn irore detailed arrl 
ti.me-consumirg exploitations than 
TECHINI' teams can do at ECB. 
'Ihe CMEC coordinates the evacuation 
of captured items of special TEClilNI' 
interest to arrl frc:m the CMEC. For 
items we cannot evacuate or that are of 
critical interest, the CMEC task 
organizes an:l deploys a quick reaction 
team to coordinate the evacuation or to 
exploit the item on-site. 
'Ihe CMEC also task organizes its 
specialist assets into general support 
t.ea:rns to meet requirements of echelons 
without TEClilNI' assets. 'Ihese teams 
operate far forward to provide the CMEC 
and the supported. commarx:ier timely 
screenin';J arrl identification of CEM arrl 
evaluation of battle damaged frierrlly 
equipment. 
01EC teams provide the capturing 
unit with identification and tagging 
instructions so that the captured item 
is properly accounted for. 'Ihe teams 
identify the items requiring exhaustive 
exploitation arrl coordiriate their 
evacuation to the CMEC. 
'Ihe CMEC an:l ECB Battlefield 
TECliINT teams are usually staffed with 
analysts capable of exploiting enemy 
equipment an:l documents in five 
functional areas: C-E, weapons an:l 
munitions, NEC, medical, an:l nd::>ility: 
o c-E TEClilNI' is the analysis an:l 
exploitation of foreign an:l 
threat communications, radars, 
intercept arrl januning equipnent, 
an:} like systems I including 
electro-optic an:l directed-energy 
technolcx;y. 
o Weapons an:l munitions TECliINT 
involves the analysis of foreign 
arrl enemy weapons arrl weapon 
systems' including rocket, tube 
artillery, arxi m:::irtar-associated 
munitions arrl fire control 
systems. 
o NEC TEallNI' is based on the 
analysis of foreign arrl enemy 
offensive arrl defensive NBC 
materiel including flame 
munitions arrl obscurants. 'Ibis 
analysis detennines enemy 
~ arrl vulnerabilities in 
relation to NBC operations. (See 
Apperrlix H. ) 
o Medical TECBINT focuses on the 
identification, evaluation, arrl 
exploitation of foreign arrl enemy 
medical materiel arrl general 
purpose systems m:xlif ied for 
medical support. 
o Mobility TECBINT exploits foreign 
and enemy vehicles, ergineer arrl 
barrier crossing or breeching 
equipnent, materiel harxlling 
equipnent, arrl p:::iwe.r generation. 
Mobility TECliINT detennines the 
capabilities an:l vulnerabilities 
of the enemy to maneuver combat, 
canbat sei:vice, an:l combat 
sel'.Vice support resources on the 
battlefield. 
BATI'I.EFIEI.D TEOINICAL INTEUJ:GENCE ANALYSIS 
Once a TEailNI' unit takes custody 
of the TEallNI' item, Battlefield 
TECBINT exploitation begins. TECHINI' 
analysts an:l specialists use checklists 
established by S&TI arrl Battlefield 
TECliINT units to exploit each type of 
enemy system or equipnent for which 
requirements exist. 
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S&TI arrl Battlefield TEClilNI' units 
develop battlefield exploitation 
procedures from three sources: 
o 'lhe us Aney' Test an:l Evaluation 
Ccxmnan::l's international test 
operation procedures. 
o coordination with S&TI analysts. 
o '!heir ~ experience. 
Exploitation procedures generally 
are st.rumrdized; however, these 
procedures are constantly up::Jated am 
corxiensed into many different 
exploitation plans. '!his is based on 
the type of equipoont or documents 
bein;J exploited. 'Ihese plans steer the 
analysis process. 
'!he materiel ncves up through the 
TECHINI' chain (for ex.anple, fran the 
co:rps team to the theater CMEC). As it 
does, each echelon completes as much of 
the exploitation procedure as 
possible. '!he enemy's current level of 
technology am our predictions about 
how it will be used on the battlefield 
determine which plan is used; (See 
Figure 3-8. ) 
TECHINI' units maintain procedures 
am plans for sanplin;J, ·· exploitin:J, am 
harrllin:} materiel in the follc:Mil'q 
categories: 
o Missile guidance. 
0 Missile wartiead, fuze, am 
propellants. 
o Munitions am explosives, 
includin;J fuze am wartiead 
designs. 
o Effects of :munitions, explosives, 
am weapons. 
o Small ann.s, guns, am artillecy 
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of all types. 
o Tracked an:1 wheeled vehicles an:i 
transporters. 
o Different types of arm:Jr, radios, 
am radar. · 
0 Electronic warfare (EW) am 
intercept an:1 janmrin;J equipoont. 
0 Antenna, relay, am teleii'lone 
equipnent. 
o Teletypes. 
o Electro-optics. 
o Directed energy. 
o Autanatic data processin;J (ADP) 
hardware am software. 
o NOC weapons, defense equipoont, 
am agents. 
o Tactical aviation. 
0 Medical 
o Mine warfare. 
Although exploitation plans are 
extremely useful, it is the irxiividual 
analyst who detennines the actual steps 
to use in each procedure. Analysis 
always begins with what is, am is not, 
known about the piece of equipoont. 
For a a:mprehensive field list of 
specific exploitation plans see 
Apperrlix F. 
EXPLOITATION CATEGORY 
REQUIREMENTS 
MOBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
List of subcategories. 
o Infantry fighting 
vehicles. 
o Cargo/transport. 
o Armored personnel 
carrier. 
o Tank chassis. 
o Se I f-prope I I ed 
howitzer. 
o Self-propelled rocket 
launcher. 
o Tank destroyer. 
o Seit-propelled 
antiaircraft. 
Maio category requirements. 
o Type of vehicle. 
o Engine type. 
o Cooling system. 
o Power train 
description. 
o Brake system. 
o Suspension system. 
o Steering system. 
o Vehicle description. 
o Electrical system. 
o Physical dimension. 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Infantry fighting 
vehicle: 
-- Type of armor. 
-- Armor thickness. 
Maximum personnel 
seating capability. 
Firing ports 
location/number. 
-- Location of hatches. 
o Cargo or transport: 
Cargo compartment 
size. 
Maximum height 
carrying capability. 
Maximum personnel 
seating capability. 
Type of cargo 
vehicle designed 
for. 
o Armored personnel 
carrier: 
Type of armor. 
Armor thickness. 
Maximum personnel 
carrying capability. 
Firing ports 
location/number. 
Location of hatches. 
o Tank, howitzer, self-
prope 11 ed rocket 
launcher or tank 
destroyer: 
Type of protective 
armor. 
Armor thickness. 
Body design. 
Number of road 
wheels and support 
rollers. 
Turret location. 
Type of track. 
Location of hatches. 
Power pack location. 
Figure 3-8. Example of a TECHINT analyst exploitation plan. 
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INl'ROOOCI'ION 
'lhi.s chapter outlines the various 
responsibilities of eac:h. staff officer 
or unit on the battlefield when 
supporti,m the overall Battlefield 
TECHINT effort. 
Battlefield TEOilNl' ele.rrents are 
resourced and responsible for 
oollectin;J and processi,m CEM. Yet the 
Battlefield TECHINI' system depen::is on 
many other units to 'lfYOrk properly/ like 
canbat tmits that capture and the 
transix>rtation tmits that evacuate 
items of TECHINI' interest. 
STAFF OFFICERS 
'!his section describes the 
responsibilities and duties of 
ooordinati,m staff officers, as these 
duties relate to TEailNT direction, 
collection, processi_m, and 
dissemination. Fran the Gl to the GS, 
every staff officer oontributes in some 
way to the successful production and 
use of TEClITNT. 
ASSISTANI' CHIEF OF STAFF I Gl, PERSONNEL 
'Ihe Gl is the principal staff 
officer for the cormnan::ler on all 
matters oo:ncemin:J human resources. 
'Ihe G1 1s involvement in the Battlefield 
TEClimI' effort is a result of his or 
her primary ooordinati,m staff 
responsibilities for-
o Planni,m and han:ili,m EPW 
evacuation and ilrg;>risorment. 'Ihe 
prisoner evacuation channel is 
one of the ric:h.est sources of CEE 
and technical docunents. 
o Directi,m the camnarx:l smgeon in 
captured madi.cal supply 
disposition and medical 
intelligence responsibilities 
o Identifyi,m and ooordinati,m with 
the G3 on assigning special duty 
personnel as CMEC translators and 
SMEs. 
ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF, G2 I INI'ELI.J:GENCE 
'Ihe G2 is the principal staff 
officer for the cormnan::ler on all MI 
matters and, as suc:h., has primary 
responsibility for the cx:rnman:i's 
Battlefield TECHINI' effort. 'Ihe G2 's 
primary Battlefield TECHINl' 
responsibilities include, but are not 
limited to: 
o SUpervisi,m the TECHINl' program, 
including: interrogation of 
captured and detained persons 
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with technical or scientific 
expertise; and exploiting 
captured technical doa.nnents and 
equipnent. 
0 SUpervisin;J Battlefield TECHINl' 
planni,m I directin;J f processin; I 
and dissemi:na.tin;. 
o Exercisin;J staff supervision over 
the Q1EC or attached Battlefield 
TECHINl' team operations. 
o Coordinatin;J Battlefield 'l'ECHINI' 
collection ~' with the G3, 
MI I MP I NOC I OOD I an:i other 
canbat an:i canbat Sl.JPIX>rt units. 
o SUpervisin;J ClvtEC's preparation of 
instructions to units capturin;J 
enemy materiel. 
o SUpervisin;J ClvtEC's coordination 
of captured medical materiel 
exploitation, evacuation, an:i 
disposition with the canman:i 
surgeon. 
o Coordinatin;J CEM evacuation with 
the G4. 'lhis includes 
coordinatin;J transportation 
priorities, disposition, an:i 
~rtunities to screen CEM in 
logistic channels. 
o Coordinatin;J with the G5 the 
screeJ'1in;J of materiel abtaine::i 
fran local nationals, displaced 
persons, an:i civilian detainees. 
o Coordinatin;J with the Staff Judge 
Advocate (SJA) to ensure 
catpliance with the Geneva 
Conventions :regardin:;J 
exploitation of captured 
personnel an::l materiel. 
ASSISTANr CXIEF OF STAFF I G3 I OPERATIONS 
'Ihe G3 is the principal staff 
officer for the cxmnan:ler in matters 
concerni.n:J operations, plans, 
organization, an::l trainin;. 'Ihe G3 's 
involvement in the Battlefield 'l'ECHINI' 
effort is a result of his or her 
primacy staff responsibilities. As 
they relate to Battlefield 'l'ECHINI', 
these responsibilities include: 
o Exercisirq primacy staff 
responsibility over the aviation 
officer, chemical officer, 
engineer officer, fire sui:p:>rt 
coordinator, an:i the provost 
marshal (IM) • 
0 Preparirq I COOrdinatirq, an:i 
p.lblishin; the camnarxl SOP an:i 
operation plans an:i orders. '!his 
includes instructions for 
han:ilirq CEM, such as collection, 
reportin;J, exploitation, 
evacuation, an:i disposition. 
o Reviewirq subordinate canman:i 
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SOPs, plans, an:i orders to ensure 
provision5 for Battlefield 
~ are include::i. 
o Incorporatin;J TECmNT into 
current an:i future operations ani 
plans. 
0 Assignirq f attachin;J I an:i 
detachin;J Battlefield 'l'ECHINI' 
assets to subordinate an:i 
adjacent cxmnan:ls. 
o Assignirq Battlefield TECmNr 
collection .missions to 
subordinate elements of the 
camnarxl. 
o ~ to the camnarxier our 
own use of CEM. '!his includes 
who the materiel should be 
allocated to, such as guerrillas 
or other local national forces. 
o Trainirq our troops in the safe 
disposition an:i use of CEM. 
ASSISTANI' OlIEF OF STAFF, G4, I..CGISTICS 
'!he G4 is the principal staff 
officer for the camrnan:ier in matters 
concerning suJ?ply, maintenance, 
transPOrtation, am services. As the 
logistic planner, the G4 has a vital 
coordination function essential to the 
TEClilNT system. '!his includes-
o Exercisirq prirna:cy staff 
responsibility over the EDD 
officer am the transportation 
officer. 
o coorcli.natirq with the SURX>rt 
command comman:ler, who is 
responsible for logistic SUJ;p.:>rt 
operations; am the G3 for 
SURX>rt of Battlefield TEOilNl' 
collection operations. 
o COOrcli.natirq am developirq 
camrnand policy for the evacuation 
am disposition of captured 
materiel. 
o Recx::mnerx:lir to the GJ the main 
suwly route am hence the main 
evacuation route of captured 
enemy personnel an:i materiel. 
o SUpeJ:visirq the establishment arxi 
coordinatin;J the operation of CEM 
ex>llection points in the unit 
SUJ;p.:>rt area. 
o Plannin;J am coordinatin;J the 
construction of the CMEC 
laboratocy am operation 
facilities. 
0 Ensurirq invento:ry am storage 
lcx::ation records are properly 
maintained am are :reported 
throogh materiel management 
centers (MMC) channels. 
0 ~ policies am 
procedures for the use of 
captured nonintelligence-value 
equipnent; am providirq 
technical staff assistance to the 
canmarxi's MI unit. 
ASSISTANI' OIIEF OF STAFF I GS I CIVIL AFFAIRS 
'Ihe Gs is the camnamer•s principal 
staff officer in all matters corx:emin;J 
civilians arxi their irrpact on milita:ry 
operations. 'Ibis includes the 
political, econanic, am social effects 
of militacy operations on civilian 
personnel. '1he GS' s involvement in the 
Battlefield TEailNI' effort is a result 
of his or her primacy coordinatirq 
staff responsibilities for civilian 
liaison am CA. 'lhese responsibilities 
include: 
o SUpetvisirq CA functions of the 
camrnand regardin; care am 
hardlirq of displaced persons, 
refugees, am any incidental 
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foreign scientific or technical 
materiel CA personnel may secure. 
o Ensuri.rq inclusion of TEallNT 
ex>llection am notification 
procedures in all CA operational 
SOPs, plans, arxi orders. 
0 Coordinatirq with the camrnand IS 
Battlefield TECHINI' unit the 
screenin:J, exploitation, arxi 
evacuation of any CA-secured. 
foreign materiel or CEM. 
o Coordinatirq with the G2 arxi G4 
the return of CEM to the civilian 
PJP.1).ace. 
SPECIAL STAFF OFFICERS 
Because TEClITNI' covers such a broad 
spectrum of disciplines, activities, 
and operations perf onned on the 
battlefield, the following special 
staff officers also play an inl;x:>rtant 
role in Ba.ttlefield TECH.INl'. 
AVIATION OFFICER 
'!he aviation officer is responsible an:l transportation personnel for air 
for coordinating with staff irovenent evacuations of CEM. 
cm:MICAL OFFICER 
'!he chemical officer is responsible 
for advising the ccmnander on NBC 
intelligence matters. '!his officer 
recormnerXls employnent of chemical 
troops in support of Ba.ttlef ield 
TECHINl' teans, analysis, and collection 
operations. 
ENGINEER OFFICER 
'!he cammarrl e:rgineer officer is 
responsible for e:rgineer planning an:l 
construction. '!he camnan:i e:rgineer 
must incorporate Ba.ttlef ield TECHmT 
analyses an:l studies regardin;J oobility 
an:l survivability characteristics of 
enemy weapon systems into these plans 
an:l operations. '!he cammarrl engineer 
is also responsible for construction 
SUJ;:POrt to oiEC activities. 
EXPI.OOIVE ORrnANCE DISFO.SAL OFFICER 
'!he IDD officer is responsible for 
supervising the IDD unit's technical 
and training activities. 'Ihe IDD 
officer exercises operational control 
over assigned or attache:l :OOD units. 
'!he IM is responsible for MP 
supp::>rt to all ccmnand operations. 'Ihe 
IM, deperxiing on echelon, either 
cammards the MP headquarters or 
exercises operational control over all 
assigned or SUJ;:POrti:r¥;J MP units. 'Ihe 
IM's relationship to Ba.ttlefield 
TECHmT is extensive. 'Ihe IM's 
responsibilities for planning an:l 
supervising include: 
o Providing security for designated 
units, facilities, an:l corwoys, 
includi.n;J CEM, alen;J the 
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In Ba.ttlefield TECHmT, the IDD 
officer has specific responsibility for 
establishing, operating, an:l 
supervising TEClITNI' reporting 
prcx::edures. 
evacuation route an:l for TECH.INl' 
facilities when tasked by the G3. 
o Accounting for an:l evacuating 
Ems an:l associated captured 
documents an:l equipoont. 
o Fstablishm;r procedures to ensure 
MPs identify, confiscate, report, 
an:l tum over to MI personnel new 
or unidentif ie:l equipoont an:l 
technical documents discovered 
incidental to EIW hanlling 
operations. 
CXfft!ANDER, MI Bi\TI'ALIOO (TECHINI') 
'llle battalion ccmnan:ier (TEClilNI') 
is responsible for Battlefield TEailNI' 
~rt to all cx:mnan:l operations. 
'!his ccmnan:ier serves as the theater 
camrnan:Ier' s TECliINI' adviser. '1his 
battalion is subordinate to the theater 
MI brigade an::i perf onn.s all 
coordination through the MI brigade 
camrnan:Ier. 
In peacetime, the AC TEailNI' 
battalion cammander directs the FMIG at 
Aberdeen Provin;J Grourx:l. In warti.ne, 
the battalion cx:mnan:ler directs the 
a.me. 'llle Battlefield TEailNI' mission 
is ac::x:::arplished through a a.me formed 
from resources of the battalion 
cammander's subordinate TECHINI' analyst 
corrpany, the headquarters an::i 
headquarters c:x::npany, an::i other SMF.s. 
(See Olapter 3. ) 
'llle TEailNI' battalion ccmnarrler's 
specific responsibilities for plarmin;J 
an::i supervisin;J include: 
o Producin;J TECHINl' by exploitin;J 
CEE an::i technical documents. 
o organizin;J TECHINl' teams fran 
'llle cammand surgeon advises an::i 
assists the cammander on iredical 
natters. '!he cx:mnan:l sw:geon has 
extensive responsibilities to the 
Battlefield TECliINI' system, includin;J: 
o Usin;J TECliINI' analyses when 
advisin;J the cammander on iredical 
effects of the envirornnent an::i 
NBC weapons on personnel. 
o Developin;J procedures to confinn 
or deny enemy use of NBC. 
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CMEC assets to sui;:port tactical 
c:x:rmnarx:Is. 
o SUpervisin;J the :brpleirentation of 
MI brigade policies an::i 
directives as they pertain to the 
theater's TECliINI' effort. 
o Rea:mnerrling theater souvenir and 
war trc:piy policy. 
o Ccxmtinatin;J the TECHINI' trainin:;J 
program with the G2/G3. 
o Requestin;J technical document 
translation support from the MI 
brigade commander. 
o Coordinatin;J Air Force, Navy, 
S&TI, an::i foreign TEClilNT 
operations within the MI 
brigade's area of operations. 
o Coordinatin;J CA participation in 
the Battlefield TECHINI' system. 
o Coordinatin;J priority shipment 
authority with the transportation 
officer for large or unusual 
items. 
o Usin;J iredical intelligence to 
examine an::i process captured 
medical supplies an::i equipment. 
'!his includes plannin:J an::i 
coordinatin;J the use of iredical 
laboratories an::i persormel to 
assist in analysis by Battlefield 
TECHINI' eleirents. 
o Rea:mnerrling iredically related 
PIR an::i IR to the G2. 
o ~ use of captured 
nallcal SU:Wlies in support Of 
Ems and local nationals. '!his 
includes ensuring no usable 
captured :medical suwlies are 
ever destroyed. 
o Analyzin;J biolo;ical warfare 
agent specimans collected on the 
battlefield. With the G2/G3, 
COOrdinatin;J cx:iuntenneasures I 
quarantine recx:mne:rxiations, and 
other awrcpriate actions to 
safeguan:l frien:lly forces. 
UNITS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
'!his section describes the 
restX>JlSibilities and duties of specific 
organizations and \ll"li.ts on the 
battlefield. 'Ihese responsibilities 
relate to TECHINI' collection and the 
overall Battlefield 'IEClllNT system. 
CAPIURED ·:MATERIEL EXPIDITATION CENTER 
'Ihe 01EC's primary function is 
p:rocessin;;r CEM into canbat inf onnation 
and TEOilNI'. 'Ihe 01EC is organized 
arourrl the '!heater MI Brigade's TEailNl' 
Battalion; it is also augmented from 
other SMF.s. When augmented by experts 
from other services, it :becomes a 
Joint 01EC or JCMEC. When augmented by 
experts from other nations it becx:m:!s a 
combined 01EC or <XMEC. Regardless of 
the comrnam or echelon it supports, it 
has the same capabilities. '!he 01EC-
o Exploits CEE and technical 
doa.nne.nts. 
o Analyzes frie.rx:lly weapon systems 
dama.ged in battle. 
o Produces TEClilNI' reports, that 
include cnmtenneasures, for 
tactical <XX!l!Di'Uxlers. 
o Provides studies, operational 
plans and orders, maps, and 
special ret:Orts to disseminate 
the 01EC fi.rx:lin;Js. 
o Provides rerxier safe procedures 
(RSP) to o::xnbat units for foun:i 
or captured enemy munitions and 
weapon systems. 
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o Coordinates the safe han:ilin;;r and 
evacuation of CEM with IDD 
eleirents. 
0 Coordinates subordinate 
Battlefield TEClllNI' team 
supervision of evacuation of 
special-interest CEM from ECB to 
theater. 
o SUpervises evacuation of CEM from 
theater to Cl)N{JS. 
o C:iordinates with the joint 
interrogation center the 
selection of EEWs for TEOilNI' 
exploitation. 
o Provides accountability for 
captured enemy doa.nne.nts and 
equipnent within the theater 
TEailNl' system. 
o Provides CEM disposal 
instructions to tactical 
camman:iers. 
o Maintains TEOilNI' data files. 
o Maintains S&TI and Battlefield 
TEailNl' PIR and IR. 
CAPlURING UNITS 
canbat units are usually the first 
to encounter neM or m::xilfied enemy 
ma.teriel. H~er, other units such as 
~ineers, NBC teams, an:i lcqistic 
units may also encounter or capture 
such materiel. With this materiel 
often canes operatin:J instructions an:i 
other technical dOCl.lm:mts. '!he 
intelligence officer at each echelon 
must coordinate with G3/S3 regardin;J 
TECHim' an:i captured or e:ncomrt:.ered 
enemy materiel. Together, they 
establish unit security, rerxier-safe, 
reportin;J f an:i dissemination 
procedures. 
If p::issihle, capturing units must 
strive not to destroy TEClID1l' materiel 
known or believed to answer PIR an:i IR 
(includi.n;J unidentified or neM item.s) 
before receiving disposition 
instructions. captured enemy 
equipnent, documents, an:i lcqistic 
catplexes 1l1lSt be pranptly safeguarded 
an:i reported through intelligence 
c.hannels. captured items known or 
believed. to answer PIR an:i IR will be 
SAilJl'E reported through higher conunand 
to the first Battlefield TECHINT 
eleIJ.'el'lt. 
MI Unit 
'!he MI unit is especially 
responsive to specific requests for 
TECHim'. '!he MI unit's activities an:i 
operations often result in incidental 
discovery or acquisition of Battlefield 
TECHINT materiel. such activities 
include interrogation, CI, docunw:mt 
exploitation, imagery interpretation, 
EW, an:i unmanned aerial vehicle 
operations. 
All MI units are responsible for 
establishing SOPs for han:llin], 
screenirq I an:i reporting 
TECl:IINI'-related item.s encountered 
incidental to organizational 
activities. See Figure 4-1 for 
examples of items requiring :ilmoodiate 
MI screenirq; this list is not all 
inclusive. 
ITEMS RELATING TO ENEMY C-E SYSTEMS 
o Code books o Frequency tables 
o C-E operation instructions o C-E standing instructions 
o Cryptographic data o Cryptographic items 
o Encrypted items o C-E hardware or software 
Figure 4-1. Examples of materiel, including documents and equipment, 
requiring immediate Ml screening. 
Special Cperations Forces 
Special operations forces consist 
of special forces an:i ranger units, 
psycholcqical operations (PSYOP) teams, 
an:i CA elements. 
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Special forces arrl rawer units. 'lhese 
forces usually q:>erate deep in enemy 
controlled areas. 'll1is neans they are 
generally the first to discx:iver, 
identify, arrl provide infonnation on a 
variety of TEOilNr-related equipnent, 
docuroonts, or facilities. '!hey can 
provide-
o New or previously una~ 
materiel. 
o Locations of enemy materiel. 
o other technical data. 
Psycholooical operations teams. PSYOP 
personnel support theater, corps, am 
division. Historically, PSYOP has 
supported TEClilNI' collection through 
creative PSYOP q:>erations designed to 
secure TEClilNI'-related materiel, 
equipnent, infonnation, or personnel. 
An example of a suroessful PSYOP 
operation canes fran the Korean War: 
We paid $100,000 to a N"o:rth Korean 
pilot for flyin:J his soviet MIG to the 
south, after broadcasting the MIG 
bamty by leaflet arrl radio. '!he 
benefits were enonrous. '!he ccmnunists 
graurrled all MIG flights for eight 
days; arrl getting the MIG turned out to 
be a TECHINI' wi.n:ifall. 
A PSYOP operation specifically 
designed to provide TEClilNr occurred 
durirq the Vietnam War: A PSYOP 
canpaign encouraged enemy soldiers to 
surrerrler with their weapons arrl 
equipnent intact; rewards were offered 
arrl paid to Viet Con; arrl North 
Vietnamese Anny tr'oq::s who did this. 
'll1is type of c.anpaign not only 
reduce::i the number of weapons available 
to the enemy but also provided a 
ex>ntinuous saJrCe of materiel for 
exploitation by the OIBC. 
Civil affairs elements. 'lhese elements 
provide support to tactical arrl 
operational cx:immarrlers by ex>ordinating 
liaison between military forces, civil 
authorities, arrl area of operations 
personnel. CA ~rt to the 
B:lttlefield T.EatINl' system includes: 
o Providin; SMF.s to assist in the 
TEOIINl' analysis of food arrl 
agria.ilture; public 
CXlTlllllitl.cations, health, 
transportation, ar:d supply; 
plblic works arrl utilities; am 
centers of commerce arrl i..rrlustry. 
o Securing TEOilNr-related materiel 
arrl foreign experts havin:J CA 
warti.Ire responsibility for civil 
administration am refugee 
han:lling. 
:Erqineer TopograFhic arrl Terrain Unit 
'lhese units are responsible for 
collectin:J, evaluatin:J, arrl 
disseminating topograprlc inf onnation 
arrl terrain intelligence. '!hey 
nonnally :function at theater, ex>rps, 
arrl division levels. TEOIINl' units use 
en;ineer topograprlc arrl terrain 
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products to support TEOIINl' collection 
plannin:J. :Erqineers also suwcrt 
analysis am exploitation of foreign 
equipnent am technical dcx:::uroonts when 
this materiel is within their field of 
expertise. 
Military Police 
MPs operate throughout the theater 
of operations providing route security 
arrl EIW han:ll.irq and evacuation. 'Ibey 
often confiscate foreign equipment arrl 
documents fran EIWs. MPs follow 
specific procedures for notify.irq MI 
personnel of equipment or documents of 
intelligence interest discovered 
incidental to EEW harrll.irq operations. 
If not done previously, MPs mark or 
tag all enemy materiel and personnel in 
their custody. Since EEWs arrl materiel 
may beca:ne separated, MPs use a 
three-part capture tag to clearly 
identify which prisoner the captured 
materiel came fran. Accurate 
identification on the capture tag helps 
TECHINr analysts and interrcxJators 
match materiel with associated EEWs. 
It also makes it easier to return 
certain property to the EIW. Figure 
A-5 shows the front and back of a 
captured enemy equiprent tag; Figure 
A-6 shows the front and back of an EEW 
capture tag. 
Nuclear, Biological, arrl O'lemical Reconnaissance Team 
NP.C reconnaissance teams locate, 
identify, and mark contaminated areas. 
'lhey collect, identify, arrl evacuate 
suspected sanples of nuclear materials 
arrl chemical and biological (CB) 
warfare agents. 'Ihis function is an 
import.ant suwlement to nonnal TECHINr 
unit . 
collection capabilities. Collection, 
han:ll.irq, storage, and shipment of 
these sanples must be done us.irq SOPs 
developed in a coordinated effort 
between the cxm.narrl surgeon, the staff 
NP.C officer, an:i the staff intelligence 
officer. 
Medical Unit 
Combat zone and ccmnunications zone 
medical support units are capable of 
giv.irq specialized m=d..ical, laboratory, 
an:i ioodical intelligence assistance to 
TECHINr and other MI disciplines. 
'!he medical unit's S2/S3 
coordinates this assistance to MI. 
Sane examples of the types of 
assistance medical units can provide 
are in Figure 4-2. 
Explosive Ordnance Disposal 
One of the ll'OSt critical, yet 
deadly, sources of TECHINr an the 
battlefield is explosive ordnance. To 
safely exploit this source, EX>D units 
provide specially trained personnel to 
support TECHINr teams an:i uni.ts in the 
area of operations. 
IDD personnel examine exist.irq 
reports and prepare reports on new an:i 
unusual items of explosive ordnance for 
TECHINl' :plrpOSeS. 
TECHINl' personnel should be 
famil_iar with IDD activities and 
resp::>nSibilities, as described in AR 
75-15. Foreign explosive ordnance is 
ext:remely important to TECHINT 
analysts. TECHINr personnel must 
coordinate closely with :mo personnel 
for proper disposal an:i evacuation of 
explosive ordnance. 
ONLY EOD PERSONNEL 00 '!HE ACIUAL 
HANDLING OF EXPIOSIVE ORI:NANCE. 
Conversely, EX>D units must notify 
TECHINl' personnel of the types an:i 
locations of foreign equipment and 
m.mitions they encounter. See Appendix 
c for mre infonnatian on IDD units. 
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TYPES OF MEDICAL lNI'ELLIGENCE ASSISTANCE 
o Assessing health of frienily an::l enemy soldiers an:::l its i.npact on 
military operations. 
o Investigating, assessing, an::l rep:>rtin;J suspicious outbreaks of 
disease or ~lai.nal:>le illness. 
o Analyzin;J suspects:l biological warfare agent sanples an:::l 
biological specimens frc:an possible victims (human or animal). 
o Identifyin:] potential health-related vulnerabilities of frienily 
or enemy forces. 
o Integratin; memcal intelligence am medical 'Ihreat into the IPB 
or 'Ihreat all-source intelligence product. 
o Providing special han:::llin] an::l storage for captured. controlled 
drugs an:::l other pilferable medical materiel. 
o Providing lilllited laboratory analysis of unidentified captured 
drugs, Iilarmaceuticals, arxi biological cc:ripourXls so they can be 
identified, if possible. 
Figure 4-2. Types of medical intelligence support available on the battlefield. 
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'!HIS APPENDIX a:MPLIES wrm ~ 2014, EDITION 5. 
APPENDIX A 
EXAMPIES OF ~ Fi:<CM A '!HEATER AR-r.l INI'EILIGENCE ANNEX 
nmpOJCI'ION 
'Ibis ~ provides exanples of 
an intelligence annex, a TECmNr 
~ to that annex, ani 
TEaiINI'-related Tabs A, B, ani C. It 
also contains an exanple of a CEE tag 
ani a prisoner of war tag. 
'IEE '!HEATER AOO D!rBTjfJGENCE ANNEX 
Figure A-1 shows inp.tt for TECHINl' the ':Iheater Anrrj headquarters. 
operations. 'Ibis annex is tailored for 
1. SUMMARY OF ENEMY' SI'l.UATION. 
2. INI'EILIGENCE REYJ'.]IREMENTS. 
a. Pm: 
(l) Is the enemy locati.n; ar.d destroyi.n; our tanks in limited 
visibility? If so, how can we counter this? 
(2) Unusual. or unexplained damage to US equipment ar.d nateriel. 
(3) Unexpeicted defensive ar.d or offensive capabilities of enemy 
equipment. 
b. m: What are the capabilities ani or limitations of the AT-8 
A'IGM? 
3. INI'EILIGENCE AOJJISITION TMKS. 
a. General. capture of acy enemy nateriel will be ilnmediately 
reported through intelligence channels IAW priorities described below. 
(1) 15th Corps. Priority of collection on foreign equipment is 
T-64B, AT-8, a.rd SA-13. 
{2) 235th Corps. Priority of collection on foreign equipment is 
BIR-70, B:<D?-1, a.rd iniividual protective vest (body armor). 
(3) 23d MI Bde (FAC). 
{a) lst Bn. 
{b) 2d Bn. 
{C) 3d Bn. 
l one TECHINl' team ani a TEaIINT support element to 
operate within each corps area, attached to each corps MI Bde (for 
support only). 
v 
Figure A-1. Example of an extract from a Theater Army Intelligence Annex. 
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~ screening an:i exploitation of captured materiel IAW 
priorities described in Appendix A, TECHrnl'. 
J Fully integrate TECHrnl' operations and teams with 
both IFW and TAREX operations. 
4. MEASURES FOR HANDLING PERSONNEL, IXXlJMENI'S I AND MATERIEL. 
a. Personnel. 
b. Ibclnnents. 
c. Materiel. 
(1) All materiel will be reported IAW procedures an:i priorities 
described in Appendix A, TEOilNI'. 
(2) All materiel will be evacuated to the nearest collection 
point an:i held for TEClilNI' screenin:J IAW Appendix A, TECHINI'. 
(3) Items designated by TEOIINI' personnel as possessing 
intelligence value will be evacuated to destinations designated by 
TECHIN1' personnel IAW priorities described in Appendix A, TEClilNT. 
( 4) No materiel will be diverted for other uses until screened 
and released by TEClilNI' personnel. 
5. 
6. 
7. RER>RIS AND DismIEUI'ION. All equipnent-related intelligence 
SAilJI'E and IlW reports will include the Cl1EC as an INFO addressee. 
Figure A-1. Example of an extract from a Theater Army 
Intelligence Annex {continued). 
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'!HEATER ARMY TEQlNICAL INI'ELLIGENCE APPENDIX 
Figure A-2 is an exarrple of a 
theater Anny TECHINT appen:lix. It 
shows how CEM nrust be han:Ued, 
reported, arrl disposed of. '!his 
appen:lix is tailored for theater Anny. 
APPENDIX A, TEOilNI', to ANNEX A, Intelligence, to OPIAN/OFORD _, 
HQ,--· 
Reference: Map, series, ••••••• 
Time zone used throughoot this plan or order: __ 
1. RJRroSE. '!his ~ establishes policy arrl prescribes 
responsibilities am procedures for the pl:q)er han:Uin:J, reportin:J, 
intelligence exploitation, am disposition of CEM. 
2. :EOLICY'. 
a. '!he theater captured materiel exploitation program is controlled 
am directed by the G2. 
b. Exploitation activities are carried oot by the 01EC which is 
fanned arouo:l the _ Mr Battalion (TECHINl') which is attached to __ . 
c. '!he G2 exercises staff responsibility over the intelligence 
exploitation of captured materiel throughoot the area of operations am 
establishes requirements for evacuation of specific items to rorus for 
further exploitation. 
d. '!he G3-
(1) In coordination with the G2, awroves requests arrl assigns 
priorities for issue of CEM to US mtlts en;aged in special missions or 
training based on the foll~ prioritized uses of captured materiel: 
(a) Intelligence. 
(b) Special operations forces. 
(c) ~tional µ.irposes. 
(d) Issue to frien11y forces. 
(e) Internal. defense. 
(f) As substitutes or Sl11:Plements to us equipnent. 
(2) Coordinates provision of EOD supp:>rt, as required, in the 
exploitation of captured materiel IAW AR 75-15 arrl to fill 
requirements stated by the G2. 
Figure A-2. Example of a TECHINT Appendix to 
an Intelligence Annex. 
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e. '!he G4 supervises the m:ivement to the CMEC arrl CONUS of CEM 
determined to be of intelligence value. '!he G4 supetVises disposition 
of surplus CEM as 'Well as recaptured. us :materiel. 
f. '!he SJA provides legal guidance concemin;J the disposition of 
certain categories of enemy materiel, structures, arrl facilities. 
g. '!he CMEC corrlucts arrl coordinates the ~loitation of captured 
materiel within the canman:i. '!he G2 requests support fran Naval arrl 
Air Force ca:cponents when captured :materiel includes enemy naval arrl 
aerodynamic systems arrl materiel. In addition, the omc:-
(1) Examines, evaluates, arxi. classifies CEM. 
( 2) Prepares arrl disseminates 'l'ECHm'1' reports, summaries, arrl 
analyses. 
(3) Receives arrl processes validated intelligence requirements 
for items of enemy materiel. 
( 4) Participates in tedmical interrogations of EFW arxi. assists 
in the captured enemy technical dcx::uments screenin; process. 
(5) Integrates the ~loitation of specified items with TAREX 
elements. 
( 6) Deploys TECHINI' team.s fo:rwa.rd into co:t"pS areas to comuct 
prelimi.na.cy screenin; of evacuated :materiel arxi. to resporxi to targets 
of cg;>ortunity that cannot be pn:x:essed in a nonnal manner. 
(7) Deploys_ TECHINI' liaison elements to the J2 or theater G2 • 
intelligence centers, interrogation facilities, arxi. the SUrgeon General 
to provide assistance in collecti.r.g, planning, coordinatirg, arxi 
managirg TEallNI' operations. 
h. SUbordinate cx:mnarxis-
(1) Designate arxi supervise the operation of collection points in 
each area's ~rt cxmnarxi where forces operati.r.g in the area evacuate 
captured materiel. 
(2) Designate arxi operate logistic facilities in each area's 
St.JRX>rt ca:nmarxi to receive, store, issue, arxi dispose of excess captured 
:materiel. 
(3) Designate arrl operate anm.mition storage areas where captured 
ammunition arxi e><plosive items can be stocked. 
( 4) Provide any necessa:ry logistic ~rt to evacuate captured 
:materiel needed for intelligence, operational, or other p.u:p::>Ses. 
i. '!he cx:mnarxier of Naval Forces arxi the oc:mna.rrler of Air Force 
Forces provide a mininum of two liaison personnel eadl to the <NEC. 
'lhese peq:>le coordinate ~loitation requirements, ~loitation 
of enemy naval arxi aerodynamic systems, arxi other ~rt. 
Figure A-2. Example of a TECHINT Appendix to an 
Intelligence Annex (continued). 
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3 • PRCCEIXJRES. 
a. 'Ihe following general procedures will be followed when handling 
and processing captured materiel. 
(1) '!he recovery and evacuation of CEM is a camnarrl responsibility 
at all levels. 'Ihe prescribed methcxi of evacuation is through nonnal 
logistic channels and IAW priorities established in this apperrlix and 
TAB A to this apperrlix. 
(2) Enemy materiel captured by us military personnel is the 
property of the United States and must be protected frcxn pilferage, 
cannibalization, and SOlNenir hunters. c:anmarrlers at all levels will 
provide adequate security for captured materiel until it has been 
screened by TEOilNr personnel. 
(3) 'Ihe collection operations management system objectives 
and subobjectives are shown in TAB A. '!his list itemizes enemy materiel 
that intelligence agencies need. When items listed in TAB A or any of 
its updates are captured or otherwise obtained, conunarrlers will ensure 
this is reported through intelligence channels to the G2. 'Ihey will 
also ensure materiel is evacuated for intelligence exploitation. 
(a) Report the capture of items listed in TAB A by at least 
IMMEDIATE precedence through intelligence dlannels to the G2; 
INFO the CMEC. Evacuate these items ~tiously to at least the 
supporting DISa::M collection point to await further disposition 
instructions from the G2. 
(b) Report the capture of st.arx:!ard types of foreign materiel 
that have been apparently m::xilfied or changed in some way, as above, at 
a FRIORITY precedence. Evacuate these items to CX:Sa::M collection points 
by available backhaul capabilities on a .FRIORITY basis. Hold equipment 
for further disposition instructions. 
(c) Report the capture of other items of enemy materiel 
as above at a Ra1I'INE precedence. Evacuate these items to CX:Sa::M 
collection points by available backhaul capabilities on a space-
available basis. Hold equipment at the collection point until 
released by TEOilNr personnel. 
( d) '!he theater G2 will be the focal point for coordinating 
the evacuation of key items of intelligence interest to (X)NUS for 
strategic level exploitation. 
(4) '!he exploitation of CEM below division and separate brigade 
level is limited. 
(a) '!he primary responsibility at this level is to recover 
and evacuate enemy materiel from the capture location to the nearest 
maintenance collection point; except for focxi and medical supplies. 
'lhese supplies are handled through Class v and VIII supply channels. 
v 
Figure A-2. Example of a TECHINT Appendix to an 
Intelligence Annex (continued). 
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(b) Significant items of materiel that cannot be evacuated, 
either because of the tactical situation or due to their size, will be 
left in place and reported. imnediately. 
(5) At division and separate brigade level, intelligence and 
operations personnel exploit captured materiel to the extent necessa:cy to 
detennine its imnediate tactical significance. Exploitation at this 
level does not replace the need for detailed evaluation and analysis 
by technical specialists fran the a.me. For this reason, significant 
items of captured materiel must be evacuated pranptly. 
( 6) CMEC TECHINl' teams screen and field-exploit captured 
materiel. 'lhese teams nonnally c:p:rate in the corps and division support 
areas urrler the ccmnan:l of the a.me. Exploitation functions are 
nonnally carried out at the corps su;;.port area collection points. 
(a) 'lhese teams select items of intelligence interest or 
items needed to~ other CMEC requirenents. '!hey evacuate these items 
to the CMEC or to a designated location, by collection point personnel 
through lcqistic channels. 
(b) captured materiel not required may be released to the 
collection point ccmnan:ler for disposition IAW sei:vice department 
regulations and theater G4 instructions. 
(7) Selected captured materiel evacuated to the CMEC is subjected 
to detailed examination and evaluation to-
(a) Detennine 'lhreat perfonnance capabilities, and the 
limitations of enemy materiel. 
(b) Produce information that military countermeasures can be 
developed fran. 
(c) Provide inpit on a continua.ls basis to the strategic, 
integrated S&TI program IAW with DIA and theater policies. 
b. Materiel requirinJ special han:ilinJ. 
(1) C-E equipnent. 'lhe ~rtinJ MI l.ll'lit screens all captured 
materiel in this category. D::l not dlarx]e dial settirqs and frequencies 
before this materiel is screened. After screenin;J, evacuate this 
materiel to corps ~rt area collection points for screenin;J by 
TEailNI' and other specialized personnel. 
(2) Amim.mition and explosives. 'lhe caxplete recovery and 
expeditious evacuation of enemy am:m.mition and components are essential. 
'lhe identification of known or new enemy weapon systems and the threat 
p:>sed by each must be made as soon as possible. IAW AR 75-15, EDD teams 
are also responsible for preparinJ mEl'EXlmEPs on first-tine-seen 
enemy anmmition and explosives. roo teams are also responsible for 
preparinJ a:MI'ECHREPs. '!his is because there are not enough TECHINl' 
personnel trained in EDD. 
(3) Medical materiel. Medical materiel will not, un:1er any 
circumstance, be destroyed. It will be left in place if it cannot be 
evacuated. It will be han:iled IAW nonnal Class VIII procedures. 
(4) Significant items. All items in TAB A receive special 
han:ilinJ as described in paragrapi 3a(3) (a), above. 
Figure A-2. Example of a TECH INT Appendix to an 
Intelligence Annex (continued). 
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(5) Technical documents. captured or :recovered technical 
documents such as gtm l:x:loks, logbooks, packin:J slips, firin;J tables, and 
equipnent manuals are normally evacuated with the piece of equipnent 
alon;J captured personnel evacuations channels. If the tactical 
situatioo does not permit the materiel to be evacuated, forwazd the 
document to the omc and include an equipnent description. 
· c. war trqtrl.es. No item is authorized for retention as a war trophy 
or souvenir witha.tt ccmnarXier' s approval. 
d. Requirements. 
(1) DIA levies strategic intelligence requirements for enemy 
materiel. SUb:nit in-theater intelligence requirements for enemy materiel 
through intelligence channels to the G2. 
(2) SUbnit in-theater 1 operational, and t.rainin;J requirements 
to the G3 for review, approval, and assigrnnent of priority for 
issue. 
e. Disposition. 
(1) Items required in S1.l,R'.)Ort of operational requirements or for 
distril:ution to host-country forces are separately designated by the G3. 
See TAB B to this AWeniix for the cur.rent list. 
(2) Items that have no intelligence value or that we have no 
operational need for is i.nVentoried, reported through logistic dlannels 
to the G4, and retained in designated collection points for disposition. 
f. Destruction. captured materiel, excludirg nedical items, is 
destroyed only when capture is inminent or if materiel is declared 
hazardals to soldier_safety by EDD or TECHINI' personnel. When materiel 
needs to be destroyed, record all facto:ry marki.rgs and take i;:ilotogra.IilS 
first; then destroy the materiel. 
OFFICIAL: 
'11U3S: 
A - Specific TEallN1' collection requirements. 
B - Items for screenirg and release for operational p.n.p:>Ses. 
c - Foreign materiel capture tag. 
Figure A-2. Example of a TECHINT Appendix to an 
Intelligence Annex (continued). 
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Figure A-3 is an example of a Tab A specific TEOilNI' collection 
to a 'IBO!INI' Appa>rlix. 'Ihl.s tab covers requi.rerrerrt:. 
Tab A to Appen:lix _, TECHINI', to Annex_, Intelligence, to the 
PIAN/OFORD_, HQ, _, 
PRIORITIZED: 
1. Information on any enemy weapon systel'lls which ~y have a 
greater offensive or defensive capability than previcusly believsi. 
2. Arq frien:l.ly eq..ll.pMnt or people that haVe re:::eived unexplained 
battle damage er injuries. 
3. mt ~ or unidentifiable piece of enemy equip001rt:. 
4, Specific equipment items are listed urder the folltT>i'irq or 
additional categories. 
a. CW/EJ.'fnuclear. 
b. EW. 
c, lasers. 
d. Anti.tarik weapo!IS. 
e. l\J:nmeQ vehicles. 
f. lllmu.lnition. 
g. Helicopters. 
h. Artillery. 
i. Tactical air defense. 
j. Drprove;i SUiveillance tedlniques am. eq.rlpna111::. 
k. Tactical ADP. 
1. .$RIM!3, 
rn. emret erqineer. 
n. Medical. 
5. '.Ihese same items are collec±eo. for the Air Force am. the Navy. 
Figure A-3. Example of a Tab A to a TECH INT Appendix of 
an Intelligence Annex. 
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Figure A-4 is an exanple of a Tab B disposition insb:uction.s for items of 
to a TECHINI' a.werrlix of an :oo TECHINI' interest. 
Intelligence Annex. It shows 
Tab B to Appendix _ TEOllNI', to AnneX _, Intelligence, of 
OPIAN/OroRD_, HQ _. 
Onc.e screened by TEaiINI' personnel, the following items or types of 
items will be released for operational uses or distribution to local 
strategic forces as determined by the J3. TECHINI' personnel will 
notify the J3 of the type equipnent, quantity, location, am time of 
release. 'Ihe collection point cx:anmanier will notify servicing MMC am 
request disposition :inst.ructions.* 
o small arms. 
0 Artillery. 
o Arm::>red vehicles. 
o Antiaircraft artillery. 
o Ammunition. 
*Lists am categories of actual items of equipnent are determined by 
the G3. 
Figure A-4. An Example of a Tab B to a TECHINT Appendix of 
an Intelligence Annex. 
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Figure A-5 is an exanple of the 
front am reverse sides of a CEE tag. 
It is used as a tab to the TEanNr 
@) 
TO BE AFFIXED TO 
CAPTURED ENEMY EQUIPMENT 
DO NOT DISTURB 
NOMENCLATURE: 
~ to the Intelligence Annex of 
the Operations Plan or Operations 
Order. 
@ 
TECH •NTEL USE 
ONLY 
TIME OF RECEIPT: ______ _ 
SERIAL• NO: 
- DATE OF RECEIPT:-------
-v 
= 
= 
-v 
"' = 
-4 
-
= . 
en 
en 
= 
-"' = z 
31: 
"' 
-
-4 
DATE/PLACE CAPTURED: 
'CAPTURING UNIT· 
QUANTITY: 
-~ ...... 
BELOW FOR USE BY TECH INTEL 
UNITS ONLY 
'NOTICE ... a: 
..... 
THIS EQUIPMENT IS BEING HELO :E 
FOR: :a: 
ANALYSIS a: 
..... 
=-UTILIZATION c::i 
""' DESTRUCTION . 
.,, 
BY AUTHORITY OF THE JOINT = ,.... 
U.S. FORCES COMMANDER. ... a: 
..... 
-c::i llCINATUIU 'RINTED NAMI a: 
-
UNIT DA TE 
DO NOT DISTURB 
INSPECTED BY:--------
N•ME RANK 
DISPOSITION: ________ _ 
DO NOT DISTURB 
THIS EQUIPMENT 
PROPERTY U.S. GOVERNMENT 
PERSONNEL TAMPERING WITH 
THIS EQUIPMENT WILL BE 
SUBJECT TO PROSECUTION UNDER 
A R TI c LE 1 0 3 I u -:: M J 
Figure A-5. Front and reverse sides of captured enemy equipment tag. 
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PRISONER OF WAR CAPIURE TAG 
Figure A-6 is an exanple of the 
front and reverse sides of a prisoner 
ATTACH TO PW 
DATE OF CAPTURE 
NAME 
SERIAL NUMBER 
RANI< { 
DATE OF BIRTH 
UNIT I 
LOCATICN Of CAPTURE 
CAPTURING UNIT I 
SPECIAi. CIRCUMSTANCES Of CAPTURE 
I 
of war capture tag. 
Search Thoroughly 
I I 
Tig Correctly 
I 
Report lmmediiiitely 
I I 
EviC:uite Rapidly 
I I 
Segregate by Category 
I I 
W CAPONS/DOCUMENTS S;if119uard from Oanger/EKape 
-FORWARD TO UNIT 
I I 
DATE OF CAPTURE I 
NAME I 
SERIAL NUMBER 
RANK I 
DATE OF BIRTH 
UNIT I 
LOCATION OF CAPTURE 
'-----
CAPTURING UNIT I l ------
SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES OF CAPTURE 
I I 
WfAPONSIOOCUMfNTS 
!--------------------~ 
t:rJr-::; ACH TO ITEM f-
er:: I J z 
"1 DA TE Of CAPTURE I 
,_; NAME I --------------!..Ll t- SERIAL NUMBER :z 
(/) RANK I 
i-. DATE OF BIRTH 
-----Q UNIT I 
I LOCATION OF CAPTURE 1:J t- ~~~~~~~~~.o 
0 ~f.SCR!PTION OF WEAPONS/OOCUMEN~S .IJ..l 
z 
i -Oi DOCUMENT ANO WEAPONS CARO -::r::, 
o t---"--~=--.___o_'""','--ll'f"X"n"I?!"'!riril-r--.E­
FAONT 
- 1 
NA TO UNCLASSIFUlO 
( l 
p w 
- -
Figure A-6. Front and reverse sides of a prisoner of war tag. 
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'!HIS APPENDIX IMPilMENI'S S':rANAG 2084, EDITION 5. 
APPENDIX B 
TYPES OF ENEMY roJIFMENI' AND IXXIJMENI'S COUECI'ED AND 
EXAMINED BY TEClINICAL INI'ELLIGENCE TEAMS 
TEOIINT teams are interested mainly 
in new equipment or equipment urrler 
development. 'Ihis appe:rrlix provides a 
series of figures that contain lists of 
the types of materiel, by branch of 
sei:vice, that are considered 
significant. 
TYPES OF mJIFMENr 
Figure B-1 shows 'lllreat grourrl 
systems and subsystems of possible 
TEailNT interest. 
ARMY MATERIEL 
o Guided missiles. 
o Ammunition: all types including mines, dem:>litian.s, pyrotechnics, 
chemical I arrl obscurants o 
o Infantry weapons. 
o Sabotage equipment. 
o Annored fighting vehicles. 
o Military vehicles, excluding aroored fightin;J vehicles. 
o Artillery, including antitank, antiaircraft arxi field rocket 
weapons, an::i guided missile launchin;J systelil.s. 
o EnJineering: amphibious arxi river crossing equiprent. 
o Communication equipment arxi non-C-E equipnent, including 
surveillance, target acquisition, an:i night observation aids. 
o Air'.oorne equipment. 
o Special weapons: NOC warfare equipnent, flame an:i incerrliai:y 
weapons, sm::>ke arxi obsa..trants, arxi equipnent for dispersion 
of CB warfare agents arxi protective devices. 
o Miscellaneous materiel: 
- cairouflage equipment. 
- Clothin;J arrl personal equipment. 
- Medical equipment 
- Rations. 
o laser weapomy arxi equipment. 
o COmp.lter an::i associated equipnent. 
'Ihis list is not all-inclusive nor does it irx:licate collection 
priorities. 
Figure B-1. Types of Army materiel of TECH INT interest. 
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Figure B-2 shCMS 'Ihreat airl:>orne 
systems arrl equipnent of possible 
TECHINl' interest. 
AIR FORCE MATERIEL 
o Aircraft, airframe, arrl pcMer plant. 
o Airl:x:>n'le annament arrl ammunition, banb sights, gun sights, 
i;Xlotograt:hic arrl other sensors arrl associated equipnent, arrl 
antisul:raarine warfare airl:>ome equipnent (detection arrl weapon 
systems). 
o Airborne C-E equiprent. 
o Airborne ECM equiprent. 
o Airbo:rne sea mine countennea.sures. 
o Miscellaneous airl::>orne equipnent, includin;J instruments and 
controls, d..i.n:Jhies, parachutes arrl other safety equipment~ 
o Grourrl equipnent arrl installations. 
o Fuels, lubricants, greases, arrl propellants. 
o Guided missiles arrl associated equipnent. 
o F.quipnent for airl::>orne dispersion d::lscurant of CB agents, NBC 
protective equipnent arrl clot.h.i.n;J, arrl NBC equipnent. 
o Miscellaneous materiel: 
- Flyirg clot.hinJ equipnent, includin;J C~ts arrl pressure 
breatlllnJ equipnent. 
- Medical equipnent arrl flyin;J rations. 
0 laser weaponry arrl equipnent. 
o Cc:anputers arrl associated equipnent. 
o Avionics an:l Naval attack systems. 
o Ccmp.rter an:l associated equipnent. 
'!his list is not all-inclusive nor does it irrlicate collection 
priorities. 
Figure B-2. Types of Air Force materiel of TECHINT interest. 
Figure B-3 shCMS 'Ihreat seaborne 
systems an::l equipnent of possible 
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TECHINl' interest. 
NAVY MATERIEL 
o Ships. 
o Missiles arxi launching systems. 
o Shipboard ordnance (includin; guns arxi fire control equipment) 
such as: 
- Radar. 
- Stable elements. 
- Spotter telescopes. 
- Gun turrets. 
-- Hoists. 
- Ra.rge fin:lers. 
- Ra.rge kee:pers. 
- Gun nounts. 
- Ammunition. 
- Rammers. 
- FUses. 
- FUses setters. 
-- Ammunition stowage facilities 
- Recoil mec:hanisms. 
- Ahead thrown weapons of all types, including: 
- Hedgehogs, nousetraps, weapon "A" equivalents, limbo types, 
depth chal:ge racks, and "Y" and "K'' gun launchers. 
- Torpedoes and torpedo tubes, includin:J antisubmarine 
warfare lalinchers. 
- Rockets and rocket launchers, includin; rnAFF launchers. 
- Towed decoys, E.W equii:m;mt, and electro-optical equipment. 
0 Sea mines: all types, including IOC>Ored, bottom, arxi flea.ting; 
contact arxi influence. 
o Mine countenneasures. 
o Hartx::>r defense equipment: including nets, booms, alerting 
devices not terriers. 
o Navy electronics, infrared, detection arxi carmnunication 
equipment, sonars, fathometers, sonobuoys, and all types of 
acoustic array-bottom, IOC>Ored, or floating. 
o Fuels, lubricants, greases, and propellants. 
o Special weapons, includin; chemical warfare equipment, flame and 
incen:liary equipment for dispersion of CB warfare agents, 
together with protective devices like clothing, gas masks arxi 
canisters, arxi salt water spray deck washing equipment for NBC 
protection. 
o Equipment for the dispersion of CB agents; NBC protective 
equipment am clothing. 
0 Demolition am saJ:otage equipment, un:iei:water demolition team 
equipment (sleds and masks). 
Figure B-3. Types of Navy materiel of TECH INT interest. 
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o Naval engineerin;r systems, including: 
- main prcp.Usion machinecy, nuclear plant steam or gas 
turbines, boilers, diesel ergines, an:i auxiliary equipment 
including IIDtor generators, heat exchan;Jes, p.mps, 
evai;:orators, an:i fuel oil systems for boilers an:i diesel ergines, 
including fuel ~ an:i fuel oil heaters. 
- Pressure gauges, boiler accessories, inclu:ti.n:1 safety valves, 
steam control valves, gauge glasses, feed water check valves, 
propellers, hull zincs, refrigerating machinecy, sutrnarine 
storage batteries an:i their ventilatirq equipnent, ammeters, 
voltmeters, an:i anp/hr :rreters. 
- Steerin;r ergi.nes, engine roan telegrai;:h systems, submerged 
a~ic gas analyzers, a?- SCJ:Ul::t>ers, c::anpressors, an:l 
ship's urx:iei:water logs. 
- 8an'ples of metals used in shi?=W.ld.in3' an:i a:ey infonnation 
(description) of weld.i.rg techniques used in shiliJuildin:J. 
o Hydrofoil an:l hovercraft, small boats an:i boat haniling equipment, 
life rafts an:i signal apparatus or a:ey of their cc:rrp::>nents such 
as hydrofoil foils. 
o Anchors, chains, win:llasses, winches, fueling am transfer at sea 
rigs, an:i cargo han:lling gear. 
0 ~C SW:Vey ship IS equipnent, incluciirq 
- High altitude research rockets am their launchin:1 equipment. 
- Sonars arrl fathometers. 
- Sea bottan sanplin;r gear like drags an:i corin;r equipment. 
- Deep sea anchors. 
- Sea current measuring devices. 
- Biolcgical sanpling equipnent. 
- Nahsen bottles arrl other equipnent like laboratory instruments. 
o Divin;r apparatus. 
0 laser weapom:y arrl equipnent. 
o Conplters am associated equipnent. 
'!his list is not all-inclusive nor does it in:ticate collection 
priorities. 
Figure B-3. Types of Navy materiel of TECHINT interest (continued). 
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Figure B-4 shows 'Ihreat canman::l, 
eontrol, ard. camm.mication systems ard. 
equiprient of possible TECmNT interest. 
~ EXPIDITATICN (TAREX) MATERIEL 
0 Antennas. 
o call sign charts. 
o C-E Operations Instructions. 
o Cii;:her lists. 
o Code lists. 
o Collection procedures. 
o Communications cperations jcmnals. 
o Communications cperator logs. 
o Communications prcx::e::lure charts. 
o Cover name lists. 
o Cover number lists. 
o Decii;:he:rmant devices. 
o Electro-optical ard. ccmnunications equiprient. 
o Electronic COlll1ter-counte:r."m (ECCM) • 
o Electrical message han:llin; procedures. 
o Encii;:he:rmant devices. 
o Facsimile equipne.nt. 
0 Frequency charts. 
o Imitative cx::mnunications deception. 
0 Intercept techniques. 
o J~ techniques. 
0 Landlines. 
o Iaser ccmnunications equipne.nt. 
o Manip.llative cx::mnunications deception. 
o Micro;,;ave canrm.mications equipne.nt. 
o Optic ccmnunications equipne.nt. 
0 Reportin; procedures. 
o Satellite ca:mmmications. 
o Signal operatirg instructions. 
o switchboards. 
0 Telegra!Xl. 
0 Tel~. 
0 Tele};ilone number lists. 
o Teletype. 
0 'I'rc:p:)scatter equiprient. 
'!his list is not all-inclusive nor does it i.rxlicate cx:>llection 
priorities. 
Figure B-4. Types of Target Exploitation (T AREX) collection materiel. 
Use the a:MI'ECHREP to report the 
capture of enemy materiel. See 
~ E for exanples of various 
a:MI'ECHREP report .formats. 
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APPENDIX C 
EXPIOOIVE ORINl\NCE DIS:ro:;AL UNITS 
One of the JOOSt =itical yet deadly 
sources of TECHINI' on the battlefield 
is explosive ordnance. In order to 
safely exploit this ordnance, EOD 
units, in accortlance with theater 
mission priorities~ 
o Provide EOD personnel to support 
TECHINI' teams and units. 
EOD personnel perfonn all RSP. As 
a result, their expertise and 
assistance are vital when explosive 
ordnance is being examined, iroved, or 
evacuated. 'lheir assistance is 
particularly =itical when the ordnance 
is unidentifiable. In these cases, in 
addition to ren:lering the ordnance 
safe, the methods they use also may 
elilninate or reduce damage to the item. 
When explosive ordnance is 
obtained, IXiotograt=h it as catpletely 
as possible before and after it is 
iroved. 'lhese ~ must show 
scale and indicate dimensions. When 
Fhotograr.hy is not possible, make 
detailed drawings with accurate 
measurements. 
After foreign explosive CB 
ammunition is reOOered safe, it is 
forwarded through TECHINI' channels to 
the designated chemical laborato.ry. 
'!here, sarcples of the agent filling are 
extracted. 'Ihese sarcples are analyzed 
by the chemical laborato.ry and then 
forwarded to a iredical laboratory for 
identification. 
.TECHINI' units are particularly 
0 Examine existing reports. 
o Prepare reports on new and 
unusual items of explosive 
ordnance for TECHINl' pw:poses. 
'lhis awerrlix des=ilies the support 
roo personnel provide to TECHINI' 
elements arxi how they interface. 
interested in exploiting knc"1n ordnance 
and weapons that may have been recently 
m:xlified. 'lhe 'lhreat often does this 
withoot making substantial style or 
body changes. When an unidentified 
item is uncovered it may indicate a 
major new threat capability or a 
nr::x:lification to an existing 
capability. Often fragments of 
unidentified ordnance arxi weapons, 
retrieved at considerable risk, are the 
crocial element in the identification 
process. 
'lbe following guidelines apply to 
the reccvery and evacuation of 
explosive ordnance: 
o New or unknown types of foreign 
explosive ordnance reccvered by 
roo mJSt be turned over to 
TECHINl' units for disposition. 
o Foreign nuclear weapons or 
caiponents, incl\Xiing sabotage 
devices, are evacuated through 
TECHINl' channels. Security 
classification of such items, 
once in evacuation channels, will 
not be lower than SEX:REl' 
(RESI'RICI'ED D.l\TA) • 
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o Security and technical escorts 
are required to provide safety 
controls for shipnents of NBC and 
other hazardous items of 
explosive ordnance. '1he 
procedures used in peacetime to 
acconplish this may have to be 
modified in war due to resource 
limitations. At FAC TEClITNI', 
personnel coordinate with the G2 
staff to establish the 
requireioont am arrange for 
escorts. 
OOLIECI'ION 
'Ihe danger of fires, explosions, 
burns, am accidents always exists when 
dealing with explosive ordnance. 'Ihis 
is because often ordnance is anood or 
booby-trapped and must be disanood 
before it can be evacuated. ~
CAIJI'ION MUsr BE EXERCISED WHEN TAIJr 
WIRE AND FUIL REIFASES ARE ENo:xJNI'ERED. 
ONLY TRAINED WFAroNS AND MUNITIONS 
SPECIALisrs ANALYZE OR TE.ST CAPlURED 
MI.NFS AND EO:>BY TRAPS. 'Iherefore, when 
this type of ordnance is discovered, 
the unit should not attempt to disann 
or move it. 'IHESE PROCEIXJRES ARE 
PERFORMED ONLY BY EXPERIENCED 000 
PERSONNEL. EDD personnel are 
responsible for the explosive 
components or hazardous materials 
associated with such devices. 
Place requests for personnel to 
dismantle am strip fuses am other 
dangerous canponents th....""Ollgh TEClilNI' 
and EDD staffs. Unusual mechanisms 
like booby traps are reported 
immediately by SAIIJ1'E report to the 
a.me. 'Ihis . ensures that foreign 
explosive ordna..-ice reports, of great 
interest tO TEailNI' personnel, are 
acted on quickly. 
FOREIGN AMMUNITION 
Foreign munitions are of great 
value to the intelligence effort. 
Banples of ammunition are in'g;>ortant to 
Army R&D efforts and may also have 
immediate tactical significance. New 
am modified foreign nrunitions are of 
special interest, as well. 
'Ihe markings and materials used may 
have strategic value; or the nere 
existence of certain items of 
ammunition is extremely ilrp:>rtant to 
k:ncM. At the tactical level, -we need 
to k:ncM hCM the anununition is used, its 
effectiveness, countcy of origin, am 
possible coun~. Dlds, 
components, and fragnents of ammunition 
often reveal the type am caliber of 
enemy supporting -weapons. 
Recovered sabotage or booby-trap 
devices provide valuable in::li.cations of 
probable enemy carrses of action. 
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Manufacturing methods and details of 
design are valuable to Army R&D 
agencies. SCme other types of 
inf o:rmation that are inportant to 
collect against are listed belCM: 
o New items of enemy explosive 
ordnance. 
o Design or changes in design of 
known explosive ordnance. 
o OlaLges in manufacturing 
tedmiques. 
o ()lality and type of materials and 
explosive content. 
0 Packaging I storage I am 
maintenance techniques. 
o Place and date of manufacture. 
o All documents relating to the 
foregoing, includin;J soorces or 
potential sources of infonnation. 
o All specialized explosive 
ordnance designed to simulate 
small anns, crew-sei:ved weapons, 
and artillery fire for covering 
and deception. 
OPERATIONS 
TEailNl' personnel coordinate 
closely with EDD personnel when 
disposing or evacuating explosive 
ordnance. EDD PERSONNEL WIIL 00 '!HE 
ACIUAL HANDLING OF EXPLOSIVE ORI:NANCE. 
All inf onnation collected by EDD 
personnel on first-seen foreign 
explosive ordnance is reported 
immediately. EDD teams serxi reports 
through EDD control centers to EDD 
staff officers. Staffs place the 
reports in intelligence channels for 
distribution to all interested levels 
of cammarrl. 
FX>D personnel prepare a preliminacy 
technical report (PREIBaiREP) when they 
fin:i explosive ordnance that may be of 
TECHINI' value. 'Ibey forward the report 
by the fastest means to the EDD control 
unit to other intelligence and roo 
units. 
Included in the report is a 
tentative RSP (for FX>D use only) • 'Ibis 
is included whether it is necessacy to 
disann the item or not. 
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Conversely, EDD units must notify 
TECHINI' personnel of the types and 
locations of foreign materiel and 
m.mitions. 
'Ihe PRETECHREP serves two purposes: 
o It alerts TECHINI' teams to go to 
the site. 
o It provides other EDD units 
infonnation on new items of 
explosive ordnance. 
TECHINI' personnel prepare 
CXMI'ECliREPs Type B. EDD personnel also 
prepare these reports in the absence of 
a TECHINI' team or when requested by G2s 
or their representatives. '!his report 
is as ccmplete and detailed as 
possible. EDD personnel prepare and 
sen:l this report by the fastest means 
through the EDD control unit to the 
TECHINI' unit. 'Ihese report fonnats are 
at ~ E. Figure C-1 shows EDD 
support to TECHINI' units. 
~ 
~ 
TACOM 
EOD 
STAFF 
--------------------------------------------
000 
------------------
-----------------------------· 
TAACOM 
------~-1 EOD CONTROL .... ------TEAM CMEC 
EOD 
DETACHMENTS (8) 
--------------------------------------------
xxx 
-----------------
---------------------------
CORPS 
-
HEADQUARTERS -
I 
' I COS COM 1·Hm-mm~-1 TECHINT TEAM 
.! 
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Figure C-1. Explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) support to TECHINT. 
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'!HIS APPENDIX CX:MPLIES WI'1H ST.AN1-.G 2044, EDITION 4 
AND~ STAN1IG 2084, EDITION 5 
APPENDIX D 
HANDLING AND E'VAaJATION 
'Ihis appe.n:lix covers the 
procedures for handling arx:l evacuating 
routine CEM as well as TEailNI' CEM. 
CEM may or may not be of intelligence 
interest. Some basic guidelines arx:l 
procedures on how to hanile TEaiINI' 
interest items follow: 
o CEM evacuation channels arx:l 
handling procedures are usually 
the same as similar US items. 
For exanple, we will usually 
want to route captured 
petroletnn, oil, arx:l lubricants 
(FOL) samples through our FOL 
points. 
o '!he echelon requiring the item 
is responsible for coordinating 
arx:l tasking evacuation arx:l 
haniling. 
o 'Ihe capturing unit always 
notifies higher ccmnam of the 
capture arx:l then safeguards the 
knavn or possible TEC1ilNT item 
1.mtil higher ccmnarrl provides 
disposition instructions. 
o Special haniling an:i evacuation 
procedures are often situation 
deperxient an:i cannot always be 
foreseen an:i included in SOPs 
an:i operation orders. 
GUI!ll\NCE AND DECISIONS 
'Ihe plans, policies, arx:l 
procedures for evacuation of foreign 
materiel are prescribed by joint, 
unified, an:i theater headquarters. 
'lhese plans are based on m arx:l OOD 
polices arx:l guidance. Each cormnam 
echelon in theater Anny must ensure 
that its plans comply with theater 
Anny directives an:i the theater Anny 
TECHINT plan. 'Ihe final disposition 
of CEE an:i associated technical 
documents (A'ID) rests with the 
capturing nation. 
As stated before, the echelon 
wanting the captured item is 
responsible for coordinating an:i 
tasking its handling an:i evacuation. 
Routine CEM evacuation guidance, such 
as raw material foun:i in railroad 
yards, is best established in advance 
in the cormnam's various operation 
orders arx:l SOPs. Special situations, 
as in the case of high priority 
TECHINT interest items, require active 
coordination am:>n;] the ccmnarxi's 
different assets to get the job done. 
coordinating an:i tasking is the 
job of the echelon ccmnarrler's staff. 
'!heir ability to coordinate between 
the logistic units that rove the item 
an:i the specialists (such as TECHINT, 
Ex:>D, an:i NBC) often required to do it 
safely, is the key to the reuse an:i 
intelligence exploitation of CEM. An 
ovaview of the coordination involved 
is shown in Figure D-1. 
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The G2 determines whether the captured item 
Is of posslbleTECHINT Interest and coordinates 
Its evacuation priority with the G3. 
The G3 approves its priority 
and tasks assets to r-- ::<i'::~~e~va--cu __ a_te3ftJ&····i[···,·--'.' ,=:, Gilli··~; 
The G2 coordinates TECH INT 
team taskings, which could 
include on-site exploitation 
or evacuation oversight. 
The G4 provides disposition 
instructions to the MMC. 
transportation 
requirements 
with the G4. 
The TECHINTteams assist with 
special! handling and shipping 
procedures. 
The MMC passes disposition 
instructions to the maintenance 
element doing the evacuation. 
The maintenance element 
requests shipping 
instructions from the 
transportation officer. 
' The G4 provides transportation 
priority to thetransportation 
officer. 
The transportation officer 
performs foreign equipment 
inventory. 
l 
The transportation officer 
authorizes and arranges 
for pickup. 
Figure D-1. Flow of captured materiel guidance and decisions. 
I..OOISTIC CHAIN OF RES:roNSIBIU'TT'ffl AND FUNCI'IQNS 
Logistic assets evacuate CEM. 
'IheY do this acx:o:rdin; to available 
assets arrl the priorities set by the 
comrnarrler arrl staff. 'lhe G4 is the 
principal staff officer charged with 
coordinating the bulk of this task. 
The commam surgeon, responsible for 
medical items, coordinates class VIII. 
The G4 provides staff guidance to 
the MMC an:i the novement control 
office (Ma>) or the m:wement control 
center (MCC) • '!he MMC controls canbat 
service support and maintenance 
inventories arrl is the management am 
that ensures proper accountability. 
(See Figure D-2.) 
'!he support camna.njs are 
Divisional SUpport Cornman:i (DISCXM), 
CDSCX:t1, arrl '!heater Arrrr:f Area Cornman:i 
(TAACX:t1) • '!hey exercise comman:l an:i 
control over supporting units in 
carrying out the directives issued by 
the G4. 
'lhe division medical supply 
officer (IM)()) or the medical supply, 
optics, arrl maintenance (MEDSCM) 
elements manage the conunan1's 
collecting, invento:cy, arrl evacuating 
procedures arrl fUnctions for captured 
medical materiel. 
'!he MMC manages the comman:l's 
other collecting, invento:cy, and 
evacuating fUnctions. '!his includes 
captured materiel. '!he MMC operations 
staff is organized by function and 
camm:xli ty. '!he di vision MMC manages 
classes I through VII, and IX 
materiel. Personnel in the division 
MMC keep the records for, as well as 
provide allocation and disposition 
instructions for, the class of supply 
they oversee. 
G4 
Provides: Policy. 
Guidance. 
Priorities. 
MMC Provides: C2 MCOorMCC 
____ cs_s ____ , I MAINTENANCE 
Provides: Accountability. 
Inventory. 
Management. 
TRANSPORTATION 
Assigns: Missions. 
Figure D-2. Organization of logistic chain responsibilities and functions. 
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'lhe G4 coordinates logistic 
support to evacuation operations by 
developing a camnan:i transportation 
plan. (See Figure D-3). '1he ccmnam 
transportation officer arxl the 
1'ICIVements control element use the 
transportation plan to task in::tividual 
transportation units. (See Figure 
D-4) • '1he transportation units carry 
oot the missions taske:i to them. 
8 TASKS COLLECTORS I AND EVACUATORS. G2 ...... 
COORDINATES DEVELOPS TRANSPORTATION CAPTURED PLANS. EQUIPMENT 
PRIORITIES. 
DEVELOPS AND 
MCOorMCC DISSEMINATES 
MISSION TASKING$. 
TRANSPORTATION 
UNIT 
EXECUTES MISSION 
TASKINGS. 
Figure D-3. Transportation planning and allocation. 
DISR:SAL AND TRANSFER 
Slirply because we acquire foreign 
nateriel does not mean we own it. 
'Ihis is especially true of items 
acquired during belligerent or 
peacekeeping operations. For exanple, 
when captured or confiscated foreign 
nateriel is regulated by international 
law or could be claimed by an ally, 
disposition rust be coordinated with 
the SJA. 
'lhe Arrrrt transfers foreign air arxl 
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naval nateriel an:l A'lDs to the Navy or 
the Air Force at the l~t practical 
level. Until the actual transfer, 
these items renain in Arrrrt channels. 
We retum items originally 
evacuated for 'Arrlr:f intelligence 
exploitation to logistic channels when 
exploitation is carpleted. '!his is 
done after TECmNT elements make sure 
that no other echelon or agency needs 
the item. 
COMMZ CORPS DIVISION 
G2/G4 G2/G4 G2/G4 
e e ~ 
• DISCOM 
MCO 
CMEC 
..... 
BRIGADE 
I FSBor I FAST 
~TTACHED 
.,. 
8 
• ; ; ; 
; 
; 
; 
; 
; 
; 
' :..... ! 
----·--·---1 TRANS 1--·-·---·-·------·-·I TRANS 1----·-·-.... I TRANS , ________________________ l 
___ ..,._.TRANS REQUEST ··· · ·· ·· · · ...... TRANS REQUIREMENT -------------> TRANS PROVIDED 
Figure 0-4. Transportation operations. 
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As stated in the introduction, we 
will usually want to evacuate CEM 
along the same channels as like US 
i te:m.s. 'Ihe system must, however, have 
the flexibility to evacuate high 
priority intelligence item.s directly 
from division collection points to the 
'Iheater 01EC. Routine evacuation 
channels are described. below. 
Abandoned or unserviceable us and 
captured foreign materiel is evacuated 
to collection points for 
classification, segregation, and 
disposition. Collection points 
operate wherever needed throughout the 
theater of operations. 
In the corps area, at least one 
materiel collection point is 
established. others are established 
in TAAa:.M. Collection points in the 
canununications zone are generally 
operated by the collection and 
classification element of general 
support maintenance battalion. 
In division areas, DISa:.M 
maintenance companies operate materiel 
collection points. Figures D-5 
through D-10 show the evacuation flow 
through the collection points for each 
class of supply. Captured items are 
handled and processed the same way as 
similar US item.s. 
Salvage points established by 
related supply units are located near 
unit maintenance collection points. 
(See Figures D-5 and D-6). 'Ihese two 
points handle the collection, 
classification, invento:cy, and 
disposition of Classes II, VII, and IX 
materiel. 'Ihe heavy division (anror 
and mechanized infantry) has the m:ist 
suitable assets for evacuation of 
foreign materiel. It can handle large 
items such as tanks. 
'Ihe process is much the same in 
light divisions. However, evacuation, 
especially of heavier items, depends 
on a::sa:M assets. 'lhis is because 
light divisions do not have the 
transportation assets that heavy 
divisions do. 
roL units establish their own 
section and sites to handle captured 
roL materiel. SUpply units also 
establish roL sites and sections. 
canmarrlers test and use captured roL 
at the lowest echelon possible. Only 
sanples of roL items are evacuated to 
TEarrNI' analysts. (See Figure D-7.) 
Class V ordnance, including 
missiles, is evacuated through 
conventional ammUnition supply points 
(ASJ?s). Ammunition supply units 
establish their own sections and sites 
to han:ile captured Class V. (See 
Figure D-8. ) 
Class VIII medical items are 
evacuated through established medical 
supply points, the r:MSO, and the 
ME05CM elements. (See Figure D-9.) 
Medical materiel must never be 
destroyed. If unable to evacuate, it 
will be left in place and unbanned. 
Captured aviation item.s, 
especially airframes, are evacuated 
through aviation maintenance channels 
or with assistance from aviation 
maintenance units. (See Figure D-10.) 
In a low-intensity conflict 
environment, large and heavy items are 
evacuated on an ad hoc basis. 
Except for NBC hazardous materiel, 
foreign materiel requiring evacuation 
to ())NUS is eventually shipped to the 
Transportation Officer, Foreign 
Systems Division, Anny FS'IC. 
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~------------EV __ A_c_u_A_T_IO_N ________ _ MECH INF BN 
Figure D-5. Normal evacuation of captured materiel in a heavy infantry 
division for classes II, VII, IX. 
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~~----------E_V_A __ c_u_A __ T_l_O __ N ____________ __ 
Note: Heavy-lift evacuation requirements are shifted to COS COM from DISCOM 
due to DISCOM's lack of heavy lift assets. 
Figure 0-6. Normal evacuation of captured materiel: airborne, light 
infantry, and air assault division for class II, VII, and IX. 
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Figure D-7. Evacuation of captured petroleum, oil, and lubricants. 
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~r--__________ E_V_A __ c_u_A __ T_l_O __ N __________ __ 
Figure D-8. Evacuation of captured ammunition and explosives. 
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~-------------EV __ Ac_u_A_T_l_O_N ______________ __ 
Figure D-9. Captured medical materiel evacuation system. 
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~------------EV __ A_c_u_A_T_IO_N ____________ ___ 
Figure D-1 O. Evacuation of captured aviation items. 
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RES~SIBILITIES 
'Ihe personnel, activities, arx:l 
elements responsible for the recovery 
and evacuation of CEM are usually the 
same as those responsible for han:ll.ing 
like US items. A gocxi example is the 
MP resp::>nsibilities. 
MPs are responsible for US 
prisoners; they, therefore, have 
similar evacuation responsibilities for 
captured enemy personnel and any 
docurrents and equipm:mt found on them. 
MI interrcgators arx:l TEClilNT analysts 
exploit these sources of intelligence 
along the evacuation chain. 
'11IE CAPIURING UNIT 
'Ihe capturing unit always is 
responsible for reporting, 
safeguarding, arx:l initiating 
accountability of CEM. 'Ihe capturing 
unit reports the capture with either a 
SAIIJI'E report or a ffiEI'EOiREP. (See 
Appendix E). It safeguards the item, 
within mission parameters, until 
relieved. It initiates accountability 
by marking and tagging the item 
according to established procedures. 
(See Figures D-11 arx:l D-12) • 
'Ihe capturing unit usually is 
tasked to ll'OVe captured items wanted 
for intelligence exploitation to a 
collection point. If the capturing 
unit is tasked with evacuation, it 
coordinates any assistance required 
with the cornrnarrl responsible for 
direct support maintenance at their 
echelon. 
'Ihe capturing unit may be tasked 
with the destruction of the item. 
'Ihis may require coordination with 
either IDD or NBC assets to do it 
safely. 'Ihe cornrnarrl orders 
destruction of CEM to prevent its 
reuse by the enemy. 'Ihe one case 
where it is illegal to destroy 
captured enemy materiel involves 
captured enemy :roodical rnateriel. 'Ihe 
staff surgeon always detennines the 
disposition of ne:li.cal materiel. 
According to the raws of I.an:i Warfare, 
if frierxily forces cannot use it for 
EH-ls, refugees, arx:l indigenous 
pcp.llation, we must leave it in place 
and unhanood. 
'lhe capturing unit nrust report the 
discovery of unusual mechanisms used 
as booby traps through intelligence 
channels to the CMEC an:i IDD by SAIIJI'E 
report. Countenneasures must be 
coordinated with EDD personnel. IDD 
personnel are responsible for the 
final disposition of explosive 
c::ctrp:)nents or hazardous na.terials 
associated with such devices arx:l 
recovered ammunition. 
EXPLOSIVE OROOANCE DIS:EQSAL 
As already di sa.ISsed, TEOilNI' 
units have a profoun:l interest in 
foreign explosive ordnance. 'lbe 
assistance of EDD personnel in the 
examination, novement, and evacuation 
of explosive ordnance cannot be 
overemphasized. All items of foreign 
ordnance should first be rerdered safe 
by IDD personnel. If this is not 
feasible, the item should be rerdered 
safe in place by any destructive 
methcx:i that minimizes damage to the 
item. For nore infonnation on IDD 
assistance to evacuation operations, 
see Apperrlix c. 
Collection of TEClllNT data rnay 
require dismantling of ordnance and 
strii;:ping fuses arx:l other dangerous 
c::ctrp:)nents. 'lbese operations will be 
perfonood only by experience::l 
personnel. Dismantling arx:l stripping 
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GEIERAL 
AUJEX C TO STAIAG 2044 
(edition no. 4l 
STAIDAIDIZE CAPTIVE AID EOUIPM!l'l'/DOCU'MEIT TAG 
l. A standardization tag is considered necessary for temporary use in 
identifying captured personnel and equipment or documents captured with 
personnel, before formal documentation can be completed. This tag should 
contain on one side the minimum necessary information in a standard 
format. The reverse side may be uaed for national handlins instructions. 
The tag is not to be used for labelling captured equipment or documents 
not associated with captured personnel. The procedure for dealinS with 
such equipment is covered by STAIAG 2084. 
2. The tag which-is in 3 parts will be used as follows (Vote 1): 
a. Top part (marked ·1·> 
To serve al identification of captured personnel before completion 
of the Prisoner of War Record; and to serve as a aubstitute identifying 
card when required. 
b. Middle part (marked •B•> 
For administrative purposes accordinS to national requirements. 
c. Bottom part (marked ·c·> 
To mark document and/op equipment. 
3. The form.ta to be printed in the national language of tbe capturing 
unit and in one of the IATO official languages. 
4. A specimen tag and description is at Appendix 1 to this annex. 
PllPAIATIOI IISflltJCTIOIS 
5. Each captive 11 to be tagged by tbe capturing unit aa soon as 
possible. 
8. If a captive po1ses1ea equipment or documents, the capturing unit is 
to complete the bottom part.of the ta& CC) and affix it to the equipment 
or documents as soon aa possible. 
7. !he tas number ia to be preceded by the printed national code Caee 
STAIAG 1050) -e.g. Bl, CA. Fl, etc ••• 
IO'l'E l: Those nations which do not wiah to use 3 part tags mav have only 
a 2 part tag consisting of the top and bottom part• <marked A and C). 
Figura D-11. Standardize captive and equipment/document tag. 
Extract from STANA& 2044. Edition 4. 
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EXTRACT FROM STANAG 
2084 
HANDLING AND REPORTING OF CAPTURED ENEMY EQUIPMENT AND DOCUMENTS 
3. Document. For the purpose of this agreement, ·document· is defined as 
any recorded information regardless of its physical form or 
characteristics including, but not limited to, all: 
a. Written material, whether handwritten, printed or typed. 
b. Painted, drawn or engraved material. 
c. Sound or voice recordings. 
d. Imagery. 
e. Punched cards, punched paper tape, printed output and associated 
material. 
f. Reproductions of the foregoing, by whatever process. 
PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING OF CAPTURED ENEMY DOCUMENTS (CED) . 
General. 
17. CED are valuable sources of information and should be exploited 
for intelligence pu~poses with minimum of delay. 
18. CED associated with CEE (i.e. ATD marked TECHDOC) will be handled 
as described in part I. All other types of CED will be handled as 
described in this part. Such documents are to be divided into categories 
as follows: 
a. Category A. Documents containing information concerning subjects 
of priority intelligence interest. 
b. Category B. Cryptographic documents, encrypted items and all 
other documents relating to enemy communications systems. 
c. Category C. Documents considered of less intelligence value. 
d. Category D. Documents containing no information of intelligence 
value. 
19. In principle CED belong to the nation of the capturing unit, but 
in order to ensure that information of tactical intelligence interest is 
efficiently utilized, such documents should be handled through command 
channels in the initial phases of the exploitation process. Final, 
thorough investigation will be the responsibility of the capturing nation. 
Figure 0-12. Handling and reporting captured enemy equipment and 
documents. Extract from STANAG 2084, Edition 5. 
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20. CED associated with a PW, or copies thereof, should follow the PW 
during the PW interrogation process. Otherwise, the exploitation of CED 
should be carried out in accordance with the principles laid down for CEE 
in Part I, paras. 6 - 10. 
EXPLOITATION PROCESS 
21. CED will be exploited through the following process but, whenever 
feasible, in order to expedite the handling, the processing stages may be 
combined. 
a. Preliminary screening and reporting of information of immediate 
tactical value by capturing unit. 
b. Complementary examination, translation, categorization (see 
para 18), reporting, reproduction and dissemination by or for 
intelligence staffs. 
c. Detailed exploitation and further reporting, reproduction and 
dissemination. 
MARK ING OF CED 
22. The capturing unit will tag or otherwise mark the CED as follows: 
National identifying letters as prescribed in STANAG 1059. 
Designation of capturing unit including service. 
Serial number of the CED. This will consist of a number allocated 
sequentially by the capturing unit. 
Date-time of capture. 
Place of capture (UTM coordinates) . 
Summary of circumstances under which the CED was obtained. 
Interrogation serial number of any associated PW, if appropriate 
or known. 
25. Reproduction and dissemination of CED and translation as 
necessary will be carried out at the earliest possible stage of the 
exploitation process. Copies of CED considered of interest or 
translations thereof and lists of exploited documents, whether 
disseminated or not, will be submitted to appropriate NATO and national 
staffs. 
Figure D-12. Handling and reporting captured enemy equipment and 
documents. Extract from STANAG 2084, Edition 5 (continued). 
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HANDLING OF CATEGORY .B. DOCUMENTS 
28. Category B documents require special, restricted handling. 
National and NATO HQ should be kept informed of the seizure and 
disposition of such documents as soon as possible. They are to be handed 
over to the most relevant Service without delay. Here they should be 
handled in close coordination with the communications staff. 
HANDLING OF SPECIAL DOCUMENTS 
27. Unmarked maps, charts, air imagery and other types of 
cartographic material and information should be forwarded to the nearest 
geographic staff, survey unit or topographical section for exploitation. 
Copies may be retained to meet operational needs. 
28. Marked maps, charts, and air imagery will be handled as ordinary 
types of CED, but relevant geographic staffs, survey units and topographi-
cal sections are to be informed of their existence, with scale, series, 
edition and other identification data. 
29. Personal papers belonging to a PW will be returned to the PW 
after examination in accordance with the Geneva Convention. Copies of 
such papers may be made and forwarded if considered appropriate. 
Figure D-12. Handling and reponing captured enemy equipment and documents. 
Extract from STANAG 2084, Edition 5 (continued). 
are corrlucted only in response to a 
specific requirement for such action. 
'lhe request must be placed. through 
TEaIINl' and IDD staffs. 
Only trained weapons and munitions 
specialists should analyze or test 
captured mines and booby traps. 
Exercise extreme caution when taut 
wire and pull releases or similar 
devices are encountered. 
NUCLEAR, BIOIOOICAL, AND ClIEMICAL 
All CB hazaroous items are haOOled 
and shipped in acco:rdance with camman:l 
SOP and national policy. Evacuation 
is best haOOled after coordination 
with either an NBC reconnaissance 
team, NBC qualified TEailNT team, or a 
task organized medical elem:mt. NBC 
samples, after theater tactical 
exploitation, should be shipped to: 
us AnfW Chemical and Biological Agent, 
Technical Evaluation Board, Aberdeen 
Provirg Groun:i, Ma.J:yland, 21005. (See 
Apperdix H) • 
TEaIINl' ANALYS'IS AND 'lHE a.me 
When evacuation is either 
unnecessary or can be delayed, TEaiINI' 
personnel may be tasked to perfonn 
on-site analysis. 'lhis can provide 
inunediate tactical information and 
countenreasures vital to the combat 
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force commander. on-site analysis 
also ensures the recovecy of intact 
components which become useless once 
wires are clipped and subcorrponents 
have been disturbed. '!his type of 
analysis is limited by the battlefield 
situation and available assets. 
D.lring on-site analysis, TEarrNT 
teams look for--
o Equipment operational 
characteristics, perfonnance, 
capabilities, and 
vulnerabilities. 
o New weapons and devices. 
o Modifications. 
o Possible countermeasures. 
o Identification and proper 
handling of radioactive 
materiel. 
o Specific orientation and siting 
of equipment. 
o Recovecy and evacuation of 
explosive ordnance and NBC 
munitions. 
At times, a large m.nnber of like 
items will be acquired. The TEOITNT 
collection teams must have the 
opportunity to examine the materiel 
thoroughly. They will be especially 
interested in lot numbers, dates of 
manufacture, and factory markings. 
When a sufficient number of items are 
gathered, they are processed through 
nonral evacuation or salvage supply 
channels and are no longer needed by 
MI. 
TEClITNI' teams may also be tasked 
with on-site supe.tVision of the item's 
harrlling and evacuation. The CMEC 
will coordinate with appropriate 
staffs to evaluate the need to use 
TEOilNI' personnel to-
o SUpervise the evacuation. 
o Arrange necessary technical 
escorts to the CMEC or to sites 
in CONUS. 
TEClilNT teams are capable of 
coordinating the handling and shipping 
with the necessary medical, 
intelligence, NBC, and strategic-level 
eleirents for captured CB items. 
MARKING AND TAGGlliG 
Labeling CEM properly is vital to 
the timely exploitation of the item. 
It speeds up the often slow process of 
producing effective countenneasures for 
the soldier in cambat. Proper labeling 
provides the analyst team infonnation 
necessary for the item's timely 
exploitation. It also allC1NS 
interrogators and TECRINT teams to 
match up knowledgable prisoners with 
the documents or equipment they were 
captured with; since sometimes they 
become separated in the evacuation 
process. 
'!here are two procedures for 
marking and tagging CEM. The acronym 
CEM includes CEE and ATDs. The 
proce:lure used depends on whether the 
captured item is associated with a 
captured person or not. 
CEM captured With Personnel 
For CEM captured with personnel, 
tag the capture1 person and any 
associated CEM with the three-part tag 
shown in Figure A-6. 
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Ee careful to use this tag ONLY to 
label items either captured with or 
knotm to be associated with a 
particular captured. person. (See 
Figure D-11). 
CEM captured By Itself 
For CEM captured by itself, tag the 
piece of equipment or associated 
document with the tag shown in Figure 
A-5. Furthennore, label all documents 
believed to be of a technical nature 
such as operator manuals, with the flag 
word "'I'EaIDX!. 11 (See Figure 0-12.) 
Responsibilities 
These responsibilities must be 
clearly established by cormnand SOP. 
The equipment and document tags 
accornpany the materiel to its final 
destination. Article 103 of the 
Unifom Code of Military Justice is 
printed on the reverse side of the tag 
to prevent indiscriminate tampering. 
As part of core trainirg, all 
personnel should be instructed in hCM 
to tag. They should Jmow the 
consequences when personnel and 
equipment are not properly tagged. 
Training should stress protecting and 
preserving the original marldn;Js on 
materiel at the time of capture. 
The first unit that performs 
exploitation for intelligence purposes 
will tag CEE with the serial number and 
any ATD with the serial number. In 
addition, the flag word "TECliI:O:" will 
be affixed to the ATD in a way that 
will not deface the document. 
The capturing unit is responsible 
for tagging items of foreign materiel. 
Weather-resistant equipment tags 
facilitate the segregation, collection, 
analysis, and evacuation of materiel. 
'Ihese tags are normally produced within 
the theater. They are securely 
attached to the item itself and to the 
shipping container. If weather-
resistant tags are not available, use 
any materiel (for exarrple, rations 
packing) on which pertinent capture 
data can be recorded. 
The a.me is responsible for 
retagging, marki.rq, and arranging the 
preparation of captured materiel for 
shipment to OONUS. The preservation 
and packaging platoons in a:>sCOM supply 
units prepare items for shipment. 
SEaJRITY AND ESOORI' 
Many items of foreign materiel 
acquired by us forces and determined. to 
be of TEarrNr value require 
saf eguard.ing in storage as well as 
during evacuation. SUch items may be 
sensitive due to their criticality or 
because of a us classification 
assigned. At all stages during the 
intelligence exploitation process, CEE 
and ATDs will be placed under guard to 
prevent looting, misuse, or 
destruction. 
Initially, the capturing unit is 
responsible for safeguarding materiel, 
based on instructions from the next 
higher headquarters. The materiel must 
be protected from looting, loss, 
destruction, or recapture. When 
foreign materiel is sensitive or of 
special value, MP elements normally 
provide physical security during its 
storage and evacuation. 
Particular attention must be paid 
to the peculiarities of nulcear 
weapons' escort and the technical 
escort requirement for NBC materiel. 
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RErovERY AND EVACUATION OF TECENICAL IXXlJMENIS 
Technical publications and 
manuscripts of concern to TECHINT 
relate to the technical design or 
operation of the materiel. such 
documents may be acquired separately 
from the materiel they refer to. 
'Iherefore, it is essential that TECHINT 
personnel coordinate with interrogation 
elements to exchange information about 
related documents. 
All enemy documents captured on the 
battlefield are sent immediately to the 
first intelligence staff officer in the 
chain. '!he S2/G2 routes all enemy 
documents to the nearest interrogation 
eleirent for tactical exploitation. 
Interrogators screen the documents for 
immediate information and forward them 
to higher camrnarrl, as required. 
In any case, all kncMn or suspected 
technical documents are rerked 
"TEOEOC" and treated with highest 
priority and forwarded. by way of the 
intelligence officer up through the 
higher cammarrl until their value is 
determined.. 
Associated Technical D:x::urnents 
Und.er certain c.irannsta.nces an ATD 
is both exploited and. evacuated at the 
same time to allow a thorough document 
exploitation of technical data as well 
as a translation. Und.er these 
circurn.stances, photograph_ the ATD or 
make a suitable facsimile, and. fo:rward 
the original. An exception is engraved 
materiel, such as manufacturer's 
plates, pennanently attached to the 
CEE. '!his is not considered a 
document. 
rccuments Associated with a captured Person 
D:x::urnents obtained through liaison 
with interrogation elements should be 
accornpanied. by pertinent interrogation 
reports. 'Ihese reports will be in the 
f o:rm of-
o A SAIIJI'E report. 
o A tactical interrcx;rcttion report. 
o A special interrogation report. 
o An intelligence information 
report. 
o A bic:x;raphic report in accordance 
with DIAM 58-13. 
o A knowledgeability brief. 
cryptographic and Other Electronic F.quipB:mt and. D:x::urnents 
TECmNT units use special 
procedures for hand.ling captured C-E 
equi:µtvant and. documents. 'Ihese items 
are tagged. and evacuated to the nearest 
target exploitation element as soon as 
possible after initial tactical 
exploitation. 
WAR '!rofHIES 
Foreign equiprent is frequently a 
target of souvenir hunters. An 
effective war trophy policy nrust be 
established to ensure that these items 
are not retained or destroyed 
unnecessarily by the capturing unit. 
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APPENDIX E 
RErofilS 
'lbe.re are six basic reports that 
battlefield TECfilNl' analysts use. 'Ibey 
.,.._.. 
0 SAIDI'E report. 
0 Preliminal.y technical report 
(PRETEalREP). 
0 Cal:plerentary technical report 
(o:::Ml'ECHREP) • 
0 Detailed technical report 
{DETECHREP) • 
o Translation report. 
'Ihe SAWI'E report is an oral or 
written report prepared by the 
acquiring units or interme:liate canmard 
ecllelons. rt- is used to :report 
.rapidly, by electrical or other means, 
the acquisition of foreign materiel. 
'Ihese reports are forwarded through 
0 Special technical Iepol:t. 
'lh:i.s ai;:pen1.ix provides a brief 
description an::i a sanple report format 
for the SAll1l'E iep;:u:t, :mEimlREP, and 
types A and B Of the CCM1'EOlREI?. It 
smmarizes the DEl'ECHREP, translation 
report, and special technical report 
and gives a ~ of the essential 
it.ens for each Of these reports. 
Special reports that TEOllNl' 
analysts need to knew about also are 
described and a list of the types of 
reports the S&TI commmti.ty pro.:luces is 
provided. 
int.elligence channels to the amc. 
Corps may use this report as a basis 
for the dispatch of 'l'ECHrnl' teams if 
none is in the acquisition area. 
Figure E-1 lists the mi.nimJm items 
n? t ~ed to cauplete a SAll.lTE report. 
S: Size Of unit or number of Items. 
A: Activily being reported {items abandoned, destroyed, Ollamaged). 
L: Location (coordinates), 
U: Unit. 
T: Time. 
E: Equipment. 
Figure E-1. SALUTE Report. 
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PRELIMINARY TEClINICAL REFORI' 
Corps TECHINI' teams prepare a 
PREI'ECHREP on all captured foreign 
materiel after preliminary screenin]. 
'lhis report is transmitted by the 
quickest means through intelligence 
channels. 
'!he PREI'ECHREP contains a general 
description of the equipment. It 
alerts tactical units to significant 
technical inf onnation of inunediate 
tactical inportance. It can also be 
used by the TEailNT teams for reporting 
inventories at collection points 
through intelligence chan.'1elS SO that 
location, quantities, and type of 
equipment c.an be nonitored. An exarrple 
of a PREI'ECliREP is at Figure E-2. 
(Classification) 
To be submitted by accelerated intelligence reporting prc:x:::edures 
immediately follCMing the acquisition of significant enemy equipment. 
A. Type of equipment and quantity. 
B. Date and time of capture. 
C. I.Dcation (map reference). 
D. capturing unit and circumsta:nc.es of c.apt:ure. 
E. Enenw fonnation from which captured and origin. 
F. Brief description with distinguishing marks and, if possible, 
manufacturer. 
G. Technical characteristics with an immediate value, includinq 
infonnation or any photographs available. 
H. Time and origin of nessage. 
I. Present location of disposal of captured enemy equipment. 
J. Tentative RSP (EDD use only). 
(Classification) 
Figure E-2. Format for a Preliminary Technical Report (PRETECHREP). 
a:MPI..EMENTARY TEClINICAL REFORI' 
'!he aMr.ECHREP (types A, B, and C) 
is prepared by TEailNI' teams operating 
in a corps area in support of corps 
elements. '!he o:::MI'EClffiEP is sul:tnitted 
after complementary examination. It 
suwlements infonnation given in the 
PREI'ECEREP. 
cx::MPI..EMEN.r TErnNICAL REIORI' - TYPE A 
'!he o:MI'EOIREP A is provided. to Air 
Force TEClilNl'. Air Force teams usually 
are not on the scene of captured or 
downed enemy aircraft before 
destruction, recapture, or loss. Anny 
TEOITNI' personnel, usually the first 
persons on the scene, will examine the 
materiel and suhnit a a:MI'ECEREP Type 
A. '!his report often constitutes the 
only infonnation that can be provided. 
to Air Force TEClilNI'. If enemy naval 
materiel is acquired, Type A report 
fonnat can be nodified. for reporting 
such acquisition. (See Figure E-3.) 
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cx:MI'EaiREP - TYPE A 
(Classification) 
The a::M.rEaffiEP Type A is used to report infonnation about aircraft. 
These reports are submitted by the fastest available means right 
after the enemy aircraft is first examine:i. 
A. Date and location of crash arrl map reference. 
B. Type of aircraft and: 
(1) overall length. 
(2) overall wingspan. 
(3) Approximate <ID3'le of wing sweep. 
c. Identification and distin;Juishing' marks. 
D. (1) 'fype of e.n;ine(s) a:rrl corxlition. 
(2) 'fype of intake and configuration a:rrl if adjustable. 
E. cause of crash; number, location, and caliber of projectile 
strikes; condition of aircraft. 
F. Annament: 
(1) Guns of all types, installation positions quantity. 
(2) Ammunition a:rrl number of magazines. 
(3) Bombs a:rrl bomb iru:rt:allations. 
( 4) Mines and mine carriers. 
(5) Rocket projectiles arrl carriers with type of han.ing device. 
(6) Pyrotechnics, number, a:rrl type. 
G. Amor-plate: quantity, position, thickness, strikes, penetration. 
H. Number of crew a:rrl their fate. 
I. Wings and control surfaces: leadin;;J edge, if protected against 
balloon cables by cutters, stren:ft:hening, or other special devices. 
J. state if samples are obtainable of-
(1) Fuel. · 
(2) Oil. 
(3) Coolant. 
( 4) Hydraulic fluids. 
(5) Deicing fluids. 
K. Equipment. 
(1) Internal equipment. state corxlition a:rrl whether bomb sights 
bomb, or missile guidance systems, radio, Jiioto a:rrl other sensors, arrl 
associated equipment and instrtlm:mts are st:arrlard. If not, specify 
mcxtifications, alterations, or emissions. Obtain radio or electronic 
frequency settings if possible. 
(2) Extemal equipment. Describe aerials if not stan:lard. 
L. I.anding gear: type a:rrl condition. 
M. General remarks arrl special points or unusual features not 
mentioned to include refueling problems or overload tanks. 
N. Name plates photograJiled: 
(1) Airframe. 
(2) Engine. 
(3) others. 
o. other info:nnation. 
P. Name of officer in camman:l of TECHINr team making examination. 
Q. Time and origin or message. 
(Classification) 
Figure E-3. Format for a Complementary Technical Report 
(COMTECHREP), Type A. 
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'!he CXMI'EaiREP Type B is used to 
rep::>rt infonnation about explosive 
ordnance. TEOITNI' teams prepare these 
rep::>rts; as do EOD personnel. However, 
EDD personnel only prepare them in the 
absence of a TEOITNI' team or when 
requested by G2s or their 
representatives. '!his report nrust be 
as complete and detailed as possible. 
EDD personnel prepare an:l sen:l this 
report by the fastest neans through the 
EOD control unit to the TECllINI' unit as 
soon as the initial examination is 
carnpleted. 
'!he rule of thumb is to carnplete 
all of the items in the report that you 
have infonnation for an:l to strive for 
the most carnplete report possible. 
However, when a detailed rep::>rt might 
result in serious delay and the report 
is of significant or new items of 
extreme urgency, complete only 
paragraphs A-E, L(l), Y and AA of 
<XMI'EOffiEP Type B in the initial 
priority :nessage. 
Additional paragraphs of particular 
inportance, for exanple, those 
ref erri.rg to safety (U) or design (M) 
may be included at the originator's 
discretion. Paragraph AA should state 
an estbnate of the time required for a 
detailed report to be carnpleted. '!he 
fonnat for a Type B a:::MI'ECHREP is at 
Figure E-4. 
(Classification) 
- -
A. Date arrl location of acquisition; acquired by and or for whom. 
B. Nationality, designation, arrl identification marks. 
c. Description. . 
D. overall length, includi.rg fuze, tail, vanes or control surfaces 
and fitti.rgs, and measurement of various states (if there are several). 
E. Maximum diameter of each state (if there are several) . 
F. Shape, design, and inte:mal configuration (streamlining shells). 
G. Span of vanes and control surfaces. 
H. Number, relative positions, arrl dimensions (width, length, size, 
and or configuration of control surfaces.) 
I. 'Ihickness of c.asi.rg at: 
(1) Nose. 
(2) Sides. 
(3) Base. 
J. Type and materials of body and control surface. 
K. Color and markin;Js of: 
(1) Nose. 
(2) Bcrly. 
( 3) Tail and vanes. 
L. Weights: 
(1) Total weight, including propellant. 
(2) Weight of filli.rg. 
Figure E-4. Format for a Complementary Technical Report 
(COMTECHREP), Type B. 
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M. Nature of· main filling. If of a C'il/B'I nature, give methcxi of 
filling, for exairple, banblets or ma.ssi ve fill: specify methcx:l of 
delivery, such as spray, groun:fuurst, or all:burst. For antitank missiles 
with HEAT warheads, give :full details of cone liner materials, cone 
angle, am diameter. For antitank missiles with non-HFAT warheads, give 
:full description of the warhead. 
N. 'J:Ype of missile guidance system am method of stabilization 
environment (control am guidance radar(s), ao;iuisition radar); 
frequencies used. for reception response (in case of a transpomer) ; am 
proximity fUse (if there is one) • ECM am ECCM equipment am or 
chaff-dispensing equipnent. 
o. Sensors. 
P. Diameter or radame am size of homing dish, if fitted. 
Q. Dlinensions (internal am external) of wave guides in the homing 
head, am wave guides am or aerials in the wings or bcxiy, am the 
technolcxy used.. ;..-t:: 
R. Homing head, transducer design, am shape am size (torped.oes) • 
s. Method of propulsion am propeller data (torpedoes). 
T. Detonating system, fuzing system (nose, tail, or transverse) am 
firing mechanism details. 
U. 'J:Ype of suspension, giving details of devices used, such as 
electrically operated hocds or release gear. 
V. Antihaniling or booby-trap devices. 
W. Other info:rmation {to include estimate of time required to 
prepare item for shipment to TEallNI' center or designated irrlustrial 
finn for detailed analysis). 
x. Name of officer in camnani of technical team making examination. 
Y. Time am origin of message. 
Z. Energy used for IOObile systems other then propulsion. 
AA. Estimate of time required for completion. 
NOIE: If feasible, a preliminary set of photographs should 
be sent with the report. 
(Classification) 
Figure E-4. Format for a Complementary Technical Report 
(COMTECHREP}, Type B (continued). 
a:MPllMENTARY TECENICAL REOORl' TY'PE C 
The CCMrECHREP 'J:Ype c is used to 
report items not reported un:ler 
CDMI'ECHREP Types A am B. CCM1'ECHREP 
'J:Ype c is submitted within 72 hours 
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after an item of captured equipment, 
not covered un:ler 'J:Ypes A am B, is 
acquired. (see Figure E-5.) 
(Classification) 
a:MI'ECHREP TYPE C 
A. Date fourx:l and. location (map reference). 
B. Type of equipment and. quantity. 
c. origin. 
D. Description with distin:;Jui.shln:1 marks (additional details). 
E. COrrlition of equipnent. 
F. Tec:hnical characteristics of immediate tactical value (additional 
details). 
G. RecailmetX'ied disposal. 
H. Name plates photographed. 
I. l?hotographs taken. 
J. other info:nnation. 
K. Name of team chief. 
L. Time and. origin of message:;;_;_ 
(Classification) 
Figure E-5. Format for a Complementary Technical Report 
(COMTECHREP), Type C . 
. DEI'AIIED TECliNICAL REroRI' 
'!he DEl'ECBREP is usually prepared 
by the QtlEC. It is prepared and. 
submitted by the proper authority or 
specialist team after detailed initial 
exploitation of captured equipnant or 
materiel is canpleted. '!his 
exploitation takes place in the rear 
area. '!his report has no set fonnat. 
'!he flag word "DE!'EaiREP" should be 
used as the report identifier, and. must 
include data identifying CEE and its 
disposition. 
'IRANSIATION REroRI' 
'!he translation report is prepared 
on all captured enell\Y documents that 
might answer the cx:mnani • s Pm and. m. 
Prisoner of war interrogation (U:W) 
tmits normally prepare translation 
reports. 
SPECIAL TECliNICAL REroRI' 
'!he special tec:hni.cal report is 
used by the FA.CIC to provide inp.It to 
studies and. plans for the G2. It 
contains special infonnation on items 
of significant intelligence interest. 
No fonnat is prescribed; the content is 
governed by the nature of the TEOilNI' 
desired by FA.CIC. 
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other intelligence reports may be 
submitted in advance, but not in lieu 
of the reports listed al:x.Jve. (See FM 
34-3). 
other docun¥ants prepared by TEa:ImI' 
analysts are-
0 Operator manuals. 
o Maintenance manuals. 
o 'IEOIINT Bulletins. 
o Tactical User EW.letins. 
o SUmmaries and vulnerability 
assessments. 
Operator and maintenance manuals 
have standard fonnats similar to the 
Arrr.rj series 10 or 20 manuals. 
A TEaIINT Bulletin is a short, 
descriptive report on a particular 
piece of equipnent for the specific 
?JrPOS0 of disseminatirq technical 
infonnation. It may be prepared from 
field exploitations and document 
research. 
A Tactical Use EW.letin is a short 
description of hOW' an average soldier 
can operate a sirqle piece of 
equi~t, such as an iniividual weapon 
or a cargo truck, to enhance unit 
missions. Tactical User Bulletins will 
not nonnally be produced on more 
a:::m:plicated systems such as integrated 
weapon systems requirirq special 
trainirq. 
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INI'EILIGENCE REFORI'S 
'!he follOW'irq is a list of S&TI 
reports that are produced on a 
recurrirq basis as a result of 
strategic exploitations aIXl studies. 
('lhe organization that produces the 
report is sh~ in parentheses after 
the report name.) 
o Medical capabilities studies 
(DIA). 
o Disease occurrence worldwide 
(DIA). 
o S&TI analysis bulletins (FSTC). 
o FID weekly aerospace systems 
report (FID) • 
o ITAC intelligence note. 
o AFMIC weekly wire. 
o AFMIC foreign medical materiel 
report. 
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o MSIC collateral weekly wire. 
o Foreign materiel collection 
requirerrent status report (FSTC) • 
o S&TI register {STIR) (DIA) • 
o Irrlex of approved S&TI tasks 
(STARDEX) (DIA). 
0 catalog Of approved S&TI tasks 
(CAST) (DIA) • 
o SUmrnaey of Arrrr:f FMEP activities 
(FSTC). 
o Foreign materiel exploitation 
report (limited distribution, 
results of real-world 
exploitation projects) (FSTC). 
o Foreign materiel catalog (DIA). 
o Various DIA, FSTC, and S&TI 
studies f reports f handbooks I and 
special purpose documents. 
Another form of dissemination is 
foreign materiel trainirq ~
displays, briefin;Js, an:i foreign 
materiel familiarization. '!bis is done 
in both peacetime and wa.."1:.hne. In 
peacetllte, it is accanplished as part 
of the CWOOing Fbrce (OPFQR.) Prcqram, 
as est.ablished by AR 350-2. Its foor 
principal objectives are: 
o oovelcp an awreciation of the 
capabilities, strengths, arrl 
weaknesses of the catibat 
doctrine, tactics, ~. a1d 
organization of potential 
adversary ru:i::a:i forces. 
o oovelop a sense of purp:ise in 
trainirg by fccusirq on p:itential 
rather than fictional 
adv=ries. 
o Provide realistic field trainin:J 
through operations against a 
noncooperative 'Ihieat using the 
tactics and, "'1hen p::issible, the 
EqUiprent of potential adversary 
anned forces, 
o lniprove an:l expand unit ccrnbined 
a=, intelligence, EW, CI, 
cparations security (Ol'SEC), 
battlefield deception, arxl. 
defen&' against uno::nverrt:ional 
warfare capabilities. 
1he foreign materiel trainin;J 
portion of t.'le 'Ihreat prajiam pertains 
to the acquisition and distribution of, 
and familiarization training' on, 
foreign a;iui~. Headquarters lNSa:M 
is resp:o:l6ible for managirq this part 
of the pzcy1ai11. Along with user units 
arrl =jor contnands, the INSo:M foreign 
ltBteriel activity at Aberdeen Provirq 
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Groun:l, is INSo::M's action agent for 
the execution of these 
responsibilities. 
'lhe foreign materiel training 
prcgram trains TEailNl' teams in 
dissemiration netho:ls tt.at could be 
realistically aa:u1iplished in a theater 
cturirx) active hostilities. 
Division an:i =rps G2 OPFOR cadres 
are trained at Aberdeen Provin;J 
Groun:l. They beca:1e kncMleQgeable on 
the operation an:1 tschnical 
cha1:'acteristios of foreign 11;eapons an::i 
vehicles. TEOIINr ruq:iloitation 
worldwide proVi.des the eqcip:ent to 
Sl.lfP'.)rt this prugraJn. When these 
=dres return to their units, they '-l.5€ 
this kn<;wledge to design the training 
that J::eccrrEs part Of their overall 
'.Ibreat pro;iram. 
In wart.ilre, TEOIDfl' training teams 
and detachlr<:lllts provide in-theater 
familiarization traininJ to arriving 
arrl frmtlire units when they are 
p..1lled to the rear for rest and refit. 
Also, they form a ready p;iol of traine:l. 
replacemerrts or augnentees for existirg 
TEalINT units upon mobilization = at 
the start of an actual conflict. 
'lhE'se t:rainin:J elerrent.s provide 
up-to-date training on k:nmm arrl 
suspected enemy vieapon systems by 
virtue of their being part of the 
theater TEOmn' unit. rally TEOUNr 
analysis is used in this trainirg. 
'lhese. data are also an :i!tpxtant part 
of any regeneration effmt to tlrn 
capt:ure:l equipoont arourxi for use by US 
or other friendly forces or for 
developing effective o:.iunt:erneasu. 
APPENDIX F 
TEaiNICAL INI'EILIGENCE EXPLOITATION PIAN AND CATEIDRY ~ 
mIK>WCI'ICN 
'!his apperxlix includes an 
exhaustive listin:J of exploitation 
categories arrl collection requirements 
regarding items of :possible interest to 
Battlefield TECmNT. We include it as 
a suggest.Erl "field guide" for RC 
TEallNT units. 
PRELIMINARY REaJIREMEmS FOR EXPIQITATICN 
'lhe preliminary requirements for 
exploitation are: 
o De~ safety requirements. 
o Examinin:;J additional information 
requirements. 
o Detennin.irg inten::led recipient of 
intelligence. 
o Fo:rmulatin:J detailed project 
tilneline for assessment fonnat. 
o Conductin:J a leader-
reconnaissance of subject to be 
assessed arrl the area of the 
assessment. 
GENERAL EXPI.OITATICN PIAN 
'lhe general exploitation plan 
covers-
0 Initial photography. Prelimina:ry 
ph~ of outside arrl inside 
(shOYJS status of equipnent_ before 
assessioont). 
o Inventory. 
- Examine system for any written 
infonnation (docunert:s, 
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cperator manuals, maps) , data 
plates, or cperatin:J 
instructions. 
- Identify all in:lividual 
equipment canponents requirin:J 
separate analysis. 
o If equipment requires further 
analysis, detennine exploitation 
category arrl proceed. 
EXPLOITATION CATEGORY 
REQUIREMENTS 
MOBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
Track Vehicles 
List of subcategories. 
o Infantry fighting 
vehicles. 
o Cargo/transport. 
o Armored personnel 
carrier. 
o Tank chassis. 
o Se I f-prope I I ed 
howitzer. 
o Self-propel led rocket 
launcher. 
o Tank destroyer. 
o Se I f-prope I I ed 
antiaircraft. 
Main catego~y requirements. 
o Type of vehicle. 
o Engine type. 
o Cooling system. 
o Power train 
description. 
o Brake system. 
o Suspension system. 
o Steering system. 
o Vehicle description. 
o Electrical system. 
o Physical dimension. 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Infantry fighting 
vehicle: 
Type of armor. 
Armor thickness. 
Maximum personnel 
seating capabi I ity. 
Firing ports 
location/number. 
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-- Location of hatches. 
o Cargo or transport: 
Cargo compartment 
size. 
Maximum height 
carrying capability. 
Maximum personnel 
seating capabi I ity. 
Type of cargo 
vehicle designed 
for. 
o Armored personnel 
carrier: 
Type of armor. 
Armor thickness. 
Maximum personnel 
carrying capabi I ity. 
Firing ports 
location/number. 
Location of hatches. 
o Tank, howitzer, self-
propel led rocket 
launcher or tank 
destroyer: 
Type of protective 
armor. 
Armor thickness. 
Body design. 
Number of road 
wheels and support 
rollers. 
Turret location. 
Type of track. 
Location of hatches. 
Power pack location. 
MOBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
Wheeled Vehicles 
List of subcategories. Armor thickness. 
Special eixhaust 
system. o Reconnaissance 
vehicles. 
o Cargo/transport. 
o Armored personnel 
carrier. 
o Infantry fighting 
vehicles. 
Main category requirements. 
o Type of vehicle. 
o Engine type. 
o Cooling system. 
o Power train 
description. 
o Physical dimension. 
o Electrical system. 
o Brake system. 
o Suspension system. 
o Steering system. 
o Vehicle description. 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Reconnaissance: 
Maximum personnel 
seating. 
o Cargo or transport: 
Cargo compartment 
size. 
Maximum weight 
carrying capability. 
Maximum personnel 
seating compartment. 
Type of cargo 
vehicle designed 
for. 
o Armored personnel 
carrier: 
Armor thickness. 
Maximum personnel 
seating capability. 
Firing ports 
locations/number. 
Location of hatches. 
Type of armor. 
o Infantry fighting 
vehicle: Same as 
above. 
Engineer Equipment 
List of subcategories. 
o Clearing equipment. 
o Ditching equipment. 
o Water/gap crossing 
equipment. 
o Air compressor. 
o Power supply equipment. 
o Special purpose 
equipment. 
Main category requirements. 
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o Type prime mover. 
o Engine type. 
o Cooling system. 
o Power train 
description. 
c Physical dimensions. 
o Brake system. 
o Suspension system. 
o Electrical system. 
o Steering system. 
o Vehicle description. 
/ 
MOBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Clearing equipment: 
Type. 
Crew. 
Power. 
Capabilities. 
o Ditching equipment: 
Same as above. 
o Water/gap crossing 
equipment: 
Crew. 
Capacity. 
Power. 
Type. 
Width of bridge. 
Height of bridge. 
Length of bridge. 
Spanning length. 
o Power supply equipment: 
Type. 
Power. 
Capab i I i t i es. 
o Air compressor: Same 
as above. 
o Special purpose 
equipment: Same as 
above. 
Rotary Wing Aircraft 
List of subcategories. 
. ~:-·· ... - . 
o Cargo/transport. 
o Attack/assault. 
Main category requirements. 
o Body type. 
o Main rotor system. 
o Tail rotor system. 
o Landing gear. 
o Fuel system. 
o Engines. 
o Cool ~ng system. 
o Electrical system. 
o Cargo compartment size. 
o Cargo loading/unloading 
system. 
o Maximum personnel 
seating. 
o Maximum weight-carrying 
capability. 
o Flight controls. 
o Armor. 
o Internal weapons 
mounts. 
Subcategory requirements. 
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o Cargo/transport: 
External winch 
p I at form. 
o Attack/assault: 
Weapons mounts. 
Machine guns. 
Rockets. 
Bombs. 
Antitank guided 
miss i I es. 
Target acquisition 
systems. 
C-E REQUIREMENTS 
Corrmunications 
List of subcategories. 
o Radio. 
o Line equipment. 
Main category requirements. 
o Size. 
o Weight. 
o Document and manuals. 
o Vehicular mounted or 
manpack. 
o Location found 
(bu i Id i ng, van, fie Id, 
house). 
o Data plate information 
(nomenclature, serial 
number). 
o Power requirement. 
o Planning range/range of 
operation. 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Radios: 
RF power output. 
Types of antennas 
used. 
Modes of operation. 
Frequency range.· 
Tuning method 
(continuous or 
detent). 
Presets (yes/no; how 
many). 
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Batteries. 
External antenna 
matching unit. 
Number of power 
supp Ii es. 
Remote capabi I ity. 
Retransmission 
capability. 
Type of radio 
(transceiver, 
receiver, 
transmitter). 
Types of modulation 
(AM or FM) . 
Morse code 
capabi I ity. 
Frequency hopping 
capab i I i ty. 
o Line equipment: 
Wire thickness. 
Ringer capabi I ity. 
L i ne hand I i ng 
capab i I i ty. · 
Motor speed. 
Words per minute 
transmission. 
Line current. 
Size of paper used. 
Reperforator 
capabi I ity. 
Bui It-in operator 
pack. 
Length and diameter 
of patch cord. 
C-E REQUIREMENTS 
Rad01r 
List of svbcategories. 
o Air traltic control. 
o Weather radar. 
o Ground eurve i I lance. 
o Fire control. 
Main ""tegory requirements. 
o Size. 
o Weight. 
o Documents and manuals. 
o Location found 
(airport, battlet1eld, 
house, van). 
Llet of subcategories. 
o Jarrmere. 
a Direction finders. 
Main category requirements. 
o Size. 
o we;ght. 
o Documents and manuals. 
o Location found 
(building, van, t!eldl. 
o Vehicular mounted or 
menpaok.. 
o Data plate information 
(nomenclature, serial 
number). 
c Power rllqu i rements. 
o Frequency ran~e. 
o Frequency hopp•ng 
capability. 
,_, 
o Data plate information 
(nomenc!ature, serial 
num~er). 
o Power requirements. 
o Frequency range. 
o Scanning range, 
o RF power output. 
o Pulse repetition rate. 
o Peek power, 
o Tergat jndlcator. 
o Pulse width. 
o Planning range. 
o Vehioular mounted or 
manpack, 
Subcategory requirements, 
o Jarrmers: 
Bandwidths it can 
Jam at one tlma. 
Signal strength when 
j e.rrrn; ng , 
Can it Jam radars as 
wel I as 
corrmunlcatlons? 
o Dlractlon finders: 
Can It locate" a 
target alone? 
How long doaa it 
tall.a to locate a 
target? 
la it an automatic 
or manual DF unit? 
r 
C-E REQUIREMENTS 
Electronic Devices 
List of subcategories. 
o Search I i ghts. 
o Star I ight scopes. 
o Mine detectors. 
o Distance measuring 
devices. 
o Wind/weather measuring 
devices. 
Main category requirements. 
o Size. 
o Weight. 
o Documents and manuals. 
o Location found 
(building, van, field). 
o Data plate- information 
(nomenclature, serial 
number). 
o Power requirement. 
o Vehicular mounted or 
manpack. 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Search I ights: 
What is the 
candlepower rating? 
What is the range of 
the I i ght? 
o Star! ight scopes: 
What is the range it 
can detect someone 
or something? 
F-7 
What is the m1n1mum 
amount of I i ght 
required to operate? 
Is it a transmitter 
and a receiver? 
Can it be mounted on 
a weapon as wel I as 
handheld? 
o Mine detectors: 
What is the depth it 
can detect items in 
soi I? 
What is the depth it 
can detect items in 
water? 
Can it detect 
metallic and 
nonmetal I ic objects? 
How many 
transmitters does it 
have? 
How many receivers 
does it have? 
o Distance measuring 
devices: 
What is the maximum 
distance It can 
measure? 
What is the minimum 
di stance it 'can 
measure? 
Can it measure in 
metric and American 
standards? 
C-E REQUIREMENTS 
o \I/Ind/weather me~sur Ing 
dev I oea: 
\I/hat is the maximk.lm 
wind speed It cari 
measure? 
What Is the minimum 
wind speed It can 
F·S 
m11asure? 
What type of weather 
meas•Jrementa w 11 I it 
give? 
Does ft give a 
pr 1ntout of the 
weather report? 
/ 
CHEMICAL, MEDICAL, AND 
LOGISTIC (CML) REQUIREMENTS 
Detectors 
List of subcategories. 
o Chemical/biological 
detection and 
identification. 
o Radiation detection and 
measuring instruments. 
Main category requirements. 
o Size. 
oWeight. 
o Documents and manuals. 
o Vehicular or manpacked. 
o Location found 
(building, van, field, 
house). 
o Data p I ate-· information 
(nomenclature, serial 
number). 
o Planning range/range of 
operation. 
o Power requirements. 
o Inventory. 
o Photographs. 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Chemical/biological 
detector and 
identification sets and 
kits: 
What agents wi I l 
they detect or 
identify? 
Remote capabilities 
(Y /N) • 
How easy is it to 
use? 
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How effective are 
they? 
Levels of agents 
detected. 
Can detectors 
distinguish agents? 
Can kits identify 
multiple agents at 
the same time? 
W i I I i t samp I e 
air/soi I/water 
(which one or ones)? 
o Chemical/biological 
detectors and alarms: 
What agents wit I it 
detect? 
Remote capabi I ities 
(Y /N) . 
How easy is it to 
use? 
How effective is it? 
Type of alarm (audio 
or v isua I). 
Time of contact 
between sampling and 
alarm. 
o Radiological dosimeters 
and dosimeter sets: 
Equipment required 
to read. 
What total dose 
measured? 
Does it measure 
present or total 
dose? 
CHEMICAL, MEDICAL, AND 
LOGISTIC (CML) REQUIREMENTS 
-- Type radi~tion 
measured. 
o Radiological area 
survey meters: 
Type radiation 
measured. 
Manpack, aircraft, 
or vehicle mounted. 
How is equipment 
operated? 
What type of 
radiation detected? 
o Radiological low-level 
radiation detection 
meters: 
Type of radiation 
measured. 
What level is 
measured? 
How is equipment 
operated? 
Decontamination Equipment 
List of subcategories. 
o Individual 
decontamination kits. 
o Portabl~ 
decontamination 
apparatuses. 
o Vehicle mounted 
decontamination 
apparatuses. 
Main category requirements. 
o Size. 
o Weight. 
o Documents and manuals. 
o Location found 
(bui !ding, van, field, 
house}. 
o Data plate information. 
o Power requirement. 
o Inventory. 
o Photographs. 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Individual 
decontamination kits: 
-- How many times can 
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it be used? 
Type of 
decontaminants used. 
What agents are they 
used against? 
How easy are they to 
use? 
How effective are 
they? 
o Portable 
decontamination 
apparatuses: 
How equipment is 
transported. 
Type of 
decontaminants used. 
What agents are they 
used against? 
How easy are they to 
use? 
How effective are 
they? 
Amount of equipment 
it can 
decontaminate. 
Extra equipment 
needed to support. 
CHEMICAL, MEDICAL, AND 
LOGISTIC (CML) REQUIREMENTS 
o Vehicle mounted 
dee on tam i nation 
apparatuses: 
Where mounted? 
Type of 
decontaminants used. 
What agents are they 
used against? 
How many crew 
members required? 
How effective is it? 
Amount of equipment 
it can 
decontaminate. 
Extra equipment 
needed to support 
operation. 
Protection Equipment 
List of subcategories. 
o Individual protection. 
o Collective protection. 
Main category requirements. 
o Size. 
o Weight. 
o Documents and manuals. 
o Location found. 
o Data plate information. 
o Power requirement. 
o Inventory. 
o Photographs. 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Individual protection: 
What protection is 
afforded? 
How is equipment 
used? 
How effective is 
equipment? 
Type of f i I ter, if 
present. 
How easy is it to 
maintain? 
o Collective protection: 
What protection is 
afforded? 
How is equipment 
used? 
How effective is 
equipment? 
Type of filtering 
system. 
How easy is it to 
maintain? 
Number of personnel 
system can 
acconmodate. 
Smoke Systems 
List of subcategories. 
o Hand grenade. 
o Smoke pot. 
o Smoke drum. 
o Smoke barrel. 
o .VESS. 
o Smoke generator. 
Main category requirements. 
o Size. 
o Weight. 
o Documents and manuals. 
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CHEMICAL, MEDICAL, AND 
LOGISTIC (CML) REQUIREMENTS 
o Location found. 
o Data plate information. 
o Power requirement. 
o Inventory. 
o Photographs. 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Hand grenades: 
Is it s i gna I i ng 
smoke? 
What is the duration 
of smoke? 
How effective is the 
smoke? 
Does the smoke 
cont~in any 
additives? 
o Smoke pot: 
What is the burn 
time? 
How effective is the 
smoke? 
Can the pots be 
stacked? 
Is it a floating 
smoke pot? 
Does the smoke 
contain any · 
additives? 
o Smoke drum: 
What is the burn 
time? 
How effective is the 
smoke? 
Is it a floating 
drum? 
Does the smoke 
contain any 
additives? 
o VESS: 
How effective is the 
smoke? 
How much of the 
vehicle fuel supply 
is required? 
Does the smoke 
contain any 
additives? 
o Smoke generator: 
How effective is the 
smoke? 
How is it supplied 
with fuel? 
What fuel is used? 
What maintenance is 
required? 
Does the smoke 
contain any 
additives? 
NBC Vehicles 
List of subcategories. vehicles. 
o Area marking. 
o Reconnaissance 
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CHEMICAL, MEDICAL, AND 
LOGISTIC (CML) REQUIREMENTS 
Main category requirements. 
o Size. 
o Weight. 
o Documents and manuals. 
o Location found. 
o Data plate information. 
o Power requirement. 
o Inventory. 
o Photographs. 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Reconnaissance 
vehicles: 
Wheeled or tracked 
vehicle. 
ls vehicle equipped 
with overpressure? 
What.chemical 
detectors are used? 
What radiological 
detectors are used? 
Miscellaneous NBC 
equipment. 
o Area marking vehicles: 
Wheeled or tracked 
vehicle. 
Is vehicle equipped 
with overpressure? 
What chemical 
detectors are used? 
What radiological 
detectors are used? 
Type of marking sets 
used. 
Miscellaneous NBC 
equipment. 
Medical Kits 
List of subcategories. 
o Personal kits. 
o Medical kits. 
o Spec i a I i zed k.i ts. 
Main category requirements. 
o Size .. 
o WeighL 
o Manuals. 
o Location found. 
o Data plate information. 
o Power requirement. 
o Photographs. 
o Inventory. 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Personal kits: 
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How and where 
carried? 
Type ot injuries and 
ailments that can be 
treated. 
o Medi ca I kits: 
How and where 
carried? 
Type of injuries and 
ailments that can be 
treated. 
How kit is issued? 
o Specialized kits: 
How and where 
carried? 
/ 
CHEMICAL, MEDICAL, AND 
LOGISTIC (CML) REQUIREMENTS 
Type of Injuries and 
ailments that can be 
treated. 
How kit is issued? 
Hospitals 
List of subcategories. 
o Aid stations. 
o Mobl le hospitals. 
o Permanent hospitals. 
Main category requirements. 
o Size. 
o Documents, manuals, and 
forms. 
o Location found. 
o Power requirements. 
o Treatment capabi I ities. 
o Personnel required to 
operate. 
o Number of personnel 
that can be treated. 
o Photographs. 
o Inventory. 
o Adjacent hospital 
activities (labs, 
clinics). 
o At which level of 
cormiand control led. 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Ald stations: 
Amount of time 
required to become 
operat Iona I. 
Logistic support 
needed for movement. 
Time required for 
evacuation. 
o Mobile hospital: 
Amount o f t i me 
required to become 
operational. 
Logistic support 
needed for mov~ment. 
o Permanent hospital: 
Amount of time 
required to become 
oper at i ona I . 
Logistic support 
needed for movement. 
Medical Vehicles 
List of subcategories. 
o Ambulances. 
o Aircraft. 
Main category requirements. 
o Documents and manuals. 
o Inventory. 
o Photographs. 
o Crew members required. 
o Personnel transport 
capability. 
o On-board treatment 
capabi I ity. 
o On-board NBC protection 
capab i I i ty. 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Ambulance: 
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CHEMICAL, MEDICAL, AND 
LOGISTIC (CML) REQUIREMENTS 
Wheeled or tracked 
vehicles. 
List of subcategories. 
o Field utensi I. 
o Portable pots and pans. 
o Portable inmersion 
heater. 
o Field rations. 
Main category requirements. 
o Size. 
o Weight. 
o Documents and manuals. 
o Location. 
o Data plater Information. 
o Inventory. 
o Photographs. 
-- What type fuel used? 
Messing 
o Year of manufacture. 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Field utensil (material 
used). 
o Portable pots and pans 
(types of material). 
o Portable inmersion 
heater (fuel used). 
o Field rations: 
Types of rations. 
How to prepare. 
Number of servings 
per pack. 
Camouflage and Concealment 
List of subcategories. 
o Camouflage netting. 
o Camouflage screening. 
o Camouflage clothing. 
Main category requirements. 
o Size. 
o Weight. 
o Documents and manuals. 
o Location found. 
o Data information. 
o Inventory. 
o Photographs. 
o Colors. 
o Pattern. 
o Type of material used. 
o Radar reflective (yes 
or no) . 
o Infrared reflective 
(yes or no). 
o Serviceability and 
durability. 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Camouflage netting. 
o Camouflage screening. 
o Camouflage clothing. 
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CHEMICAL, MEDICAL, AND 
LOGISTIC (CML) REQUIREMENTS 
Body Armor 
List of subcategories. 
o Body vest, 
o Helmets. 
Main category requirements. 
o Size. 
o Weight. 
o Documents and manuals. 
o Location found. 
o Data plate information. 
o Inventory. 
o Photographs. 
o Type of protection 
given. 
o Type of material used. 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Body vest. 
o Helmets. 
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WEAPONS AND MUNITIONS 
REQUIREMENTS 
Missiles, Rockets, and Munitions 
List of subcategories. 
o Arti I lery. 
o Mortars. 
o Bombs. 
o Mines. 
o Booby traps. 
o Grenades. 
o Miss i I es. 
o Rockets. 
Main category requirements. 
o Size. 
o Type/use. 
o Fi 11 er. 
o Fuze. 
o Markings. 
o Color code. 
o System used in. 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Arti I lery and missiles: 
Propel I ant and 
rocket motor. 
Guidance. 
o Mortars, projected 
grenades, and rockets 
(pr ope I I ant). 
o Mines (additional fuze 
we 11 s). 
Arti 1 lery 
List of subcategories. 
o Tube artillery. 
o Conventional 
antiaircraft. 
Main category requirements. 
o Towed or self 
propel led: 
Self propel led {cab 
or turret-opened or 
closed). 
Towed (type of prime 
mover). 
o Ca I i ber. 
o Type of recoil (spring, 
hydraulic, pneumatic). 
o Length of recoi I 
movement. 
o Type of elevation 
system (manual or 
power) and I imit. 
o Type of traverse system 
(manual or power) and 
I imit. 
o Muzzle brake and flash 
suppressor. 
Subcategory requirements. 
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o Tube art ii lery: 
Type of breech 
mechanism (sliding 
wedge) . 
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WEAPONS AND MUNITIONS 
REQUIREMENTS 
Type of arrmunition 
(fixed, semif ixed, 
separate). 
Rifled or smooth 
bore. 
Bore evacuator. 
Fi re contra I (direct 
or indirect). 
o Antiaircraft: 
-- Single or multiple 
barrels. 
Type of fire 
contro I. 
Type of I oad i ng 
mechanism. 
Type of firing 
mechanism 
(percussion, 
electric). 
Gun drive system 
(manual, electric, 
mechanical). 
Sma 11 Arms 
List of subcategories. 
o Pistols. 
o R if I es. 
o Machine guns. 
o Cannons. 
Main category requirements. 
o Ca I i ber. 
o Type feeding and 
quantity. 
o Single shot or 
automatic. 
o Smooth bore or rifled. 
o Fixed sights or 
adjustable. 
o Heavy or I ight weapon. 
o Muzzle brake or flash 
suppressor. 
o Type anmunition used. 
o Type locking system. 
o Gas or recoil operated. 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Pistols: 
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Revolver or 
semiautomatic. 
Rirnned cartridge. 
Last round stop. 
o Rifles: 
Carbine, assault, or 
sniper. 
Steel sights or 
scope. 
What power scope. 
Last round stop. 
Fixed or removable 
bayonet. 
Fires from open or 
closed bolt. 
o Machine guns: 
Heavy or I i ght. 
Vehicle mounted or 
convent i ona I . 
Stock or spade 
grips. 
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WEAPONS AND MUNITIONS 
REQUIREMENTS 
Last round stop. 
Fixed or adjustable 
bipod or tripod. 
o Cannons: 
Ground and 
antiaircraft 
capabilities. 
Manual and electric 
fire. 
Type of fire 
contro I. 
Fires from open or 
closed bolt 
position. 
Grenade Launchers 
List of subcategories. 
o Hand held. 
o Tripod mounted. 
o Vehicle mounted. 
Main category requirements. 
o Caliber. 
o Rifled of-smooth bore. 
o Method of loading. 
o Firing method. 
o Type of round. 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Hand held (attached to 
another weapon) . 
o Tripod mounted (crew 
served, number of 
members) . 
o Vehicle mounted (single 
or multitubed}. 
Fire Control 
List of subcategories. 
o Off carriage. 
o On carriage. 
Main category requirements. 
o Use (observation, 
target designation, 
a i mi ng, range) . 
o Type (night vision, 
laser, optic). 
o Style (periscope, 
telescope, 
stereoscopic) and 
power. 
o Manual or powered. 
o Reticle (type, 
quantity, stabi I ized). 
Subcategory requirements. 
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o Off carriage: 
Weight. 
Tripod use. 
Day or night use. 
Durabi I ity. 
o On carriage: 
Where mounte<;l? 
Type of power for 
operation. 
WEAPONS AND MUNITIONS 
REQUIREMENTS 
Recoil less Rifles 
List of subcategories. 
o Ground mounted. 
o Vehicle mounted. 
o Shoulder tired. 
Main category requirements. 
o Ca I i ber. 
o Smooth or rifled. 
o Breech type. 
Elevation and traverse 
(methods and l im its). 
Crew served (numoer of 
members). 
o Vehicle mounted: 
o Type of firing mechanism. 
Type of vehicle. 
Eievation and traverse 
(methods and limits). 
Type of mount (can it 
also be used in ground 
ro I e). o Spotting gun. 
o Fire control. 
o Type of round. 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Ground mounted: 
-- Type of mount. 
Crew served (number of 
members) . 
o Shoulder fired: 
Weight. 
Pistol or grip. 
Bi pod. 
Turret and Cupola Mounted Weapons 
List of subcategories. 
o Tanks. 
o Infantry fighting 
vehicles. 
Main category requirements. 
o Type of vehicle. 
o Location. 
o Size. 
o Weapons. 
o Viewing and fire 
contra I. 
o Method of operation 
(power, manual or 
stabi I ized). 
o Arrmunition storage 
(quantity, type, 
location). 
o Attachments (I ights, 
antennas, grenade 
projectors). 
Subcategory requirements. 
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o Tanks: 
Main gun: 
- Caliber. 
- Smooth or rifled. 
- Bore evacuator and 
muzzle f iash 
suppressor. 
- Breech type. 
- Re co i I type. 
WEAPONS AND MUNITIONS 
REQUIREMENTS 
- Elevation and 
traverse (method 
and I imits). 
- Firing mechanism. 
- Arrrnunition types. 
- Method of firing. 
Coaxial weapons: 
- Ca I i ber. 
- Type. 
- Arrrnunition. 
- Method of firing. 
Cupola: 
- Weapons. 
- Traverse and 
elevation (method 
and I imi ts). 
- Fire-_control. 
- Method of firing. 
Crew compartment: 
- Number of 
stations. 
- Firing ports. 
List of subcategories. 
o Manpack. 
o Towed. 
o Self propel led. 
Main category requirements. 
o Caliber. 
o Recoi I type (if any). 
Mortars 
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o Infantry fighting 
vehicles: 
Main guns: 
- Ca I i ber. 
- Type. 
- Method of loading. 
- Method of firing. 
- Fire control. 
- Elevation and 
traverse (method 
and I imi ts). 
Coaxial weapons: 
- Ca I i ber. 
- Type. 
- Method of loading. 
- Method of firing. 
Crew compartment: 
- Number of 
stations. 
- Firing ports. 
- Arrmunition storage 
(quantity and 
type) . 
o Traverse mechanism and 
I imits. 
o Elevation mechanism and 
I imits. 
o Type of firing 
mechanism. 
o Type of arrrnunition 
(fixed or separate 
loading). 
o Fire control. 
WEAPONS AND MUNITIONS 
REQUIREMENTS 
Subcategory requirements. 
o Manpack: 
Mount type (base 
plate, tripod). 
Number of crew 
members required and 
their mission (two 
for the tube, one 
for the base plate, 
three for the 
tripod). 
Capable of mounting 
F-22 
on a vehicle. 
o Towed: 
Prime mover. 
Type of carriage 
(single or multiple 
ax le), 
o Self propel led: 
Type of vehicle. 
Dismountable. 
APPENDIX G 
INTRQI:XJCTION 
When TECHINT teams are able to 
correctly identify foreign language 
text, it has two immediate benefits. 
First, it speeds the ~loitation 
process; secorrl, it ensures that 
TECHINT persormel request the correct 
linguistic support. 
'Ihis appen:tix contains language 
identification hints TECHINI' personnel 
can use to quickly identify sare of the 
many languages used in documents, on 
equipment plates, arrl on other 
identification materiel. By 
identifyin;J am re:portin;J the correct 
language, TEailNT personnel can request 
the right lin;filstic support. 'Ibis 
speeds the entire ba.ttlef ield TECHINT 
process. 
'Ihe materiel in this appendix was 
compiled by the FS'.OC. Keep in mini 
that because there are thousands of 
languages am dialects in use in the 
world tcx:lay, this material is not 
complete. However, it should prove 
useful in :rrost situations TECHINT teams 
are likely to encounter. 
LANGUAGE SYSTEMS 
'Ihe world's written languages can 
be divided into alphabet languages am 
character languages. '1he only 
present-day character system is the 
Chinese system, which has been borrowed 
by other languages. But there are many 
alphabets. '!he most :i.np:>rtant 
alphabets currently in use are-
o 'Ihe Ranan alphabet (used by 
English am many other 
languages). 
o '!he cyrillic alphabet (used by 
Russian, sare other Slavic 
languages, am m:>St of the 
minority languages of the Soviet 
Union). 
o '!he Arabic alphabet (used in the 
Middle Fast arrl other areas 
influenced by Islam) • 
Other alphabets exist, but their 
use is more :restricted: 
o '!he Hebrew alphabet is used for 
Hebrevl arrl Yiddish; the Greek 
alphabet is used for Greek. 
G-1 
o '!he D=vana.gari alphabet is used 
for Sanskrit arrl other languages 
in In:lia. 
Figure G-1 shows some of these 
spoken languages arrl some of the 
locations where they are spoken. 
In addition, there are special 
alphabets for languages like Georgian 
in the USSR; Telugu arrl the other 
Dravidian languages in southern In:lia; 
Iao am other languages in southeast 
Asia; arrl Amharic in Ethiopia. 
Illustrations of the main alphabets 
are nonnally available in standard 
desktop dictionaries like Webster's New 
Collegiate Dictionary. Many unusual 
scripts are illustrated in the revised 
arrl enlarged edition of the 
Rananization Guide, dated 1 April 
1972. '!his is put out by the Office of 
the Geographer, Directorate for 
Functional Research, Bureau of 
Intelligence arrl Research, us 
Department of State, arrl the US Board 
on Geographic Names. 
Language 
Chinese 
English 
Spanish 
Hindi 
Russian 
Arabic 
Portuguese 
Japanese 
Gennan 
Urdu 
Frenc..11 
Korean 
Italian 
Vietnamese 
Turkish 
Persian (Farsi, Dari) 
Polish 
Ukrainian 
Rumanian 
Serl:>ian (Croatian) 
Pash to 
Czech (Slovak) 
rutch 
~ian 
Danish (Norwegian) 
Bulgarian 
swedish 
Belorussian 
Finnish 
Albanian 
Lithuanian 
Iatvian 
Slovenian 
Estonian 
Macedonian 
I.ocation 
People's Republic of China, Taiwan, Hon;r 
Kon;J' 'Ihailand 
United states, canada, Great Britain, 
Irelan:i, Australia, New Zealand 
Spain, South America, Central America, 
Mexico 
North Central In:lia 
Soviet Union, Europe 
Saudi Arabia, Yenen, South Yenen, 
United Arab Emirates, anan, Kuwait, 
Bahrain, Katar, Iraq, syria, Jordan, 
Lebanon, Egypt, Sudan, Libya, 'l\misia, 
Algeria, Morocco 
Portugal, Brazil, Africa, Asia 
Japan 
Gennany, Austria, SWitzerland 
Pakistan, India 
France, Belgium, switzerland, canada, 
Morcx:::co, 'l\lnisia, Algeria, Lebanon, syria, 
Iaos, cambcx:lia, Vietnam 
Korea, China, Japan 
Italy, SWitzerland 
Vietnam 
Turkey, Bulgaria, Greece, Cyprus 
Iran, Afghanistan (Tadzhik, USSR) 
Polarrl, United states, Soviet Union 
Ukrainian SSR 
Romania, Moldavian SSR 
Yugoslavia 
Afghanistan, Northwest Pakistan 
Czechoslovakia 
Netherlarrls, SUriname, Belgium 
Hungal:y, Ranania, czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia 
Dermlark, No:rway 
Bulgaria 
SWeden 
Belorussian SSR 
Finlarrl 
Albania, Yugoslavia 
Lithuanian SSR 
Iatvian SSR 
Slovenia (Northwest Yugoslavia) 
Estonian SSR 
Macedonia (Yugoslavia) 
Figure G-1. A Partial list of spoken languages and locations 
where they are spoken. 
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Reliable detailed inf onnation about 
foreign languages for people who can 
not actually read them is available in 
'Ihe most canplex lan;uage 
recognition problem is to distin3uish 
between the numerous languages that use 
the Roman alphabet. 'Ihe twenty-six 
letter alphabet is used here as the 
basic alphabet. 'Ihe other Roman 
alphabet languages use these same 
letters, but many use fewer than twenty 
six an::i a few use :irore. 
Unfortunately, just because.a 
letter is not used is not a very useful 
language recognition criterion. 'Ibis 
is because it is difficult to kncM 
whether a letter is absent because it 
is never used or because it simply 
wasn't needed to write the text in 
manuals canpiled for professional 
librarians. 'Ihese manuals can be found 
at your local library. 
question. 
Five of the letters <a, e, i, o, u> 
are referred to collectively as 
''vowels," while the rest are called 
collectively "consonants." 'Ihe rules 
designatin; letters as vowels or 
consonants vary from language to 
language. Some languages, for 
instanc:e, consider <l>, <r>, or <y> to 
be vowels. Most of the Roman alphabet 
languages modify letters by puttin; 
extra marks above, in, or belCM them. 
'Ihese marks are called diacritics. 
'Ihey are mocirg the best criteria for 
lan;auage recognition. 
DIACRITIC3 
Figure G-2 shows the principal 
diacritics used by various languages to 
modify the Roman alphabet. Figure G-3 
shows the languages that use these 
diacritics. 'Ihe diacritics are divided 
into three groups, depen:iing on whether 
they are written above, in, or below 
the letter. 'Ihey are given starrlard 
Western European languages include 
those comroc>nly called Romance and 
names for convenience; their actual 
names vary from language to language. 
Figure G-3 surmnarizes the 
ocx::urrence of various diacritics in 
selected Roman alphabet languages and 
gives examples of letters with 
diacritics on them. 
DISTINGUISHING FRENCH, GERMAN I AND IlJIOI 
French 
French is generally easiest to 
recognize because it is so familiar an:l 
has so many woros in c::amron with 
ED;Jlish. French uses acute <-> an::i 
grave <-> on <e>. Acute is not used on 
any other letters, but grave is used 
occasionally on <a> and <u>. 
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Cira.:nnflex <"'> is used on <a, e, i, o, 
u> an::i cedilla <..-> is used under <c>. 
'Ihe French c::amronly omit diacritics 
over capital letters an:l in 
typescript. Dafinite article fol'.1l1S: 
le, la, les. French also uses a trena 
<oe, i, e>. 
Tilde <-> 
Dieresis <'> 
Question <?> 
Bar <-> 
Cedilla < .. > 
DIACRITIC3 
Diacritics AOOve the letter 
Krouzek <o> 
rouble Aa.Ite <'> 
Umlaut <a> 
Diacritics In the letter 
Slash</> 
Diacritics Urrler the letter 
Q;Jonek <~> 
lJ::M Dot <. > 
Figure G-2. Table of diacritics. 
Gennan 
Dot <"> 
Apostrophe <'> 
Back Apostrophe <'> 
Conuna <,> 
German uses the tnnlaut < • • > on 
<a, o, u>. 'Ihis is the language's only 
diacritic. German also uses a special 
letter, the F.szett <I\>, whidl does not 
begin a wo:r:d. In regular prose, 
capitalization is rather frequent since 
all nouns are capitalized. Definite 
article fonTS: der, die, das, des, 
den, den. 
rutch can be mistaken for German; 
hc:Mever, Dutch does not capitalize its 
nouns in regular prose. Dutch adcpted 
a few diacritical fonns from the French 
language. 'lhese include: acute <een>; 
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grave <crepe>; apostrophe <'t, z'n, 
d'r, etc.>; dieresis <Belgie>; and 
sanetimes the cedilla < ... >. Definite 
article fonTS: de and het. 
Diacritics Written Above the Letter 
<'> grave: French, Italian, Portuguese, Vietnamese, e.g., <a> 
< '> acute: croatian, Czech, French, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, 
Polish <N, O, S, C, Z>, Slovak, Spanish, Portuguese, 
Vietnamese; e.g., «i, 6> 
<"> circumflex: French, Italian, Portuguese, Rumanian, Vietnamese, 
Turkish, e.g., ~, t>> 
<V> hacek: croatian, CZech, F.stonian, I.atvian, Lithuanian <S, Z, C>, 
Slovak, Slovenian, e.g., <c, e> 
"' . kish . +------ "' "" < > breve: Rumanian, 'I\Jr. , V1e1 .. uai1s==; e.g., <a, g> 
<-> macron: I.atvian, Lithuanian; e.g., <a, ii> 
<-> tilde: Estonian, Portuguese, Spanish, Vietnamese; e.g., <a, 1i> 
<•> krouzek: Czech, Danish, No:rwegian, swe:tish; e.g., <%, b 
<.> dot: Lithuanian <e>, Polish, Turkish, e.g., <e, z> 
<"> dieresis: Albanian, Estonian, Finnish, French, German, Hungarian, 
Slovak, Portuguese <ii>, Spanish, SWedish, Turkish; 
e.g., <a, e> 
<"> double acute: Hungarian; e.g., <8, ~ 
<'> apostrophe: Czech, French, Slovak; e.g., <d~ B. 
<?> question: Vietnamese; e.g., <cl, d> 
<'> back apostrophe: I.atvian; e.g., <9> 
Diacritics Written In Cor Touchinq) the letter 
<-> bar: croatian, Polish, Vietnamese; e.g., <d', :t:, ~ 
</> slash: Danish, No:rwegian, Polish; e.g., .q, i$> 
<1> horn: Vietnamese; e.g., <li, 6> 
Diacritics Written Under the Seat 
< ... > cedilla: Albanian, French, Portuguese, Turkish, e.g., <g, §> 
<1..> og-onek: Lithuanian 
<,> comma: I.atvian, Rumanian; e.g., <k, s> 
<.> low dot: Vietnamese; e.g., <a, e>' ' 
• • 
Figure G-3. The occurrence of diacritics in various languages. 
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DISTINGUISHING SPANISH, FORIUGUESE, AND ITALIAN 
For Spanish, look for acutes 
occasionally over vowels, tilde over 
<n> but not over vowels, no grave 
accents, arrl words that en:l in <n>. 
For Portuguese look for the tilde over 
<a> arrl <o> but not over <n>, the 
cedilla urrler <c>, arrl sarre words that 
en:l in <m>. For Italian look for 
occasional graves over vowels, no 
tildes or cedillas, arrl numerous 
doubled consonants; e.g. <tt>, <gg>, 
<pp>, <vV>, etc. Of course, look for 
the definite articles: they are 
frequently used arrl mostly different in 
the three l~ges. 
Spanish 
Spanish uses acute</> on vowels 
<a, e, i, o, u> arrl tilde <-> on <n>. 
Since the acute marks irregular word 
accent, there will nonnally be no IrDre 
than one acute per word arrl it will 
appear on the last vowel or third from 
last vowel. Dieresis < .. > is used 
occasionally over <u>. Grave <""> arrl 
circurn:flex <"> are not used. Definite 
article fo:r::ms: el, la, los, las. 
Portuguese 
Portuguese uses acute <'>, grave 
<'>, arrl circumflex <'°'> occasionally 
over vowels. arrl tilde <-> frequently 
over <a> arrl <o>. Ce:lilla <~> is used 
urrler <c>. Dieresis <'> is used over 
vowels occasionally. Definite article 
fonn.s: o, os, a, as. 
Italian 
Italian uses acute <~> on <e> arrl 
grave <'> on vowels <a, e, i, o, u> to 
irrlicate unusual acx::ent. Sare type 
fonts may substitute circumflex <"> for 
grave. Nonnally there will be no IrDre 
than one grave per word arrl it will 
appear on the last vowel or third from 
last vowel. Definite article fo:r::ms: 
il, lo, i, gli, la, le. 
NORIHERN EUROPEAN IANGUAGES 
Northern European lan;uages include 
North GeJ:manic arrl Slavic, as well as 
rmique lan;uages of the Finno-Ugric 
family. '!he distin3uishing features of 
each are described below. 
SWedish 
SWedish uses dieresis <""> on <a> 
arrl <o> arrl krouzek <• > on <a>. A 
frequent word is och; meaning 11 arrl. 11 
1lIDish arrl Norwegian 
Danish arrl Norwegian use the same 
altilabet. '!hey use krouzek <• > on <a> 
arrl slash </> on <o>, arrl a special 
letter, the ae digra?i <.A:,<e >. 
Written D:mish arrl Non,iegian are 
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difficult to tell apart, but anyone who 
can read one can make sense out of the 
other. A frequent word in both 
languages is og; meaning ''arrl. '' 
Finnish 
Finnish is very different from the 
other north.em European languages, but 
it is similar to Estonian, which is 
spoken in the USSR. Finnish uses 
dieresis <'"> on <a> and <o>. About 60 
percent of the average text consists of 
vowels (including <y>). Look for 
frequent double vowels; <aa>, <ee>, 
<ii>, etc. 
Estonian 
Estonian uses tilde <-> on <o>, 
dieresis <' '> on <a, o, u>, and hacek 
<v> on <s, z> infrequently in foreign 
words. At first glance Estonian looks 
very much like Finnish, and both are 
of the Finno-Ugric family. To tell the 
two languages apart, look for <y> 
(Finnish) or <U> with dieresis 
(F.stonian). 
Hungarian 
Hungarian uses acute <'> on <a, e, 
i, o, u>, dieresis <''> on <o, u>, and 
double acute < ''> on <o, u>. 'lhese 
three diacritics are very frequent and 
should all appear in an average 
paragra:i;Xl. Definite article fonns: a, 
az. Though not Northern European, 
Hun';:Jarian is listed here because it is 
in the Finno-Ugric family. 
JiP1AN ALEHABEl' SIAVIC IANGUAGES 
It is often difficult to 
distinguish between the Raman alphabet 
Slavic languages. Of these languages, 
Polish is easiest to distirguish from 
t]e rest because it does not use hacek 
< >, whereas the other do; and 
because it uses <W> frequently and <V> 
almost never, whereas the opposite 
situation occurs in the other 
languages. 
'lhe languages of Czechoslovakia-
Czech and Slovak-can be dis~ 
from the Raman alphabet languages of 
Yugoslavia, croatia, and semia because 
Czech and Slovak use acute <'> on 
vowels (including <y>) and Croatian 
and Slovenian don't. Acutes are so 
frequent in Czech and Slovak that the 
absence of acutes in an average length 
sentence can be taken as a valid 
negative test. To distirguish between 
Czech and Slovak see above. 
'Ihe presence of the diacritics 
liste::l above for croatian indicate that 
it may be croatian; but there isn't any 
convenient way to test for Slovenian 
against croatian. If in doubt between 
croatian and Slovenian, assume croatian 
unless it can be established that the 
text was published in Ljubljana. 
Polish 
Polish uses acute <'> on <c, n, o, 
s, z>; CXJOnek <,> on <a, e>; bar <-> 
(occasionally depen:ling on font as a 
substitute for slash) on <L, 1, Z>, . 
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such as <L, 1, Z>; and <'> dot on <z>. 
I.etters <w> and <z> are very frequent 
in Polish, and the <V> almost never 
ocx::urs. 
Czech uses a~ <'> on <a, e, i, 
o, u, y>, hacek < > on <c, d, e, n, 
r, s, t, z>, krouzek <0 > on <u>. 'Ihe 
Czech 
letter <r> with hacek is frequent in 
CZech an:i lacki.n; in Slovak. 
Slovak 
Slovak uses acute <' > on <a, e, i, 
1, r, o, u, y>; dieresis <'> ou <a>; 
circumflex <"> on <o>; hacek < > on 
<c, d, 1, n, s, t, z>; an:i apost.rq:he 
<'> on <d, 1, t>. the digraph <ie> is 
fairly frequent in Slovak an:i very 
infrequent in CZech. Slovak is used in 
eastern CZechoslovakia. SUspect Slovak 
if Bratislava is the origin. 
Croatian 
~tian uses acute <'> on <c>, 
hacek < > on <c, s, z>, an:i bar <:..;;i.-. 
on <d>. Croatian is used in nort:herh 
an:l coastal Yugoslavia around the city 
of Zargreb. 
Slovenian 
Slovenian uses hacek <v > on <c, 
s, z> an:i no other diacritics. 
Slovenian is used in extrere northwest 
Yugoslavia around the city of 
Ljubljana. 
Rumanian 
Rumanian uses breve <v> on <a>, 
circumflex <"> on <a, i>, an:i comma 
<,>under <s, t>. 
Albanian 
Albanian uses dieresis ~"> on <e> 
an:i cedilla < •> um.er <c>. 'Ihe <e> 
with dieresis is very c:::amIDn. Another 
recognition mark of Albanian is the use 
of <q> without <u>. 
Lithuanian 
Lithuanian uses hacek < v> on <c, 
s, z>, macron<-> on <u>, dot<.> on 
<e>, an:i ogonek <c> un:ier <a, e, i, 
u>. '!he frequent occurrence of ogonek 
is a good recognition sign for 
Lithuanian. 
Iatvian 
Iatvian uses hacek <V> on <c, s, 
z>, macron <-> on <a, e, i, o, u>, 
an:i comma <, > under <k, 1, n>. canma 
is also used un:ier <G> (upper case 
letter only) , while back apostrophe 
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<'>is used on <g> (lower case letter 
only) • In this case the two marks are 
variant forms of the same diacritic. 
'Ihe macrons an:i commas are a good 
recognition sign for Iatvian. 
'I\lrkish an:1 Vietnamese use the 
'I\lrkish uses breve <v> on <g>, 
dieresis <"> on <o, U>, an:1 cedilla 
< .. > on <c>, 'I\lrkish has two fo:rms of 
the letter <i>. One has the upper case 
<I> arxi a correspon:lirg lower <i> that 
looks like an "i" without the dot. 
Ranan ali;ilal:let with unusual diacritics. 
'!he other letter has the lower case 
f onn <i> (the same as En;Jlish) an:1 a 
ex:>~ upper case fonn that . 
looks like English "I" with a dot <I>. 
irurkish also uses circumflex <"> 
<latif> <lugat>. 
Vietnamese 
Vietnamese uses a very corcplex 
~ of diacritics. It uses breve 
< > on <a>, ci:rcumflex <"> on <a, e, 
o>, hom <J > on <o, U>, an:1 bar <-> on 
<d>. In addition to these, the 
following five diacritics are used with 
vowels to in::licate tone: gi::ave <' >, 
acute <'>, low dot <.>, question <?>, 
an:1 tilde <->. Vowels with breve, 
c~lex, arxi horn can, arxi often do, 
have a tone diacritic. So, in 
Vietnamese, one letter can have two 
diacritics on it. 
CYlUJ JjIC AllEABE.T IANGUAGES 
'Ihe ~illic ali;ilabet is used to 
write Russian, Ukrainian, -Belorussian, 
an:1 many minority lan:;JUages in the 
Soviet union. It is also used to write 
aligarian an:1 Sel:bian. '!he ~illic 
alphabet arrl the Ranan ali;::iiabet are 
both derived from fo:rms of the Greek 
alphabet so there is a general 
:resemblance. sane ~illic letters 
seem to Americans to be backwards or 
oddly shaped. Figure G-4 shows the 
characters an:1 diacritics not found in 
Russian. With the exception of one 
letter '.L, which is only used sanetimes 
in Russian, none of these letters 
appear in the nonnal Russian text. 
1. 'h 'I>------------- BULGARIAN* 
UKRAINIAN 
BELORUSSIAN 
SERBIAN 
2 e e, Ii, Ii _______ ~--
3. Ii, '9 ~ 
4. l} l), J j, J1> ;JL, n. h, r;r i.t-----
* This letter appears frequently in Bulgarian and rarely in Russian. 
Figure G-4. Distinguishing major Slavic languages from Russian. 
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SIAVIC IANGUAGES 
Figure G-4 gives the sin'plest 
recognition guide for identifying 
documents that look like Russian but 
are actually other Slavic languages or 
minority languages. 
'mANSLIT.ERATION 
Figure G-5 shews the different 
fonn.s of the Cyrillic alphabet for five 
principal Cyrillic alphabet languages 
arrl the recommerxled transliterations 
for each letter. Pay particular 
attention to the transliteration of 
Russian. 'Ih.ese equivalents must .be 
used when reporting on materiel .bearing 
Russian ~lates. 00 NOr REFORI' ON 
FOREIGN AND r:x:x.:IJMENIS USING 
'IEE ORIGINAL CYRILLIC CllARACI'ER. '!he 
Figure classifies each letter as "C" 
for consonant or ''N" for nonconsonant. 
Russian 
Russian is the most frequently 
encountered Cyrillic alphabet language 
arrl should always .be the prime 
suspect. 'Ihe key to recognizing 
Russian is the fact that it uses both 
letter 12 arrl letter 39 arrl does not 
use letter 13 at all. (See Figure 
G-5.) 
Bulgarian 
Bulgarian is perhaps the secorrl 
m:>st frequently encountered Cyrillic-
alpha.bet language arrl the m:>st 
difficult for the non-specialist to 
differentiate from Russian. Bulgarian 
uses fewer letters than Russian. For 
example, a letter used often in Russian 
arrl never in Bulgarian is the letter 39 
in Figure G-5; however, the way to .be 
sure that it is not Bulgarian is to see 
if the letter 38 in Figure G-5 comes 
before a consonant or "C" letter. Note 
that letter 38 is frequent in Bulgarian 
arrl rare in Russian; moreover, when 
letter 38 occurs in Russian, it always 
occurs .before an "N" letter. 
Proper transliteration is vecy 
important. When an analyst reads a 
Russian ~late arrl writes down 
P-lOSA, but it is actually an R-1050 (P 
is not P, rather "R," and <;q> is 
wron;ly symbolized by A) , then it 
results in incorrect reporting. 
'!he column in Figure G-5 marked 
"other" is not supplied with any 
transliteration equivalents. 'Ihis 
column contains similar letters that 
are encol.ll'ltered in the written 
languages of various minority 
nationalities in the USSR. 'Ihese 
languages .belong mainly to the Oralie 
family or the Altaic family, and a 
Russian lfn3uist will be unable to make 
any sense out of them. ~tion of 
any documents in these languages as 
non-Slavic is a helpful first step in 
document exploitation. In the 
following discussion the letters are 
referred to by their m:nnbers on the 
chart in Figure G-5. 
Ukrainian 
Ukrainian is distinguished by the 
use of letter 12 arrl letter 13 a.rrl the 
non-use of letter 39. letter 9 arrl 14 
also are unique to Ukrainian, but their 
fre:;iuency is low arrl their absence may 
.be aa:::idental. 
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No. 
1. N 
2. c 
3. c 
4. c 
5. c 
6. c 
7. N 
O. N 
9. N 
10. c 
11. c 
12. N 
13. N 
14. N 
15. c 
16. c 
17. c 
18. c 
19. c 
20. c 
21. c 
22. c 
23. N 
24. c 
25. c 
26. c 
27. c 
28 c 
29. N 
JO. C 
31. c 
32. c 
33. c 
34. c 
35. c 
36. c 
37. c 
38. N 
Russian 
Aa a 
Ji Ii b 
ll u v 
r r g 
.ll A d 
E e e/ye 
E e e/ye 
)l{)I( 
3 3 
H II 
11 it 
J{ I( 
JI II 
M1t1-
H 11 
Oo 
11 II 
p p 
cc 
T,. 
Yy 
<Jlti> 
Xx 
u. u. 
I.{ 'I 
zh 
z 
i 
y 
k 
l 
m 
n 
0 
p 
r 
s 
t 
u 
f 
kh 
ts 
ch 
Ww sh 
W.W. shch 
b,, • 
39. N blbl Y 
4.0. N 
41. N 
bb 
93 e 
4.2. N 1010 yu 
43.N 51.n ya 
Ukrainian 
Aa 
Ji Ii 
ll u 
r r 
.ll .u. 
Ee 
a 
b 
v 
g 
d 
e 
€ & ye 
)l{llC 
3 3 
H II 
11 
I i 
fl Ii 
KK 
JI JI 
M1r1 
Htt 
Oo 
ll 11 
p p 
Cc 
TT 
Yy 
ljlqi 
Xx 
u. u. 
I.{ 'I 
zh 
z 
y 
i 
yi 
y 
k 
l 
m 
n 
0 
p 
r 
s 
t 
u 
f 
kh 
ts 
ch 
Ww sh 
W.w. shch 
bb 
1010 yu 
SI JI ya 
Belorussian Bulgarian Serbian Other 
Aa a 
Ji G b 
ll u v 
r r g 
.ll A d 
Ee e/ye 
E t a/ye 
)l{)I( 
3 3 
11 
A Ii 
J{ K 
JI n 
Oo 
IJ II 
I~ p 
Cc 
TT 
Yy 
~ 'j 
<Jitll 
Xx 
u. u. 
I.{ 'I 
Ww 
blw 
bb 
93 
1010 
,SI .R 
zh 
z 
i 
y 
k 
l 
m 
n 
0 
p 
r 
s 
t 
f 
kh 
ts 
ch 
sh 
y 
e 
yu 
ya 
Aa 
Ii Ii 
ll u 
r r 
.llA 
Ee 
)l{)K 
3 3 
H II 
f{ K 
JI 11 
Oo 
II II 
pp 
Cc 
TT 
Yy 
qi," 
Xx 
u. u. 
lt 'I 
Ww 
LU.w. 
b,, 
bb 
1010 
SI n 
a 
b 
v 
g 
d 
e 
zh 
z 
i 
y 
k 
l 
m 
n 
0 
p 
r 
s 
t 
u 
f 
kh 
ts 
ch 
Aa 
Ii Ii 
n u 
r r 
.llA 
1j Ii 
E e 
J j 
J{ I( 
JI JI 
JbJ1> 
i\h1 
HH 
!bib 
Oo 
11 II 
pp 
cc 
TT 
1i h 
Yy 
<Ji '" Xx 
u. u. 
I.{ 'I 
1,11,1 
sh Ww 
sht 
ii 
yu 
ya 
a A a A a A:a: 
b 
z 
i 
j 
k 
l 
lj 
m 
n 
nj 
0 
p 
r 
s 
t 
6 
u 
f 
h 
c 
c 
az 
!. 
>klk )1\)1(. 
j ~ ~ :J 
HRHR 
I 1 I I 
Ooeeee 
<; i; 
T t 
Yy-t·yYy 
Yr Vv Vv 
bl bl 
Figure G-5. Cyrillic alphabet and transliteration chart. 
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Notes: 
1. '!he letters are numbered sequentially for ease of reference. 
'!he alphabetic order given is the convenient one, which is not 
necessarily the traditional one. 
2. 'Ihe letters marked "N" are nonconsonants; arrl the letters 
marked "C" are consonants. 
3. Letters 7 am 8 have alternate transliterations for Russian 
am Belorussian. In all cases, the first transliteration is used 
when the letter cx:::curs after a "C" letter; the seconi transliteration 
is used. in all other cases, includin; when the letter begins the word. 
4. Letter 8 is not considered a separate letter arrl its dieresis 
is often omitted. 
5. Letter 4 is pronounced something like "h" in Ukrainian arrl 
Belorussian arrl "h" is often the :recorcuren:led transliteration. 
However, transliteration "g" is :recatll'OOI'rled here to eliminate 
confusion with the letters transliterated 11sh11 am 11zh. II 
6. '!he "other" category refers to various minority languages in 
the Soviet union, many of which are Uralic or Altaic languages. 
Figure G-5. Cyrillic alphabet and transliteration chart (continued). 
When Ukrainian is identified, pay 
particular attention to the 
transliteration of letter 12. '!he 
recamnerrled transliteration for letter 
4 is "g'' in spite of the fact that its 
pronunciation is closer to ED3"lish "h. " 
Belorussian 
Belorussian is distin:Juished by the 
use of letter 13 arrl letter 39 am the 
non-use of letter 12. Letter 30 is 
unique to Belorussian, but its 
frequency isn't high enough to use it 
sert>ian 
Serbian is spotted easily by the 
several mri.que letters it uses: letters 
6, 16, 19, 22, 28, arrl 35. Sert>ian is 
conventionally transliterated into 
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as an identification sign. As in 
Ukrainian, letter 4 in Belorussian is 
transliterated "g" an:l pronounced like 
"h. It 
Croatian, arxi this is 'What the chart 
gives. '1he diacritics of the croatian 
script are di SCJJSSed in the ''Roman 
ali;::habet languages" section above. 
Macedonian 
Macedonian is spoken by perhaps two 
million people in southeastern 
Yugoslavia. 'Ihe Macedonian alphabet is 
similar to the Serbian, except that 
letters 6 and 28 are not used and 
three other letters are added. 'Ihe 
added letters are letter 4 with an 
acute <->, letter 17 with an acute <->, 
and <S, s>. Macedonian language 
documents are rare. 
ARABIC ALfHABEI' IANGUAGES 
'Ihe Arabic alphabet has generally 
followed the spread of Islam and has 
been used to write rn.merous languages, 
some of which (notably Turkish) no 
longer use it. '!his alphabet, 
appropriately m:xlified, currently is 
used for all the dialects of Arabic and 
for Persian, Urdu, and other 
Irxio-Iranian languages, such as Dari, 
Pashto, and Kurdish. '!he Russian and 
Cyrillic alphabets seem even mre 
related to one another when corrpared to 
Arabic. 
ARABIC AND PERSIAN 
'Ihe best distinction a nonlin;uist 
can make is to separate Persian 
documents from Arabic documents. '!he 
Persian linguist cannot read Arabic, 
and vice versa, unless they know both 
languages. 
Arabic 
Arabic is spoken over a large area 
extending from Morocco on the west to 
borders of ancient Persia· (mcx:lern Iran) 
on the east. 'lhe spoken language 
varies widely in this area, but the 
written language is fairly stama.rd. 
Only a specialist could hope to 
distin:Juish the varieties of Arabic, 
but a shal:p-eyed nonlinguist can lea.m 
to recognize Arabic and distin;Juish it 
from Persian. '!he best in:lication is 
perhaps the presence of letter 32, 
which is not used in Persian. '!he next 
best in:tication is perhaps the frequent 
occurrence of the definite article <JI>, 
which is spelled with letter 1 
(initial) and letter 27 (initial). A 
final characteristic is the absence of 
the special Persian letters: such as 
letters 3, 7, 14, and 26. Since this 
is a negative imication, however, it 
cannot be usa:i by itself to prove that 
a text is Arabic. 
Persian 
Persian is used in Iran. It is 
in:licated by the presence of the 
special Persian letters 3, 7, 14, and 
26, and by the absence of letter 32. 
other in:lications are a paucity of 
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letter l arxi 27 canbinations (the 
Arabic definite article) and a slightly 
different preference in rn.:nneral usage. 
Numeral usage is discussed below and 
illustrated in Figure G-6. 
!nternatjonal Arabic pees Ian lntematjonal Arabic Persian 
0 • 6 , p or , 0 or • 
1 \ l 7 v v 
2 'I' 'I' 8 
" 
/\ 
3 
"" "" 
9 1 , 
4 £ r or t 10 ' . 1o or 1 • 
5 0 cl or 0 20 ,. . To or Y • 
Figure G-6. International, Arabic, and Persian numbers. 
ARABIC NUMERALS 
In school, the numerals used in the 
united states ani m:>St of the rest of 
the world are often called 'Arabic 
numerals, ' but these are not the sane 
forms used in Arabic allilabet 
languages. ~ real Arabic numerals 
are illustrated in Figure G-6. '!his 
figure also shows Arabic am Persian 
variants of the numerals alorg with 
their international equivalents. Note 
that unlike the Arabic allilabet (wdl 
is, of course, read fran right to 
left), ARAB,IC NUMERALS ARE RFAD FRCM 
I.EFT 'ID RIGffi' I 'IHE SAME WAY AS OOR <:MN 
NUMERALS ARE RFAD. 
Document collec:tors should 
familiarize themselves with the Arabic 
numerals so they can read page rnnnbers 
in collected documents am properly 
reassemble docunents that have cane 
apart. Collectors should remember that 
one of the results of the right to left 
orientation of the Arabic allilabet is 
that the apparent ''back" of a document 
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is actually the front. 
Figure G-7 illustrates the Arabic 
alpiabet in its Arabic am Persian 
variants. Notice that each letter has 
four fo:rms, labeled "alone," "final," 
''medial," ani "initial." Notice that 
"initial" is to the right of "final. 11 
'lllese column labels in:licate two of the 
main differences between Arabic script 
am Ranan script: First, the letters 
c.hange in order to connect to other 
letters, ani Secx>rxi, '!HE SCRIP!' IS 
WRITl'EN FRCM RIGffi' 'ID I.EFT. 
'Ihe letters with asterisks by their 
numbers cannot connect to a following 
letter. 'Ihe initial form is used to 
begin a word or when the letter follO'\o/S 
a noncormect:able letter. 'lhe medial 
form is used after a connectable letter 
or when it is used. by itself; for 
example, to letter paragra};tls in a 
document. 
No. Arabic Persian 
Alone Final Medial Initial Alone Final Medial Initial 
l. I l l I I l l I 
2. y '-:-" . y '-:-" 
. I 
. I ' 
3. 
- - - -
'T 'r ; f 
4. • .::,, i.:.:.. : ; ~ i.::. : ; 
i.!J ..:... ! • s. i.!J ..:... ! • j j 
6. 
c::. {! ~ c::. {!. ~ ':' ~ 
7. 
- - € 
(! ~ ... 
- -
• 
8. c. c .. ... c. c .. ... 
9. t ;... . t t ;... 
. 
c. ... .... 
10. ,) J. J. ,) ,) J. J. ,) 
. 
.i. .i. l l .i. .i. l 11. ,) 
12. J .J .J J J .J .J J 
j j j j . j . 13. ) J ) 
• ~ • • 14. - - - - ) J J ) 
15. V" V" .... .. V" V" - ... 
,, 
• 
.:. 4 .. 
. . ~ 16. u* l.J"" 
-
V" l.J"" 
-
17. v" IJ4 ..... . .,ti v" IJ4 ...... 
"" 
18. J1 v4 ..... .,;, J1 v4 ..... .; 
19. 1 .6 k. 1. 1 .6 k L 
__.w•~ -
li 20. J; k k J; J; li 1; 
t... J:. t c.. 
.. ,p 
21. l. A 
.t l 
. ;. 
22. t l . ;. ... A 
23. J l...A . ; J l...A l l A 
24. 0 tJ l i J tJ l ; 
25. 
.!J I!! s: J..- .!J I!! s: J"" 
26. 
- - - -
6' ~ s:. S" 
27. J J 1 J J J 1 J 
28. r r .. ... .. r rt- .. .. 
29. tJ u . J tJ u .:. J A 
30. J J j J J J j J 
31. • .... 
" 
,. 
• 
.... 
" 
,. 
32. , ~ 
- - -
- - -
33. r.S u : l IS u c i 
Figure G-7. The Arabic alphabet. 
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DIAauTICS 
Another feature of the Arabic 
alphabet is the use of diacritics to 
differentiate many of the letters. 
•• 
Figure G-8 illustrates the diacritics 
used in Arabic arrl Persian. 
• 
< > High Dot < > High Double Dot < • • > High Triple Dot 
Low Dot 
< > FlagHigh 
< •• > Low Double Dot 
< -::::=- > Double Flag High 
< •• > 
• 
Low Triple Dot 
< J > Hamza Sign Persian 
Flag Low < > Double Flag Low 
-::::=-
< s > Hamza Sign Arabic 
Figure G-8. The diacritics of Arabic and Persian. 
Using Figures G-7 arrl G-8, note 
that letters 2, 3, 4, 5, 29, arrl 
(partially) 33 have the same base fonn 
with the following diacritics: high 
dot <">, letter 29; low dot<.>, letter 
2; high double dot < .. >, letter 4; low 
double dot < .. >, letter 33, initial arrl 
medial only; high triple dot <''>, 
letter 5; arrl low triple·dot <.,>, 
letter 3. 
letter 8 is the base f onn for 
another diacritic set: High dot <'>, 
letter 9; low dot <. >, letter 6; low 
triple dot < ... >, letter 7. letter 10 is 
the base fonn, arrl letter 11 adds high 
dot < · >. letter 12 is the base fonn. 
letter 13 adds high dot <">, arrl letter 
14 adds high triple dot «'>. letter 15 
is the base fonn arrl letter 16 adds 
high triple dot «'">. 
letters 17, 19, arrl 21 are the base 
fo:rms for letters 18, 20, arrl 22 
respectively; the added diacritic for 
all three is high dot <. >. letters 23 
arrl 24 have approximately the same base 
fonn with high dot<'> on letter 23 and 
high double dot <"> on letter 24. 
Ietters 25 and 26 have the same base 
fonn. letter 25 uses flag < ... > on its 
initial and medial fonn.s arrl hamza sign 
<J> on its final arrl alone fonn.s. 
letter 26 uses double flag <-?> on 
all its fonn.s arrl hamza sign <~> on its 
final arrl alone fonn.s. letter 31 is 
the base fonn, and letter 32 uses high 
double dot <">. For grammatical 
reasons letter 32 is not used initially 
or medially. 
SAMPI.ES OF ARABIC AND PERSIAN 
Figure G-9 gives a sample of 
printed Arabic. Note the frequent 
occurrences of letter 1 an:i letter 27: 
the definite article at word 
beginnings. Remember, words begin on 
the right. 'Ihe seventh line from the 
top, for instance, has four obvious 
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occurrences an:i two other occurrences 
in m:xlif ied fo:rms that have not been 
discussed here. '!here are 18 
occurrences of letter 32, at least one 
occurrence in every line except lines 9 
arrl 11 an:i four occurrences in lines 3 
arrl 8. 
..!.>1..J.>. \'I 4.p.-1) A t.. Wlill .:_,:;1_,AJ'1 Js J 0lS ..lill ..!.U~ ~ ')L..;.U_, 
Jl ~l.k>- J '-!J~1 ~J ~ t.. rr J µ ..!..UJS_, ~_, ~1 ...::.i~t~'Jt_, 
4 '....L.11 ~.ill ...::.i~I ~ Ju 4 ;y~ ~I ...::.i~\c):-1 Ju \ 4U\ll ~tr-I 
J..lr: t.. ~ 4-:--')l.. _, .) ':NI 0-'l J.s:. .J;Ll.:L I ~ WW I ..:,.;; l_,.-4.lu . . ~!_, 
- J~ -~ 0f ~ '} y 0yJ:zll ),;JI 0U Jl.::.l~_, Jl1>-i 0-' µ_,;1 Y..b-J 
.:.r t \ o.)Ll.1 ~ t:J.r:' ....AJ6:- y 0 _,...111 ),;JI 0! ~ _ i;J _r411 J~I .:.r ":)v..s.( 
'il v-:l=JI t!l:.-._r.i- J ...::.i~_)-1 ..i _ _::;;} ~I j~ \J.J:. ~ ~ ~I J__,;:.....J.l 
.:,rl ~~J ~lii;J~ v_;.C-J , ~WI ~l;.:.11 _,I ~I ~L.a.ll .:,r ,,_..~ 
.l2b..:il 0i J.s:. J:l,) ~f ~y...UI Jl;_,f J ,)_r. f ...;IJ - 0yUll 1t.s:..:.."J WJ ~I 
~J> 4 ~Js-~L.-~~~.r.-f...;iJf ~t!L>J~~ 
• l..j'J ,.l_r.-1 0lS .l:z..4.:,..;JI l.lA ~i;,:.... 
Figure G-9. Printed Arabic. 
Figure G-10 illustrates typewritten 
Arabic. Note that lines l, 2 5, ani 
10 begin (on the right) with the 
definite article (letter l ani letter 
27). '1bere are 20 other obvious 
occurrences of these letters at the 
beg.innin:J of words ani several others 
that are less obvious. Lines l, 2, ani 
9 em (on the left) with letter 32. 
Letter 32 occurs five other times in 
the sanple. Arabic script permits some 
letters to be stretched in order to 
even out text on the left. 'Ihe long 
lines at the left of the sairple are 
instances of this. 
---11. ~ .Jri_,;c .J..a.l ~ I ~I• 1.rl" I 1.'J~ e;i ..U I 
+ ··L..:......"¥1 ~~I J.:i- J-AJ '-"' ~':l\ ~I 
JJ 'i,,..Ut u- V\ /i ~~"'WI~ ":11...ol_r\.:......, 
..::.. I • I; ::- ':I \ vJJ \i V' \ y o - \ y t - y y "' 1,,.J 1_, 
'~ "'"' ~ uit· ,-;.II u1 clJ J ~ c ~ ':l ~i, ~~1 
' . 
•• 1 l.l_, ~ t- •\-~~I "':-'\:S ,::Ji u.i I.)!'!.}.; 
J ,• ~ 'J-l \S' ~' 4.J W 1, u.1• t ;.11~,~ u ':l 
e, 1 ~ lt r-rJ &.....; '';L.:.w \S' L WI it~ 1 ~ ~;. 
; }-~ l ,,), ~ 6... • \-~ ~I "':-' l:S r-1.i ~ .)!'!.}.'; 
~i u- J,·b-iJI .r4-- ;,_.., ~ Ji.:-.1' ~~I 
• ~' - \!JJ .l ~ r 1.:- Ait ..iJ u IS' I.SI ~ ~I J L.., 
Figure G-1 o. Typewritten Arabic. 
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Figure G-ll illustrates printed triple dots <.,.>, one in the first line 
Persian. Note the doul::>le flags <"">, am eight IrOre in the rest of the 
two in the first line am eight mre in salti)le. Neither of these diacritics 
the rest of the salti)le. Note the lCM occurs in Arabic. 
. ~ 
c.JL) ~I J_r J.!• JJ~ Jl;-) 1 oT"/\ JL J,) ~.J. V"~ ol.z jl ~ 
~ W .J.:.;:...J !_,:; J_, ~ f I.SJ ~~ 4- ~ o W j I f:J. I ~J 4'i° y y J,) oj \j' 
~,) ;4 JJ.,)~ e.);: ~ ~.J. V"~ .t..z wLj ;,) ..S-l;J'~ _, ~lj~I 
I • ,.. ~ <.JI.~ .L),) ~I ol.z~4 JJI YJ ~ w.,-1 j I ~i 4 _, JJ;JT ~-4 
c.'..lly"I J,) ~I t ~I_,)~ ~.J.&.l- J ~ r.,Slj, ~u J oJ.:.: w (I,'!".) 
i..$-J,) -' .. · ~,)_,.. ;l.6J;I v.I ui ... ~ ~ c.'..lly_I ol.z,)4 w_,-1 jl J .. i..J ~ oL! 1511. 
;lf ..::.--4 c.'..lly_I ~J4'i° F°' ~ l!...k.I. o.l.z,)4 ~-l c.JL,j ;,) Jy..\..Z . .A.::i..,-:_~.., 
LU ~I J,r! ~ ~ ~ itlS""" r.SIJ. J_,1 .:,JJt.::- ~,) J4 _, ,).>! <SJ..:l• 
.1..:iy)1 ul~ -...U U-.1 ~ l..SJ-,A...;)l.z,)4 ~_), jl J ,)l:....) u;.., .t..z <SIY. .Jr:.:,) 
F lgure G-11. Printed Persian (arrows indicate distinguishing features). 
tari 
Dari is used in Afghanistan am 
favored by the government. Since its 
written fonn is heavily influe.nca:l by 
Persian m:x1el.s, there isn't any eaS'f 
way for the nonspecialist to 
distin;JW.sh it frcm Persian. 
RUrdish, Pashto, an:l Uniu 
'!be other notable Arabic alPlabet 
lan;JUa9eS are RUrdish, Pashto, an:l 
Uniu. RUrdish is spoken by the RUrdish 
tribes of Iraq, Iran, an:l Turkey. 
Pashto is used widely in Afghanistan, 
an:l Uniu is the predaninant lan;uage of 
Character lan;uages use writir'.g 
systems with symbols that stam for 
words or ~ elements of words 
rather than for sam::!s. Ctlaracter 
lan;uages, such as hieroglYiili.c 
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Pakistan. '1hese lan;uages contain 
letters an:l diacritics not listed for 
Arabic or Persian. If one of these 
lan;uages is suspecte::l, refer the 
prct>lem to a lin:Jui,st. 
D;yptian, existed in earlier times; but 
today, the only character languages are 
arl.nese am lan;uages that have wholly 
or partially borrowed the Chinese 
system, such as Japanese an:l Korean. 
DISTINGOISHING am.r.ESE, JAPANESE, AND I<'OREAN 
'!he eaB'J way to distin;Jui.sh the 
three lan;uaqes is to look for the 
distinetive ~ic symbols of 
Japanese and Korean. If these symbols 
are not present, conclude that the 
ian;uage is Chinese. Chinese is the 
m::del for the other two, and these 
lan;uaqes borrow freely fran Chinese. 
Figures G-12, G-13, and G-14 give 
sanple texts of Chinese, Japanese, and 
Korean. 
(&~!i!J~) f!Ef:l;ftlC~rlilill*~~if~tllllf!l<J. ~liJ.I:fFT--;.11-l::-•:Tfktt, -;.11A:A•J[ 
~nlt. m111A~. ~~•:1Jn~li. fJ~•.r:tFa~q:i;i-~~~li+~A· 
*~(fEEtlif'1;ft;~Ormli!f•~~ilf~~:Eff*:IJHUtt:f. ~t1illi'.ttl.tlil.AU1~r. iE=Aif\~'it* 
:f:ll*fit.%~~JJUl:J:33:1Jli.I:f1lo fll1Eitil:Eti1'TWJ~!rotel'.f.i', '1J~jt • tH1J( Frank Wylie) ~11Vifi¥ff. 
( Nan.cy Hodes) ~1JOT~iif!J~.kifFo ~~l*Jitf!T~*!t>ifliJl]9BS~WJ*~· 7}<~1!), .X.t;S~, 
~~i1!J!t, .X.llAf, 1PI~~. ~!Erittt. ~$;::t, §Hit&. i;t;fii!Jllt, ·;~JJ lF~. tEiiil~tm'.f.i'l:.t;ffil~. ilWJ 
!!U.li~:fiJ (Elsie Fairfax·Cholmeley), tfl~f!it( Norman Shulman) :ffl?&J'l=*~Xii*"ISBl.ltl~m~11 
tllllit.lHU Ti.'F~3rfJU11J~.ro.. 
*~5;M-tf~rN~i1! .:tIA-=I?. ~~s1&&ilf 4t*#t F:1 f\=f~, ;ttrp'E11i1Wl~'fi£119it~9'!=. t1!£Ab{J 
~*Ht rtm7r ~. filililJ-ttr~illJ .. iiiJ1~~m. iitf~1J1tt:;t!f~~Ui-1· .::.:.rr~. 
Mi-~lmia~r. BSi&-~'X!·.ro.b{1.:t~iiiJt!. ·1rtr. ~ilf, VJnt. ~Jiiat&f>r~:f11U~f·1~t1~ ·11t 
ffliiij ii!. 
Figure G-12. Sample Chinese text. 
Korean and Japanese l~ge 
texts use Chinese characters whenever 
it might be unclear to use one of their 
own symbols. '1his neans that the 
higher or mre academic a text is the 
mre Chinese characters it will have. 
Figure G-12 sho'Ns Chinese 
characters. 'Ihey a.re mre detailed, 
c::anplex, and square or precise than 
Japanese or Korean. 
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Figure G-13 shows Japanese symbols 
with quite a few Chinese symbols. 
Figure G-14 sho'Ns Korean with fewer 
Chinese symbols used. 
NOI'E: North Korean text seldan has .any 
arl.nese characters ·as a matter of 
official policy. 
n~Fl:l:ii~J:i 4 it.: fl n•? ;.t; < t..: IJ -?-?3'.i:;,. .: ? II .t.11. ~'f ;JF t!JJI! 't.I:. Ii, ~.: c 1.:: 1.!i.1~11.:: '& < '° 't' 
i,):;,n:. l.,l)•(,lJ~j]jj'1)nJJ.J!t~A.'t'v•."5. ilf;;: t1: r.trr~/il;kt'J!~1'.J 1.:-?v•"Cli. 1953 •1•lt!l'1)~!f"i'.': 
1"11M'I:., i!'iiff Q) t.: t.>f,';$JtQ)ito!~•l);itf;t_? tit.:'° 't'6'.l:;, n>. ~M'1:l i!T:iEli (, ~ ~,t..,Q).: c. Vi'.tl .': l~~t: '11)vc-1:.-?v'"C-~l~t;Jtd<!:lll t Jifi-r.: .i: 1.::. t.: ~~t..:•·~~ti-tJ•t..: e iit.: . .:ii.1.: -::i• ·-Ci;J:, fil!Jll'tf 
!j}£,LQ) 'IJ!l;JJt..:tl:iii<l.:A? {, Q) (, .P.i., t.:.~I&.ilt-r:;, .':.: ~ 't'h:;, n:, .:t'i .': liJ)IJI:., fJl!Jit.)111 ...: - ;.it• 
€>Wl G:ifJ? "C IJiJ•tntil!;ib ?tif.:Q) 't'h ->-C, fii!Hlfii'U~llL~li <> ., 11? "l:Q)(fl:. l!l? '1.. if-;i'll.: bt.:., 
-c;i.;~1!~~'1)r"i'ii:i&l.!F"'t.:»r.'{.JJ ~ ii.t.:. .: Q)i!fe.m:. 11...:- ;.IQ)lll:i11111~1111 a::*~''"" -~.u1!U .=" ·; r,~n:r;J: 
c = "?n:ui; ri '1:lf!~1.:: -?ti. -c. ~t W-li'l~l'Q)il!iJml:: f'~v·r&:rmm n 1:tmil!i t...ffrZlliiJ • ffrJ!i;1Jt"'i£lJJ11't 
~! <> q) t.t1Jl'l l,...-C*t.:Q)'t', Im< ~*1.::11~Mi.iJJJJ11'1)~tJ:i:ru11 i....t.:Q)'t'.:b "6n>. t'Q)fllJ, lJ.ifll~ 0i'=~· 
N..: 'itJ•v·lil"'i&m.::w; tililT"'Wl <> Jmn .,-c *t.:. cs? 1.::r11lJl1JQ)iJJin• i::. 1:1:~~:J= !\: :JiVJ t,, -Cli!itilii"' 
i!HH:-irr t,,, !!! t.:J~i!Jit-t11;:k1·:;, c "·;:kilt!.> t..:~lll.~ (,iJ!l.Jt-r:;, 1.:3!., t.: . .: = 1:..t"" ·-c. m:.. 
t,i:M, Cf)j;\1 t!:oi!tl:t t..:v•1l:ifiil(.Ji&;ITl:.~lih ~:;,.: c Gt..:!.>, W.~HJUH:'7)~1):k\U-:Ht?ti. fl1.lW1Jt.<i1~. 
= ~t.:Cf~fi < :r.;1~'1) fl b!ll;t .Ql:.lih f.:. 
Figure G-13. Sample Japanese text. 
+ai 11-i!f *mwr~ lllWWJl&:Sl ~ :>J + 7ii oj ~ ~fil:7} JHIJ r~**ni~~J 1!1J=FIJ 20 "rid fUt.Jti'. 
¥_g_.s. ~I'd- ISid:tl: 11~+ 7J-tc9 !f-1~ ~ rif-+1li:. tOt*:~AH- WfUt}7JolJ 01.!!.;J.%'-Ji:f. 01 
r;r+t.5. t;~*~AJSJ ~~ .ar~~ ;IJ.§_ 11-T~ .llJilllr "1""11~ )...1J ~ Jl;t1Ji- A~ Wi:~ * 
at 1'\'. ~ % '-l r.j-. 
-foJ~.:s!.itt, °clo-J..x."'I ~~ 'i·lliA.!i!.""ISJ .:s!.lifllf -s-~1sr ~t.lJL11i- 7}~1.:i:z. -t'lf"11tl ;.tJ . .i+J!.""11::-
St/ft 11-~.lJLPl r~frl;Jll}- rfll;~JSJ 4'- 7}~1 ;ijA}~Sj lli:UaJ~ ~.!::. TToll11JX.. 0cJ:.:s!.~ -r ~r.t-e 
'°J:11llf +al ~_g_j! ~ ~AJtl]o): 11-i:f{:: ~iflt~-i-.?}~J.'.i!. +1119731tloJI r*+~.=. ~~*1$.IUtJ-i­
\.JI •.n. ~ 1lJ .U~H- ~ -i~ 15 ltl~ ..:. '1 :itoiJ oJ ;iq oJ: .:t~t col i!i ~ ~M r~~*_,~,U~ .i..'tr-i-
.:s!.01111 51~%'-Jr.J-, +i!J'll"SJ .2..e lLfd-t ~r.tr.t-t ~nf.!i!. -f.-7J-e, >JJ! s1Jf"f011+ r.J--!-~-e lli:U 
~'ll oJ ~ 7J oil rtl~*-~AJoJ r~-*~~\J .:s!. r.t sl;i 011+ ~1 ~t}1ll 3'l .4Jl OJ '-l r.t. 
Figure G-14. Sample Korean text. 
arlnese is written with several 
thousan:i symbols called characters. 
International numerals are widely used 
an:l scientific an:l technical Chinese 
will contain quoted European 'WOrds in 
Roman letters. 'Ihe characters are 
consb:ucted accordirg to a caiplex 
system based on the use of only a few 
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different stroke types (less than 10) 
an:l a large set of elements called 
"radicals" (about 200). Radicals are 
made up of one or m::>re elements 
associated with them. 'Ihese radicals 
an:l strokes are used to construct the 
characters. '!he characters are thought 
of as occupyin;J a rectangular space an:l 
good calligra?ly allots abcut the same 
area to each character, regardless of 
complexity. 
Figure G-15 shows the fifty IOOSt 
camocm radicals in Chinese. Sane will 
occur by them.selves as characters. 
Most will mre frequently occur as 
constituents of mre catplex 
characters. 'llle People's Republic of 
China has recently chan;red the fonn of 
{ :I: rJ1 ~- tr 
9 32 50 66 93 
u 
* 
r El a 
18 37 53 72 [94) 
}J !A ~ 
* 
~ 
19 38 60 15 [96] 
-. 
0 )t " III ~ 
' 30 40 (61) [SS] 102 
ti LLI t x r 
31 46 [64] 86 104 
sane of these elements, but mst are 
unchan;ed an:l the traditional fonns 
still occur even there. 
Except for rn.nnerical zeroes an:l the 
small circles that are used as 
J;AlllCtuation marks to in:licate the erid 
of a sentence, printed Chinese doesn't 
have arrx circles. If the text has a 
lot of circles an:l curves, suspect some 
language other than Chinese. 
§ 
*' 
==- J) Ji ii 
109 120 149 [163] 181 
E n ft j ~ 
112 (130] 154 167 [184] 
~ _,_,.... ~ r, .~ 
115 [140] 157 169 187 
!It !Ji ~ fA /(IT" 
118 142 159 1[170] 195 
f f .. .§P- '~ ' ,_ 119 (145] [162) 173 196 
Figure G-15. The fifty most common Chinese character radicals. 
Japanese 
Japanese has a mixed writin; 
system. Like the atlnese, the Japanese 
nonnally usa international numerals in 
their scientific arxi technical 
literature: but this isn't the real 
reason their writing' system is mixed. 
Japanese writin; is mixed because in 
general it uses Chinese characters to 
write the lexical stem of nouns arxi 
verbs (the part of the word that 
conveys the basic meanin;J) : arxi a set 
of J;ilonetic symbols invented in Japan 
called hiragana to write the 
granunatical affixes of the nouns arxi 
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verts as well as entire auxiliary 
words. 
Japanese also use another set of 
~ic symbols, also invented in 
Japan, called katakana to write words 
borrowed fran European languages. '!he 
presence of these katakana symbols 
distin;uishes Japanese. Nonnal prose 
will contain pertlaps 60 to 70 percent 
hiragana symbols. Unlike Chinese 
cl'laracters, hiragana are written with 
curved strokes. Katakana are less 
frequent. 
'lhe hiragana are illustrated in 
Figure G-16 arxi the katakana are 
illustrated in Figure G-17. Pay 
particular attention the fifth symbol 
from the left in the bottan rc111 of the 
hiragana (Figure G-16), the one labeled 
"no." this symbol is used to write a 
very catm::in grammatical affix. It will 
alm:st always occur frequently in aey 
Japanese text. 
Figure G-16. The Japanese hiragana syllabary. 
7J ~ ~ I .,. . ~' I ~ -r I --'7J 7 TJ 1uz sa ta ~--2!!.J--2!!! yo ro 111a 
1 ~ ~--;]=- t ~.fl II .:f ~ 
i ki 1hi chi1 ,n hi mi l )i ri ( f.O )i 
'7. ? .. I ~ J ':/] ;<.. 7/• AJ :,..1 JV J ? (w)u 
xi?" -.;:lrl~--1 ~!xiv I .:r. 11 lei 1111 tt n1. ht: m• (y)1 r11 ( 111i1 
"I " ~~ / 1-:-;-I~~ ,, 7 ~ o ko 10 to no ho mo · yo 1 ro (wio n 
Figure G-17. The Japanese katakana syllabary. 
Korean 
Korean can be written entirely in 
its native alphabet. '!herefo:re, 
symbols from this script will 
ove:rwhellnin;Jly predaninate in aey 
nonna.l Korean text. Chinese 
characters, however, are oonsidered 
learned an:i prestigious, so a certain 
number of them will be encoontered in 
quantities that vary with the 
pretensions of the author. 
'!he Korean alphabet was developed 
un:ier the influence of arl:nese writi.n:] 
:roodels, so to the untrained eye Korean 
alphabetic writin:J looks like Cllinese 
characters. '!he letters of European 
alphabets fo:rm words, rut the symbols 
of the Korean alphabet are grouped 
together to fo:rm a syllable. 'Ibis 
means that a Korean word may exte:rrl 
over several group:irgs. 
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Also, \thlile the letters of European 
words are read horizontally, Korean 
aliiJabetic synibols are read 
vertically-fran the tq> to the bottan 
of each groop--with the left prec:edi.n:J 
the right when the symbols are 
side-by-side. 
Figure G-18 illustrates the synibols 
"1 1:1 ~ a: 
- - - -
l.. A e VII 
-
" 
-
t: 0 .:it ~ 
- - - -
.:e. ~ t; lR 
- - - -
'i:t .:?< 7l I-
of the Korean alphabet. , Pay close 
attention to the secom synibol fran the 
left in the thiJ:t1 1:CM I the Ol'le that 
looks like a circle with a stem at the 
12 o'clock position. It is a very 
frequent symbol an:i doesn't look like 
an.yt:hin; that occurs in chl.nese or 
Japanese. 
J: T ~ ~ 
--- - -
-1 -rr ii 4 
---- - -
9 
-
~1 .,.j 
- - - -
..t. 1 ~ ~ 
- - - -
...... 
,, 
-rl I "I'll 
Figure G-18. The Korean alphabet. 
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APPENDIX H 
CliElITCAL AND BIOI.CX;ICAL WARFARE SAMPLING PRCCEilJRES 
:rm:rorocrrON 
OUr ability to collect arrl analyze 
toxic am. chemical agents in time of 
war is very llrp:>rtant. Clear cut 
procedures to collect, package, 
docum:mt, arrl transport chemical 
warfare samples are needed so that we 
can collect in a variety of battlefield 
envirornnents. 'Ihese procedures are 
outlined in this apperxlix. 'Ihese 
procedures are critical for-
o Battlefield commaniers who need 
to knew if the enemy might 
retaliate with chemicals arrl, if 
they do, how to avoid or safely 
cross contaminated areas. 
o Medical personnel who provide 
prophylactic or postcontamination 
trea'bnent. 
o National leaders who ensure that 
foreign goverrnnents corrply with 
existing CB warfare treaties. 
'!his appen:tix provides guidance for 
acquiring arrl packaging suspected CB 
samples for safe shipment. It also 
designates the elements who carry out 
these tasks. 'lb.is includes procedures 
for proper harrlling I labelling I 
packaging, arrl transportin:J suspected 
CB samples from the battlefield to the 
laboratocy. 
OPERATIONAL roNCEPI' 
Olrrent battle doctrine presupposes 
a nonlinear battlefield where nuclear 
arrl chemical weapons are tactically 
integrated. By using lon;-ran]e 
weapons, the depth of the battlefield 
is extenied arrl close-in, rear, arrl 
deep operations may be fought 
concurrently. 
~tions in this environment are 
extremely fluid arrl highly lethal. 
Clearly, NBC doctrine arrl procedures, 
including reconnaissance operations, 
are critical to mission ao::xmplishm:mt. 
Commanders must consider the 
potential for enemy use of biological 
weapons. 'Ibey must be prepared to act 
quickly when chemical or biological 
warfare is suspected to minimize its 
effects. Sare of the indications of 
CB warfare are: 
o Unexplained sickness or death. 
o ordnance (munitions) containing 
known or suspected CB agents. 
o Attacks involving an unknown 
causative agent. 
o Outbreaks of mission-degrading 
syirptams. 
When CB warfare is suspected, 
samples are collected, labelled, 
secured, arrl transported to the 
a,wropriate facility for analysis. 
CDUECl'ION AND MANAGEMENT 
Sanples suspected of containing CB 
agents are divided into two categories 
according to their origin: 
environmental arrl bianed.ical. Both 
medical arrl nonmedical tmits arrl teams 
are responsible for collecting samples 
suspected of containing CB agents. 
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Use the f ollowirg procedures to 
collect and manage environmental and 
biomedical samples followin; a 
suspected CB attack. WFAR APP.OOPRIATE 
MISSION-ORIENTED PRCY!'ECI'IVE FOS'IURE 
(IDPP) CWIHING. 'Ih.e packagin; 
procedures listed here can ensure the 
Personnel responsible for the 
collection of environmental sanples 
are--
o NOC reconnaissance teams. 
0 TECl:IINI' teams. 
o Preventive medicine units. 
o EDD teams. 
NCYI'E: When possible, obtain backgrourrl 
sanples from "clean" areas beyan::i the 
safety of personnel harxilin; the 
sarrples in transit as well as making 
sure that the sanples are not 
contaminated. Use the followin; 
procedures to identify and document 
environmental and bic:m:rlical sanples. 
perimeter of the attack site and use 
these as baseline data for 
comparisons. Collect these the same 
way you collect sarrples from 
contaminated areas; however, package 
each of the sanples separately. 
Cmplete a Sample D:x::urnentation 
Fonn 1, Agent rata, on all sanples. 
(See Figure H-1.) Use agent detector 
kits. Record the results on the Sample 
D::x::umentation Fonn 1; this fonn can be 
used with the NOC-6 report. 
'fypes of Samples 
Environmental CB agent samples are 
collected in the field. - '!hey include 
samples of-
o Liquid aerosols or vapor. 
o Vegetation. 
0 Soil. 
o Water. 
o Small animals. 
o F.quiprent arrl ordnance. 
Packagin; Samples 
Package the sanples in accordance 
with the instructions that follow. 
Liguid Aerosol arrl Vap:>r. 
To sample liquid aerosols arrl 
vapors-
o Use an electric or hand p..mp to 
collect the air in two Tenax 
GC-Type Chemical 'l'Ubes. (Record 
the type of p.mp used and the 
volune sampled.) 
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o Return the sanplin; tube to the 
piglette. 
o Mark the outside with a sanple 
identification ccxie. See Figure 
H-2. 
o Close the en:1s tightly. 
o Attach a Sample r:tx::u:mentation 
Fonn. 
SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: 
1. Reason for collection 
__ Chem or bio attack 
__ Chem or bio alann 
activated 
_Soldiers 'b:>cnnj n;, sick 
_Soldiers dyin; 
__ Positive M256 or 
chemical detection 
__ Positive recon team 
f in:lin;Js 
__ other~~-~~--~-~~--------~ 
2. I.Dcation 3. rate an:i Time 4. Unit or Collector 
Tc:Mn: Sample of collection: 
Countl:y: Sample of attack: 
Coordinates: 
5. Terrain description 
Flat Hills 
Jungle Shore 
6. Weather 
Mountain 
River 
Desert 
Sparce Trees 
Clear Cloudy Rainy Fog S110Vi rusty Mist 
7. Wirrl 
None Wirxly Gusts Mild Breeze High Wims 
8. o:ior (Only if noted. Waft it to nose, rut do not 
make a deliberate attempt to sniff sanple.) 
None SWeet Fruity Irritating Pe{:.per 
Flc:Mer Cllan:Jin:J other 
SAMPLE IDENI'IFICATION NUMBER: 
9. Synptcms Tine of onset.___ _____ _ 
Dizziness ruration of ~----
Partial or full paralysis 
Headache 
Blurred vision 
Test of consciousness (other synptans in SF 600) 
Figure H-1. Sample Documentation Form 1, Agent Data. 
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10. Consist.ency 
Sm::>ke Mist rust 
Visible Invisible 
11. Exclosion 
Rain Gel Ory 
Air Grall'Xi other~~~~~~~~~~-Descr ibe: ___________ ___,, ______ _ 
Fstima:ted Height: Size: ___ Distance: ___ _ 
12. Delivezy methods unknam Artillery Mortar 
RFG or Grenade Rocket Aircraft other 
Describe=-~~~~~~~~~~~~-~--
13. Description of sample am state of sample 
soil Multiple envirornnental samples 
Vegetation (Circle) Yes No 
other 
14. Description of sample am state of sample 
Biomedical 
Urine Tissue sample 
Blood (Describe) 
other body fluids 
Fresh Aged Color 
size of Sample'------------------
Figure H-1. Sample Documentation Form 1, Agent Data (continued). 
Vegetation. Collect vegetation which 
appears in any way different fran 
nonnal neai:by vegetation, such as 
discolored or withered vegetation or 
vegetation havin;J powder or drq>lets 
present. Vegetation sanples should be 
collected at several locations within 
suspected contaminated areas. To 
collect samples-
o cut several affected leaves or a 
hardful of grass. (I)) not crush 
the sample. ) 
o Place the sanple in a mylar bag 
am seal it. 
o Collect similar reference 
vegetation fran an tma.ffected 
area am place it in a sei;>arate 
mylar bag am seal. ('Ihe minimum 
sample size of value is three 
leaves or three han::lsful of 
grass.) One leaf is of little 
value but is better than 
nothing. Bark is acceptable but 
not preferred. 
o Mark the bag with a sanple 
identification I1U1IU:>er. 
soil. Collect sanples frcm areas 
stained with oils or powders, from 
discolored areas, or fran areas that 
look different in appearance from the 
surroun:lin; soil. A similar soil 
sanple fran an tma.ffected area is 
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1. Samples acquired by a goverrnnent official or provided by 
another source must be carefully controlled to be of the 
greatest value. To aCXXll'plish this, i;.hysical custody of 
the sample is naintained by the government representative. 
A sample identification number is also assigned arxi affixed 
to the sample or its container. 
2. To prevent confusion, the sanple number must be used when 
:referrin;;J to the sample or to info:rmation concemi.rg its 
acquisition. A sanple number consists of the follcwin;J: 
a. Country of acquisition. '!his is a two-digit alpiabetic 
code for the country where the sample was collected. 
b. rate Acquired. 'Ihis consists of a six-digit mnnerical 
code for the year, m:>nth, arrl day when the sample was 
collected. 
c. Sample sequence number. 'Ibis is a three-digit 
mnnerical code. It begins with sanple number 001, 002, 
003, arxi so fo:rth. 
d. Collector identification. 'Ihis consists of a two- or 
~git alphabetic abbreviation of the collector's 
first a.rd last name. When the identity of the 
collector~ to be protected, it should be coded by 
usin;;J XA through XZ arrl then XXA through XXZ, if 
necessary. Keep an in::iex of codes arrl identities 
separately in classified files so that you can contact 
the person again if you need to. 
IA-850115-002-JD 
IA 
850115 
002 
JD 
= Sample was acquired by a 
collector in Iaos. 
= Sample was obtained 15 Jan 85. 
= 'Ihis is the secord sample received 
on 15 Jan 85 by the collector. 
= 'lhe saitt'le was collected by Jc:im J):)e. 
Figure H-2. Example identification and control. 
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nee::ied. for reference (soil of the same 
type am. texture is preferred) • 'Ihe 
m.ininn.nn sanple volume is approximately 
the size of a cigarette pack on its 
side. 
o Use a knife, spoon, spatula, or 
piece of metal to collect the 
sanple. 
o Place the san:ple in a mylar bag. 
o Mark the bag with a sample 
identification number. 
Water. Use the M272 water test kit or 
other appropriate test kit to-
o Detennine the presence of 
chemical agents. 
o Record the test results on a 
sanple Ikx::umentation Fonn 1. 
o Take samples at stan:ling pools or 
alo~ streams wh~ dead animals 
are seen. 
To collect bulk water samples 
(preferred when oily globules or 
suspended. solids are present): 
o Skim surface water into teflon 
bottle. 
o Fill the bottle, screw on the 
top, arxi ensure the seal is leak- · 
proof with parafilln or plumber's 
antiseize tape. 
o Mark a sample identification 
number on bottle. 
When us~ the SepPak cartridge for 
liquid sanpl~, consider the 
foll CM~: 
o 'Ihe C-18 SepPak cartridge 
extracts am concentrates 
contaminants in water. 
o Methanol am distilled. water is 
used. to prime the SepPak. 
Slc:Mly draw 200 milliliters (ml) of 
sample water through the cartridge with 
a 50 ml syr~e. Discard the liquid 
am syrin;Je. Place the cartridge in a 
teflon bottle marked with a sample 
identification number. 
To cbtain a sample of sludge on the 
shore or frcm a shallow bottom: 
o Scoop the top of solids with an 
open bottle. 
o Close the bottle arxi seal it with 
parafilln. 
o Mark the bottle with an 
identification number. 
o Place several sanple bags in one 
mylar bag. 
o Place the reference samples in a 
separate mylar bag. (lb not 
overfill.) 
o Press excess air fran the bag an::1 
seal the adhesive en:i. 
o seal the package with tape. 
o Mark sample identification 
number(s). 
o Include the 8anple D:x::umentation 
Fonn 1. 
Small Animals. Mammals are preferred. 
To package small animals for 
evacuation-
o Place the animal in a mylar bag. 
o Press excess air from this bag. 
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o Seal the adhesive flap arxi seal 
the bag with tape. 
o Mark with sal!ple identification 
m:nnber. 
o Attach the Sample IXJculoontation 
Fonn 1. 
F.guipment arxi Ordnance. :Before 
approach.in] or harxllin; any exploded or 
unexploded ordnance, contact the EDD 
unit for assistance. 'Ihe EDD unit 
atte.rrQ?ts to identify the ordnance by 
physical characteristics or markirgs 
an:1 then ren:ier it safe. If the 
ordnance is CB in origin, EDD packs the 
sanple in the field arxi transfers it to 
a TEaITNT element for transfer to 
CONUS. 
'Ihe sa:nple must be marked with a 
sa:nple identification number. It must 
be docmnented with the Sample 
n::x::umentation Fonn 1 arxi 00 Fonn 1911, 
Materiel Courier Receipt. 
Protective equiprent arxi clothin;J 
frail casual ties can be i.n;:ortant 
sources of CB agent sanples. To get a 
sa:nple-
0 Place the equiprent or clothin; 
in a lru;:ge mylar bag. 
o Fold, expel excess air from the 
bag, an:1 seal. 
o Mark the bag with an 
identification number. 
o Place the bag in a seco:rrl mylar 
bag. 
o Seal an:1 mark with an 
identification number. 
o Cooplete arxi attach the 
D::x:::umentation Fonn 1. 
o Forward the sa:nple to TEOITNT for 
transfer to corps G2. 
o D::>onoont the transfer on DD 
Fonn 1911. 
BICMEDICAL SAMPIES 
We get bianedical sanples f:ra:n 
acutely ill soldiers havin; synptcms of 
CB agent intoxication or f:ra:n personnel 
killed in an attack. 'Ihe follONin; 
elements collect these sanples: 
o Battalion-level medical units. 
o Division-level medical treatlrent 
facilities. 
o canbat zone hospitals. 
o o::mnunications zone hospitals. 
o Evacuation hospitals. 
o NOC reconnaissa:noe teams (small 
animals only). 
0 Medical TECHINl' teams. 
In the theater of operations, these 
teams can OOta.in bianedical sa:nples 
frail patients arxi cadavers. 
'Ihe best bianedical sa:nple is an 
acutely ill soldier or a cadaver 
evacuated to CONUS immediately. 
Ccuplete Sample Docurrentation Fonn 1, 
Figure H-1, sample Identification an:1 
Control, Figure H-2, an:1 Sample 
Ik>cumentation Fonn 2, Figure H-3 on all 
bianedical sanples. A copy of the 
J;ilysical examination or an extract of 
significant fi:rrlings is enclosed with 
the bianedical sal!ples. 
'Ihe follONin; sa:nples should be 
collected whenever casualties occur. 
'Ihey shcW.d be collected in triplicate; 
distributin;J tW'O with.in CONUS an:1 
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HEAD 
__ Headache 
__ Dizziness 
EYE 
__ Loss of consciousness 
__ Hearing arrl seeing 
strame things 
__ Dilllness of vision (reduced light) 
__ Blurred vision 
NOSE 
__ Runny nose 
'lHROAT 
__ Increased saliva 
__ Hoarseness 
RE.SPIRAIDRY 
__ Nose bleed 
__ Bleeding 
__ Dry 1101th 
__ Difficulty breathing __ Wheezing 
__ Coughing blcx:x:ly sp.itum __ Increased sputum 
HEAR!' 
__ Heart running fast 
__ Heart pourrling 
GAS'ffiOINI'ESTINAL 
Nausea __ Vomiting (color, frequency, 
__ Bloody diarrllea contents) 
__ Diarrllea (content, 
frequency I water) 
__ vomiting blood 
GENI'IUJRINARY 
__ Bloody urine 
MUSaJI..OSKEI.ErAL 
__ Muscle twitchings (local or general) 
__ Seizure (convulsions) 
__ Paralysis (part affected, partial or total) 
__ Muscle weakness 
SKIN 
Redd • 
-- emng 
__ Itching 
__ Blister pain 
__ Pain 
__ Numbness 
Figure H-3. Sample Documentation Form 2, Symptoms. 
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sending one to the area medical 
laboratory. 
o Urine. 
o Whole blood or serum. 
0 Sputum. 
0 cerebrospinal fluid. 
o Oigans arrl tissues. 
o Mediastinal lymph node. 
Once collected, samples are 
refrigerated or chilled immediately. 
00 NOI' FREEZE. Sample Il'.:x::ulrentation 
Fems 1 arrl 2 (see Figure H-3) are 
completed on all biomedical samples. 
Medical personnel perf onn biomedical 
sample collection to ensure that a 
valid sample is obtained. 'lhe 
following guidance applies to 
collecting samples. 
o Collect samples fn:in patients 
during acute ~ arrl at day 7. 
o Collect urine samples (20-50 ml 
per sample x 3) in urine spec.imen 
cups. Secure the top of the cup 
with wide tape, arrl place the cup 
in individual sealable bags. 
o Collect whole blood or serum 
samples (5 ml per sample x 3) in 
red-top blood tubes arrl place in 
individual, sealable bags. 
o Collect sputum only from acutely 
ill patients (x 3). 'lhese 
samples are collecte:i in urine 
cups. Secure the cup with wide 
tape arrl place it in .individual 
sealable mylar bags. 
0 Collect cere.brospinal fluid (2 ml 
per sa:rrple x 3) in red-top blood 
tubes arrl place in individual, 
sealable bags. 
o Take at least 30 grams of organs 
or tissues (human, post:m::>rtem x 
3) arrl place in a sterile 
container in individual, sealable 
bags. Refrigerate immediately. 
(Liver, spleen, lun:;r, 
subcutaneous fat, cerebral spinal 
fluid, kidney, heart, and brain.) 
o Collect at least two mediastinal 
lytl1!il nodes. 
o Take anllna1 tissue samples as a 
lower priority to human samples. 
o Animals should be mannnalian only 
(no birds). 
Once critical ar.d significant 
biomedical sa:rrples are identified in 
oo:::NJS, they are tunled over to TEClilNI' 
for disposition to appropriate 
laboratories (OONCJS or CXX>NUS). Sample 
D:x:::umentation Fo:rns 1 arrl 2 provide 
sample arrl corrd:>orative information. 
PA~ING BICMEDICAL SAMPI.ES 
Biomedical samples must be properly 
packaged. Proper packaging keeps the 
sample from getting contaminated. It 
also ensures that illness, djsease, or 
death does not result during transport 
arrl storage. To properly package 
biomedical samples: 
o Place the mylar bag(s) or sample 
container ( s) in a plastic bag. 
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o Re.oove excess air arrl seal 
tightly. 
o Mark the container with a sample 
identification number. 
o Place 1 to 2 inches of packing 
material (venniculate or foam) 
aroun:l the sample bag in a rigid 
container. 
o Wrap jars, tubes, or specilren 
cups in a bll:::ble wrap or other 
suitable material so they do not 
m::we in the container. 
o Place a lid on the container am 
seal with wide tape. 
o Place a wa.min;J on the oo:tside of 
the container as folla..lS: 1100 
NC1I' OPEN. cx:NI'AINS HAZARIXXJS OR 
INFECI'IOOS MATERIAL OR SUSPECrED 
OIEMICAL OR BIOI.OOICAL AGENIS. II 
o Place the environmental am 
bicmed.ical samples in an 
insulated chest. 
o Ensure that the sample is packed 
tightly am an adequate suwly of 
refrigerant is available. 
0 Seal the chest am label 
accordir~ly. 
o Inspect the packagin:J prior to 
its departure fran the CXX>NUS 
theater of operation to OONUS. 
o 'Ihe prcx::edure shoold further ireet 
the specification rontained in 'IM 
38-250, para 10-51; Title 42, 
cm11-25; am CFR49, parts 
173,386 am 173,387 for 
etiological agents. 
o n:cument all samples with Sample 
D:::onnentation Fonns 1 am 2. 
o Number samples per instructions 
in Figure H-2. 
o Forward samples through 
intelligence channels to corps 
G2. (Finiin;J units are 
responsible for this.) 
o D:::onnent the sample transfer with 
00 Form 1911, Materiel Courier 
Receipt. See Figure H-4. 
EVACUATION 
When it is necessa:r.y, the G2 
ensures that additional packagirg am 
cx:msolidation of doubly ~ samples 
is done before the materiel is shii;:ped 
on to mNUS. '!he G2 carpletes the 
sample identification in accordance 
with Attachment B am docunent sample 
transfers on 00 Fonn 1911. 
Division surgeons sen:i samples 
through MI channels to the Corps G2. 
When people die fran CB causes, the 
division or the corps surgeon 
coordinates with canbat units am 
graves registration units to transfer 
the bodies quickly to battalion-, 
division-, or corps-level ireclical units 
or hospitals to obtain bicmed.ical 
samples. '!hey use 00 Form 1911 to 
dcx:::rnoont sample transfers. 
'!he ro:rps G2 cooroinates sample 
shipnents to awroved cnrus am CXX>NUS 
laboratories am to the area ireclical 
laborato:r.y. '!he G2 nust notify the us 
Anny CB Agent Technical Evaluation 
Board (CBATEB) within one hour after a 
sarcple suspected of containing CB 
agents is received. '!he G2 also makes 
aey other required notifications 
prat¢J.y. 
Generally, samples are evacuated 
through MI channels. C'anbat units make 
sure samples are delivered to someone 
who can get the material to the G2. 
'!he G2 is responsible for properly 
packagin;J I documentin;J t a00 notifyin;J 
ccmnan:ler, CMEC. Figure H-5 lists 
these responsibilities. 
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Figure H-4. Department of Defense (DD) Form 1911, 
Materiel Courier Receipt. 
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PACI<AGING AND SHIPPING 
'!he G2 ensures that-
o Packagin; is inspecte:i visually for signs of leakirq or 
breakage. · 
o '!he outer wrawiIXJ is intact. oo NOT UNWRAP. overwrap if any 
irregularities exist. 
o If oven1rawin; is required, the time, date, place, arxi reason 
are given. 
o Samples are refrigerated or chilled (00 NOT FREEZE). 
o Delays are minimized. 
'!he G2 forwards all samples from the theater to cq::proved CDNUS or 
oc::nms laboratories arxi the area medical laboratoJ::y 12 to 24 hours 
after they are collected. If sanples are not shipped within 24 hours, 
they lose their operations arxi intelligence value. 
'!he G2 is responsible for properly doc::urrentin; sanples. '!he 
followin; infonnation lIILlSt acc:a:rpany every sanple: 
o Sample D:>cumentation Fonns 1 arrl 2. 
o DD Fonn 1911, Materiel Courier Receipt (see Figure H-4). 
NOI'IF!lING 
When the G2 serrls the notification message, it is IIBrked 
"immediate precedence" arrl has the a.i:prcpriate security classification 
IIBrkin;Js. '!he action addressee is cm CRDEC Aro MD//ceATEB//. '!he 
notification message contains the sample identification number arrl any 
details about how the sample was acquired. '!his message provides the 
followin; infonnation: 
o Backgrouni infonnation. 
o :Rlysical description. 
o Results of preli:minary tests after sample collection. 
o Where, when, arxi unjer what coniitions the sample was acquired. 
o Description of incident. · · 
o casualty synptars (if applicable) • 
o Shipnent information, such as: 
- Shippin; date. 
- Type of transportation. 
- Flight number am destination; ErA cx:ws. 
- Shipnent description (such as size arxi weight). 
Figure H-5. Intelligence Officer (G2) responsibilities. 
Figure H-5. Intelligence Officer (G2) responsibilities. 
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AC. 
ADP 
~CSI 
AFIN 
AFMIC 
AFSC 
AIA 
AM 
AMB 
AMC 
anm:> 
amp 
AR 
ASAC 
ASP 
ATD 
A'lGi 
ATP 
attn 
AVIM 
AZ 
bde 
bio 
bn 
B'1 
c2. 
CA 
CASr 
CB 
~ 
CXl.mc 
CED 
C-E 
CEE 
CEM 
d1em 
CI 
CM&D 
a.me 
CML 
co 
Active catponent 
autana.tic data processin;J 
Air Force Assistant Chief of staff for Intelligence 
Air Force Intelligence 
Al:med Forces Medical Intelligence Center 
Air Force Systems C'amlar¥i 
Anrr:l Intelligence Aqercy 
amplitude m:xiulate.d 
aviation maintenance battalion 
Anrr:l Materiel C'amlar¥i 
ammunition 
amplitude 
Anrr:l regulation 
all-source analysis center 
ammunition SIJH?lY point 
associated technical dcx:innent 
antitank guided missile 
ammunition transfer point 
attention 
aviation intennediate maintenance 
Arizona 
brigade 
biological 
battalion 
biological ~are 
canmarxi ani control 
civil affairs 
catalog of awroved s&TI tasks 
chemical ani biological 
Chemical ani Biological 1'.gent Technical Evaluation Board 
canbined captured Materiel Exploitation Center 
captured enemy documents 
oc:mm.mications-electronics 
captured enemy equipnent 
captured enemy materiel 
chemical 
c:nmterintelliqence 
oollection management ani di sseni nation 
captured Materiel Exploitation Center 
chemical, medical I arxi logistics 
c::axpany 
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~ 
OCSINI' 
DEI.'ECHREP 
DF 
DIA 
DISCXM 
Il1SO 
OOD 
cs 
DI'G 
mo 
FAC 
FACIC 
ECB 
ECCM 
ECM 
EDD 
EEW 
EI'A 
EW 
FASr 
FM 
FMEP 
FMIG 
FMME 
FMMEP 
FMP 
FSB 
FS'IC 
FID 
Gl 
G2 
G3 
G4 
GS 
G!r 
complementary technical report, type B 
Continental United States 
Corps S\lpp:)rt canman:i 
corps storage area 
canbat service support 
chemical warfare 
Department of the 'Arrcrj 
'Arrcrj Deputy Chief of staff for Intelligence 
detailed technical report 
direction f irrling 
~fense Intelligence Agercj 
Division SUpport Cormnarrl 
division nedical supply officer 
Department of ~f ense 
direct support 
date time group 
district transportation officer 
echelons above corps 
Echelons M:x:Ne Corps Intelligence Center 
echelons corps arxl below 
electronic counter countenteasures 
electronic countei:Iooasures 
explosive ordnance disposal 
enemy prisoner of war 
estimated time of arrival 
electronic warfare 
forward area support team 
field manual/frequency mxlul.ated 
fo:reign materiel exploitation progzam 
fo:reign materiel intelligence group 
fo:reign medical materiel exploitations 
Fo:reign Medical Materiel Exploitation Program 
foreign materiel program 
forward support battalion 
Fo:reign Science arxl Techoology Center 
fo:reign tedmology division 
Assistant Chief of staff, Gl, Personnel 
Assistant Chief of staff, G2, Intelligence 
Assistant Chief of staff, G3, Operations 
Assistant chief of staff, G4, Iogistics 
Assistant chief of staff, G5, Civil Affairs 
Greenwich mean time 
Glossazy-2 
HEAT 
hq 
HQJ:l?1 
hr 
HUMINI' 
IADB 
IAW 
IEW 
inf 
info 
INS<XM 
intel 
IPB 
nw 
IR 
ISE 
ITAC 
J2 
J3 
JCMEC 
JCS 
JIC 
JTF 
ma.int 
MCC 
MO) 
mech 
nro 
MEDIJ:X; 
MEOOCM 
MI 
ml 
MMC 
MJPP 
MP 
1'15B 
1'15IC 
msl 
high e}(}?losive antitank 
headquarters 
headquarters, Department of the Anny 
hour 
human intelligence 
Inter-American Defense Board 
in accordance with 
intelligence arxi electronic warfare 
infantcy 
inf onnation 
Intelligence arxi Security CO:mnarrl 
intelligence 
Intelligence preparation of the battlefield 
prisoner of war interrogation 
inf onnation requirements 
intelligence SUJ;P:>rt element 
Intelligence '.Ihreat Analysis center 
intelligence officer of the joint headquarters 
Operations Directorate 
Joint Captured Materiel Exploitation Center 
Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Joint Intelligence Center 
joint task force 
maintenance 
Movement Control center 
m::wement control off ice 
mechanized 
nroical 
Medical Logistic Battalion urrler future force structure 
nroical, SUfPly, q:>tical, ard maintenance 
military intelligence 
milliliter 
Materiel Management centers 
mission-oriented protective posture 
military police 
maintenance SUJ;P:>rt battalion 
missile an:I space intelligence center 
missile 
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N 
NA'IO 
NAVJNra:t.1 
NBC 
no 
NPIC 
NSA 
NTC 
Nl'IC 
NUCmr 
OCONUS 
OIXSINr 
OPFOR 
OPIAN 
O:EORD 
OPSEC 
PIR 
roL 
FM 
mEl'EClffiEP 
PSYOP 
pJb 
IW 
RC 
R&D 
recon 
RF 
RFA 
RII 
RFG 
RSP 
S2 
S3 
S4 
SAIDI'E 
salv 
S&S 
S&TI 
SIJI' 
SF 
SIGINr 
SJA 
SME 
no 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
Naval Intelligence Comnmrl 
nuclear, biological, an:i chemical 
number 
National Phatograµric Intel:pretation Center 
National Security 'Pi:Je.r'C:f 
National Train.in:; Center 
Naval Technical Intelligence Center 
nuclear intelligence 
outside Continental United states 
Off ice of the Oepity Orief of staff for Intelligence 
q:posin;J forces 
operations plan 
operations order 
operations security 
priority intelligence requirements 
petroleum, OilS I am lubricants 
provost marshal 
prel.iminacy technical report 
psychological operations 
p.lblication 
prisoner of war (in STANAGs only) 
Reserve catp:>nent 
research am dev~cpnent 
reconnaissance 
radio frequency 
request for assistance 
request for intelligence inf onnation 
rocket propelled grenade 
rerrler safe procedure 
Intelligence Officer (US Anny) 
Operations am Trainin;J Officer (US Anny) 
S\J±:ply Officer (US Anny) 
size, activity, location, unit, time, equiprent (spot re}:X)rt 
fonnat) 
salvage 
suwly am sei:vice 
scientific am technical intelligence 
sin;Jle discipline team 
stan:1ard fonn 
signals intelligence 
staff JUdge Advocate 
subject matter expert 
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SOP 
SREM 
SSR 
STANAG 
STARDEX 
S'K!ElJR 
STCFE 
STIR 
sup 
TAAcx:M 
TAcx:M 
TAMCA 
TAREX 
TB 
TEB 
TEOID'.)C 
TEClillil' 
'IM 
'ffiAIX)C 
trans 
UCMJ 
us 
USA 
USAF 
USAICS 
USMC 
USSR 
UIM 
W&M 
y 
starrlin;1 operating procedure 
short-range ballistic missile 
Soviet Socialist Republic 
Starrlardization Agreeroont 
irrlex of awroved S&TI tasks 
Science an:i Technology Center - Europe 
Science an:i Technology Center - Far Fast 
S&TI register 
suw1y 
'Iheater Arrrrf Area Ccmnarrl 
Tactical Arrrrf Cormnani 
'Iheater Arrrrf Movement Control Aqercy 
target exploitation 
technical bulletin 
tactical exploitation battalion 
technical doa.nnent 
technical intelligence 
technical manual 
us Anrr-.1 Trainin:J an:i IX>ctrine Ccmnan:i 
transportation 
Unifonn Code of Militacy Justice 
United states 
us Anrr-.1 
US Air Force 
us Anrlf Intelligence Center an:i School 
us Marine Coi:ps 
United Soviet Socialist Rep.lblics 
universal transverse mercator 
vehicular SIOC>ke system 
weapons an:i munitions 
yes 
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a:J1MUNICATIONS INTELLIGENCE 
(IX>D, IADB) 
MATERIAI.S 
MATERIEL-(IX>D) 
MEDICAL INI'ELLIGENCE-(IX>D) 
OEFmITICNS 
Technical an::i intelligence inf onnation 
deriverl fran foreign communications by 
other than the interrlerl recipients. Also 
callerl a:MINI'. 
'Ihe Arrrr:f program for exploiting, 
developing, or p:rovidirq foreign military 
materiel, ccmnercial representations of 
foreign materiel with potential military 
awlication, relaterl foreign dcx:::un:ents in 
the Arrrr:f invento:cy, an:l exploitation 
reports on this materiel of value to US 
intelligence, research an:i developrrent, 
test an:l evaluation, an:i military 
planning, operations an:i training. 
'!his includes planning concern:ir.q 
intelligence an:i non-intelligence 
acquisition requi.rem=nts, manageirent of 
signature an::i simulator programs, 
participation in evacuation efforts, and 
support to the ~ing Forces Program. 
'!his tenn will not be used in the text. 
RaW substances t scrap f semi.finished and 
finished; supplies. 
All items (inc:luding ships, tanks, 
self-propelled weapons, aircraft, etc., 
an:i relaterl spares f repair parts an:i 
support equipnent, but excluding real 
property, installations, an:i utilities) 
noc:essary to equip, operate, maintain, and 
support military activities without 
distinction as to its application for 
administrative or combat purposes. 
'Ihat category of intelligence resulting 
fran collection, evaluation, analysis, and 
interpretation of foreign medical, 
bio-scientif ic, an:i environmental 
inf onnation whidl is of interest to 
strategic planning an:l to military medical 
planning an:i operations for the 
conservation of the fighting st:J:'en3th of 
frierx:lly forces an:i the fonnation of 
assessments of foreign medical 
capabilities in both military an:i civilian 
sectors. 
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NUCIBAR lNI'ELLIGENCE-(OOD) 
SCIENI'IFIC AND TECliNICAL 
INI'EILIGENCE-(OOD, IADB) 
TEaiNICAL OO'ELLIGENCE-(NA'IO) 
Intelligence infonnation derived from the 
collection an:i analysis of radiation an:i 
other effects resultin; fran radioactive 
sources. Also called NUcmr. 
'Ihe product resul tin; fran the 
collection, evaluation, analysis, and 
intei:pretation of foreign scientific and 
technical infonnation which covers: a. 
foreign develc:pne.nts in basic applied 
:researdl arrl in applied ergineerin;J 
techniques; an:i b. scientific arrl 
tedmical characteristics, capabilities, 
arrl limitations of all foreign military 
systems I a00 materiel I the researdl arrl. 
develq;:ment related there to, and the 
production methods e.nployed for their 
manufacture. Also called S&T 
Intelligence. 
Intelligence concernin;J foreign 
t:echoological develc:pne.nts, an:i the 
perfonnanc:e an:i operational capabilities 
of foreign material, which have or may 
eventually have a practical application 
for military p.u:poses. 
(JCS Pub 1 definition.) 
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~ RJBLICATIONS 
Required publications are sources that 1.lSerS must read in order to 
urrl.erstarrl or to comply with this publication. 
Field Manuals (FMs) 
34-1 Intelligence an:i Electronic Warfare Operations 
34-37 Echelons Above corps Intelligence and Electronic Warfare 
Operations 
REIA'IED RJBLICATIONS 
Related publications are sources of additional infonnation. 'Ibey are 
not required in order to un::ierstand this publication. 
Arrrr:f Regulations (ARs) 
(U) 10-53 
59-8 
75-15 
350-2 
380-5 
380-6 
381-26 
700-99 
US Army Intelligence an:i Security Commarrl, Confidential 
Department of Defense (OOD) a:mo:ron User Airlift 
Responsibilities and Proo:rlures for Explosive Ordnance 
Disposal 
Opposing Force Program 
Department of the Ar.m.y Infonnation security Program 
laser Guidance System Security Classification Guide 
Ar.my Foreign Materiel Exploitation Program 
Acquisition, Aocountin;J, control, and Disposal Of captured 
Enemy F.quipnent and Foreign Materiel 
Defense Intelligence Aqency Manual (DIAM) 
(U) 58-13 
(U) 75-1 
Defense Human Resouroas Intelligence collection Prcx::edures, 
Secret/NO:roRN 
Scientific arrl Technical Intelligence Production, 
Confidential 
Department of Defense (DD) Form 
1911 Materiel Courier Receipt 
Department of the Ar.my (DA) Form 
2028 Recc:ll'l'lmerd Chan;Jes to Publications and Blank Forms 
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